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From Red Brick to Pueblo Revival:
Early Architecture at the University of
New Mexico
CARLEEN LAZZELL

As you walk through the main campus of the University of New Mexico
in Albuquerque, it does not matter if it is the first time or the hundredth

time, you will be struck by the unique quality of the architecture. There
are no red brick buildings, ivy-covered walls, classical columns, spires
or domes, as you would confront in a traditional midwestern or eastern
university.
Composed of asymmetrical
masses of adobe-eolored shapes, which
I
unify the campus through color and form, UNM's architecture instead
is appropriate to the southwestern environment. Flat roofs, wide portales (porches), walled courtyards, vigas (beams), flagstone and brick
walks, balconies, carved corbels,' wooden grilles, plazas, and fountains
all enhance the flavor of this internationally acclaimed monument to
a Pueblo Indian and Spanish past. The gently massed, yet bold, geometric forms of the school's architecture and its campus plan convey
a communal atmosphere giving a sense of place and connection to
New Mexico's roots.
This "pueblo on the mesa" was not always so. The school opened
its doors before the turn of the century in a red brick building, designed

I

.

Carleen Lazzell is associate editor of New Mexico Architecture magazine and former
director of the Albuquerque Urban Archaeological Project. She is a doctoral candidate
in American Studies in the University of New Mexico.
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Jesse M. Wheelock, architect. Reproduced from composite of officers, Town of Albuquerque, 1885.
Courtesy of Albuquerque Museum.

by Jesse M. Wheelock and patterned after those which were prevalent
at other universities. Under the leadership of its innovative third president, W. G. Tight, the university was transformed into a "pueblo
university." As the university celebrates its centennial in 1989, Tight
should be remembered for his sensitivity to New Mexico's rich cultural
heritage and his bold initiation of the concept of the distinctive architecture comprising today's modern campus.
Although the University of New Mexico was created on February
28, 1889, it was not until November 13 of that year that the Board of
Regents held their initial meeting in the library of the San Felipe Hotel. 1
At that first meeting, the regents directed their secretary to advertise

1. Acts of the Legislative Assembly of the Territory of New Mexico, Twenty-Eighth Session,
Santa Fe, 1889, 323-45. The bill which created three institutions of higher learning was
officially called "An Act to Establish and Provide for the Maintenance of The University
of New Mexico, The Agricultural College and the Agricultural Experiment Station, The
School of Mines, and The Insane Asylum, and for Other Purposes." The bill was signed
by Governor Edmund G. Ross. On September 2, 1889, Governor L. Bradford Prince
appointed the following to the Board of Regents: Elias S. Stover, Albuquerque (1 year);
Frank W. Clancy, Santa Fe (2 years); G. W. Meylert, Albuquerque (3 years); Henry S.
Waldo, Santa Fe (4 years); and Mariano S. Otero, Bernalillo (5 years).
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for architectural plans and specifications for the new school in newspapers in Denver, Kansas City, Santa Fe, and Albuquerque. In response
to the regents' advertisement, fifteen replies were received requesting
further information. Only three of those who initially expressed interest, however, eventually submitted sketches: Elliott Lynch of Chicago; T. H. Knight of Denver; and Jesse M. Wheelock of Albuquerque.
The regents were receptive to Wheelock's preliminary design for a
three-story, red brick academic structure. There was only a modest
response to Lynch's design, and no response to that submitted by
Knight. After considering the submissions; the regents selected the
local architect, Wheelock, .to design the first building for the territorial
university. 2
Wheelock was a successful, community-minded businessman who
took an active role in many of the same civic and social organizations
as members of the Board of Regents. The advantages of a local architect
were significant, for he would need to have a good working relationship
with the regents and would be responsible for not only the design but
also for on-site supervision during construction. 3
Wheelock considered himself "the leading architect of New Mexico," a distinction he gained simply by being the major architect in
residence between 1882 and 1896. 4 He designed many of the most
important buildings in Albuquerque during this era. Examples of his
work in the city included the San Felipe Hotel, Grant Block and Opera
House, Bernalillo County Jail, N. T. Armijo Building, the Cromwell
and Whiting buildings, and the Commercial Club.
Jesse Wheelock was born December 13,1859, in Booneville, Oneida
County, New York. He attended the State Normal College in Emporia,
Kansas, for the term of 1872-1873, although he received his architectural training as an apprentice to his father. Both Charles W. and Jesse
M. Wheelock are listed as architects in the 1880 Las Vegas, New Mexico,
census. New Albuquerque was incorporated on June 4, 1885, and Jesse
2. Board of Regents, Minutes, University of New Mexico, May 28, 1890, .Special
Collections, Zimmerman Library, University of New Mexico. The secretary was instructed to write Jesse Wheelock's firm asking the cost for plans, specifications and
working drawings complete for bidding by contractors. They also asked Elliott Lynch to
further define his system of heating and ventilation.
3. Carleen Crisp Lazzell, "Academic Architecture and Changing Values in New
Mexico: Hodgin Hall 1889-1909" (master's thesis, University of New Mexico, 1984), 57.
4. In 1893 Jesse M. Wheelock distributed a brochure entitled Souvenir of Albuquerque,
New Mexico and Surrounding Country, "Compliments of J. M. Wheelock, the leading
architect of New Mexico and the real estate and insurance man of the Rio Grande Valley,"
Vandercook Engraving and Publishing Company, Chicago.
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"The University" Building, 1892, was renamed Hodgin Hall in 1936. Courtesy
of Special Collections, Zimmerman Library, University of New Mexico.

Wheelock was elected as the first Recorder. He was also a charter
member of the Commercial Club and served as that organization's first
secretary.5
Albuquerque Academy's Perkins Hall, constructed in 1890, was a
major influence on Wheelock's design for "The University" building.
The Congregationalists of the New West Education Commission hired
the architectural firm of Patten and Fisher, Chicago, to design their
new educational facility. Wheelock served as superintendent of construction for the project. Constructed of red brick and sandstone in a
Richardsonian style, the academy building was similar to the design
Wheelock soon executed for the University of New Mexico. 6
"The University" building, named Hodgin Hall in 1936, would be
5. An Illustrated History of New Mexico (Chicago: Lewis Publishing Co., 1895), 44849; A History of the State Normal School of Kansas (Topeka: Kansas Publishing House, 1915),
169. Jesse M. Wheelock left Albuquerque in 1896 taking the position of general agent
for Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance in Providence, Rhode Island, and in 1906 was
trarisferred to Denver. Wheelock did not practice architecture after his departure from
New Mexico.
6. Charles D. Biebel, "Cultural Change on the Southwest Frontier: Albuquerque
Schooling, 1870-1895," New Mexico Historical Review, 55 (July 1980), 221.
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the last major Wheelock design constructed in Albuquerque. 7 It was a
multi-purpose structure meant to fulfill the immediate needs of the
new territorial university. As universities were established throughout
the western United States, it was common for one building to serve
all the various functions required of the new institution. Therefore,
UNM's first building housed classrooms, professors' offices, library,
scientific laboratories, auditorium, and sometimes even a dormitory.
The building served in this capacity until enrollments justified more
space and specialized areas.
The red brick exterior of "The University" building incorporated
many Richardsonian features into its design. The foundation, constructed of roughcut Cerrillos sandstone, had windows at the groundline to provide light to the half basement. First-floor windows were
rectangular with sandstone lintels, while the second-floor windows
were arched. The west and east sides of the roof had gables inserted
to accommodate the five large windows on each side of the third floor.
Tall chimney stacks projected above the roofline on the north and south
ends. On either side of each chimney were glazed windows in a truncated half-moon shape to give light to the attic space. The massive hip
roof incorporated eyebrow dormers for ventilation. Charles Lembke,
a student at the university in the early 1900s, said "the trusses used
in the original roof were actually Howe Trusses designed by a Santa
Fe Railway bridge engineer."B Although Wheelock's design made excellent use of natural light from extensive fenestration, this later proved
to be a problem.
Since the building was to stand alone on the mesa, the regents
required that the structure be in a finished state on all four sides.
Wheelock's design, therefore, was symmetrical with opposite sides
matching. The east and west facades each had an entrance marked by
a Syrian arch of roughcut stone. Raised letters in a sandstone slab
above each doorway identified the building: "University of N.M.1890."
Wheelock's plan for the interior of the building consisted of the
main floor, which had space for the library and study hall, two classrooms, and two offices for professors. The second floor included four
classrooms and two offices. The third floor had two large rooms for
7. The Board of Regents officially named the first university building "Hodgin Hall"
on January 14, 1936, as a tribute to the late Charles Elkanah Hodgin (1858-1934). Dean
Hodgin graduated from the University of New Mexico in 1894 and served as professor
of education at the institution for twenty-four years.
8. M. F. Fifield, "Profile of an Engineer, Charles H. Lembke," Professional Engineer,
17 (November 1965), 7.
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, " " u~~as an a~sembl}' hall~or dg,:mitory space. Heating and ventilating
. , "'''sysie~s were inst~H~Cl in the basement along with two large rooms
which were equipped for chemiCal and physical laboratories;
The design of "The University" building embodied the cultural
image considered appropriate for an institution of higher learning in
America during the 1890s. The regents, acting as the decision makers,
were part of the network of influential citizens who had been selecting
the architectural designs in New Albuquerque since the arrival of the
railroad. Buildings of stone and brick were a source of great pride to
city residents and Wheelock's designs' of the 18805 and 1890s were
locally perceived to be the latest in acceptable eastern and midwestern
styles.
Completed in 1892, "The University" building was the last structure Wheelock designed in Albuquerque before he moved to Rhode
Island in 1896. It is the only building of his which has survived, although he would not have recognized it in its present Pueblo Revival
style. This first building for the young university was constructed by
Gaetano Palladino and Carlo Digneo, first generation Italian stone masons, who made their homes in Santa Fe. 9
Nine years later, a new president arrived at the fledgling university.
William George Tight's inspirational ideas instituted an architectural
trend for the campus which has continued to the present day. This
thirty-six-year-old geologist was to have a significant effect on architecture at the University of New Mexico and this region.
The campus, in 1901, consisted of Wheelock's imposing red brick
administration/multi-purpose building and a similar red brick building,
constructed in 1899, known as Hadley Hall Climatological Laboratory.
The science laboratory complemented "The University~' building, as
both followed the conventional architectural idiom which was popular
at midwestern and eastern universities. Hadley Hall was two stories
on a half basement of Cerrillos sandstone with a projecting entrance.
Its hip roof, with decorative cresting, had dormers on each side. Hadley
Hall was designed by E. B. Cristy, another local architect, who would
ultimately become Tight's associate in developing the transition from
traditional to indigenous architecture for the University of New Mexico. 1O
9. Carleen Lazzell, "Early Spanish-Pueblo Revival Architecture at the University of
New Mexico, Albuquerque," New Mexico Studies in the Fine Arts: Spanish Colonial Art, 10
(1985), 23.
10. UNM Catalog, Bulletin, 1898, p, 20. The primary purpose of Hadley Hall was
to further medical research. Students with poor health were encouraged to attend the
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Dr. William George Tight, third
president of the University of New
Mexico, 1901-1909. Courtesy of
Special Collections, Zimmerman Library.

Tight was born in Granville, Ohio, March 12, 1865. He graduated
from Denison University in Granville in 1886 with a bachelor's degree
in science and the following year was the first student to receive a
master's degree from the same institution. In 1901, the year Tight
arrived in Albuquerque to assume duties as president of the university,
he received his doctorate from the University of Chicago. 11
The architectural scene that greeted the new president was not
much different than what he had left behind in the Midwest. But Tight's
vision over the next eight years transformed the young institution into
a campus reminiscent of the indigenous architecture of the southwestern United States. Tight's innovative ideas, applauded at the time,
were no passing fad. Tight initiated an architectural style that has
become known as the Spanish-Pueblo Revival and is now associated
with all of New Mexico.
Tight's enthusiasm for and dedication to the improvement of the
campus were limitless. He was admired not for his intellect alone but
University of New Mexico, as the dry climate was considered beneficial particularly to
those suffering from tuberculosis.
11. G. Wallace Chessman and Wyndham M. Southgate, Heritage and Promise: Denison
1831-1981 (Granville, Ohio: Denison University, 1981),49; Albuquerque Morning Journal,
January 17, 1910. Because of a dispute with two faculty members, the regents asked for
Tight's resignation in April 1909. He died on January 10, 1910, in Glendale, California.
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also for his "down to earth" attitude and hard work. Referred to as the
"human dynamo," he did not simply give orders regarding work to be
done but donned work clothes and pitched in himself. He and students
made trips to the mountains and returned with trees to be transplanted
on campus. President Tight was an active member of the Campus
Improvement League, which planted a wide variety of trees, including
elms, maples, ashes, birches, sycamores, redbuds, walnuts, butternuts,
chestnuts, and buckeyes. Ornamental shrubs such as dogwood, flowering plum, syringa, swan ball, bush honeysuckle, hydrangea, and
flowering currents were also planted, along with bamboo, cattails,
rushes, and pond lilies. By 1908, on what had previously been a sandy
mesa with only scrubb plants, there were 5,000 trees and shrubs. 12
Shortly after Tight's arrival in Albuquerque, the Santa Fe Railway
began construction on the Alvarado Hotel. This extensive complex,
built at a cost of $200,000, featured a California Mission Revival style
architecture. I3 Although the Alvarado was not specifically built in a
New Mexican indigenous style, it may well have prompted Tight to
consider the idea of an architectural style which would reflect New
Mexico's ancient Pueblo past.
In Cristy, hired as a university drawing instructor in 1897, Tight
found an architect who shared his enthusiasm for UNM and his fascination with indigenous architectural styles. Cristy immigrated to the
territory in 1892 and after his arrival designed several buildings in New
Albuquerque, including Central High School in 1900 and City Hall in
1906. The only buildings, however, that he was responsible for in the
Spanish Pueblo Revival style were on the university campus. Working
together as a team, Tight had the ideas and Cristy executed the final
drawings and plans. 14
Tight and Cristy's initial endeavor at pueblo architecture was the
Central Heating Plant, constructed in 1905-1906. The October 27, 1906,
edition of the university newspaper pdnted a photograph of the completed facility and captioned it: liThe Pioneer of Pueblo Style on Our
12. Dorothy Huges, Pueblo on the Mesa: The First Fifty Years at the University of New
Mexico (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1939), 23; Frank D. Reeve, "History of the University of New Mexico" (master's thesis, University of New Mexico, 1928),
177; UNM Weekly, March 23, April 20, 1907.
13. Official Southwestern Souvenir Sixteenth National Irrigation Congress (Albuquerque:
n.p., 1908), 65. The Alvarado Hotel was designed by Charles Whittlesey, architect for
El Tovar Hotel at the Grand Canyon.
14. George B. Anderson, ed., History of New Mexico: Its Resources and People (Los
Angeles: Pacific States Publishing Co., 1907), II: 558; Seventh University Catalog, UNM,
1897-1898, p. 6.
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Central Heating Plant, constructed in 1905-1906. Reproduced from Ramon
Jurado, "Prehistoric Home for New University," Technical World Magazine (June
1909).

Campus."15 The boiler house, although modest in scale, incorporated
several puebloid features including random fenestration, buttresses,
stepped walls, vigas, and a portal. The success of .the Central Heating
Plant gave Tight and Cristy the confidence to proceed with far more
ambitious projects.
.
Their next buildings were two dormitories-Hokona Hall for women
and Kwataka Hall for men. Although built of wood frame and stucco, .
the two dormitories imitated adobe construction. Pine logs, hand hewn
and stripped of bark, were mortised, pinned together, and used for
the beams (vigas), balastrades, and portal posts. The university newspaper claimed that inspiration for the capitals (zapatas) atop the posts
was derived from those at Zia Pueblo. 16 E. Dana Johnson, a local journalist, had a different opinion, suggesting that the capitals were copied
from the old San Miguel church in Santa Fe.
Flat-roofed, with broad porticos on each story, the dormitories
also had heavy wall buttresses. Another prominent feature was the
walled, outside winding stairway reminiscent of the steep and winding
approach to Acoma Pueblo. Long ladders, a familiar sight at the Indian
village of Taos, leaned against the buildings. 17
15. UNM Weekly, October 27, 1906. The Central Heating Plant was demolished in

1979.
16. Ibid., April 28, 1906.
17. E. Dana Johr.son, "A University Pueblo," World's Work (October 1907), 9471-72.
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Hokona Hall Women's Dormitory, 1906. Reproduced from E. Dana Johnson,
"A University Pueblo," The World's Work (October 1907).

Kwataka Hall, Men's Dormitory, 1906. Photograph circa 1908. Courtesy of
Special Collections, Zimmerman Library.
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Hokona Hall was divided into suites of three rooms, with each
suite arranged to house two women and offer a common study/entertaining area. A roof garden, surrounded by a stepped parapet wall,
was an added feature. Kwataka Hall had a similar room arrangement
with sleeping and study areas and could house twenty-four men. Domed
replicas of Pueblo Indian "homo" ovens were placed on the roofs of
both Hokona and Kwataka to act as solar water heaters for the bathrooms located below. 18
Not only was the architectural style of Hokona and Kwataka intriguing/ their names fascinated both local citizens and tourists. Names
for the two dormitories were selected by Miss Ethel Hickey, associate
professor of English at the university. Hickey got her idea from Indian
legends. Wrote Ramon Jurado of the names:
Hokona is the Tusayan or Sikyatki symbol for the butterfly. But
instead of following out the old Greek theory of Psyche, the soul,
as a definition of butterfly, the dwellers in the ancient city applied
it to all maidens, consequently, Hokona has become the ButterflyMaiden, an emblem of purity and beauty.
Similarly, the men's dormitory, which is a trifle smaller than
that which the fair co-eds will dwell, bears the symbol of Kwataka,
the Man-Eagle, a legendary monster which was believed by Sikyatkians to dwell in the sky and to lie constantly in wait for wan. derers from the pueblo city, to carry them away to his lair and
there devour them. Finally the war-god of this primitive people
overcame Kwataka and the pueblo was relieved of his raid. 19
President Tight, aided by Hickey, painted the appropriate symbols
for Hokona and Kwataka on the entry stairwells of each dormitory.
The symbols, depicting Hokona as a Virgin Butterfly and Kwataka as
a Man-Eagle, added the finishing touches to the buildings. 20
Interior decoration of the dormitories merged nicely with their
architectural style by using native designs. Johnson described the interior of the dormitories in a 1907 article stating that the students had
captured the spirit of the Pueblo motif. Students' rooms utilized an
abundance of rugs/ pottery, and baskets which were readily available
from the many Indians living in the vicinity of Albuquerque. Bows and
18. New Mexico Lobo, January 4,1956. Although razed in 1956, Hokona and Kwataka
dormitories were the beginning of a homogeneous campus plan. In 1956 a new women's
dormitory, also named Hokona Hall, was built. Johnson, "University Pueblo," 9472.
19. Ramon Jurado, "Prehistoric Horne for a New University," Technical World Magazine (June 1909), 370.
20. UNM Weekly, August 17, 1907; New Mexico Lobo, January 4, 1956.
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Hokona Hall, Reception Room, 1906. Reproduced from E. Dana Johnson, "A
University Pueblo," The World's Work (October 1907).

arrows, moccasins, and bead-work curios hung on the walls alongside
photographs of harvest dances and sacred ceremonials.
Geometric shapes, patterned after designs on Sikyatki pottery,
were painted on the walls and ceilings of the lobbies with colorful
birds, mammals, and reptiles filling in the frieze areas. Murals depicting the rainbow god, moon god, and sun god added to the overall
composition providing an interesting study in the symbolic art of the
ancient southwestern Indians. In the public areas, black hardwood
"swastikas" (Indian good luck symbols) hung from the ceilings as frames
for the electric light fixtures. And, in the lobby of Hokona Hall, there
was a large vase, painted with emblematic designs, which had been
brought from the ruins of Sikyatki. 21
M. F. Angell, dean of physics, was so impressed with Tight's ideas
for an indigenous architectural style that in 1906, at the same time the
dormitories were under construction, he built an adobe house south
of the campus. Porches on the two-story house were accented by roughcut
21. Johnson, "University Pueblo," 9473.
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Angell-Tight House, Albuquerque, 1906. Courtesy of Special Collections, Zimmerman Library.

vigas and posts with carved capitals. 22 President Tight purchased the
house from Dean Angell in the fall of 1907 and named it "La Casa
Puebla en la Colina." The colloquial name indicates Tight's absorption
in southwestern regionalism.
Soon after his arrival at the university, Tight assisted the male
students in establishing the Alpha Alpha Alpha fraternity. Early in 1908
the group began to build a meeting chamber. 23 A circular one-story
building constructed of adobe, it was called the "most unique fraternity
house in the world." Intended as a replica of the council chamber at
Santo Domingo Pueblo, "kiva" was the first choice as a name for the
22. UNM Weekly, October 27, 1906. The house was acquired by Sigma Tau fraternity,
an independent social group, in 1910. This group affiliated with Sigma Chi, a national
fraternity, in 1914, and stayed in this location until 1923. The house was purchased by
the Alpha Delta Pi sorority in 1930 and remained their house until 1932. After that, the
Tight residence became a gasoline station and various other businesses before being
razed. A fast food restaurant now stands on the site.
23. Hughes, Pueblo on the Mesa, 63. Derived from a group called the Yum Yum Society,
the Tri-Alphas eventually affiliated with Pi Kappa Alpha national fraternity. The "estufa"
is now a landmark on the UNM campus and continues to belong to Pi Kappa Alpha
fraternity.
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"Estufa," University of New Mexico, 1908. Courtesy Gwinn "Bub" Henry.

building. However, the Tri-Alphas had little choice in the matter. Within
a few months after it was built, and after a great deal of criticism from
the Santo Domingans, the name was changed to "estufa."24
For Tight, the Central Heating Plant, the "estufa," and even Hokana and Kwataka dormitories were minor projects, for his master plan
envisioned more dramatic and significant architectural changes in the
future. There was nothing in Tight and Cristy's backgrounds to indicate
that they would be the two men to initiate an architectural style which
would ultimately have farcreaching acceptance. The concept of a revival
style based on indigenous southwestern architecture made good sense,
yet no one prior to Tight seriously considered it. 25
24. The Mirage (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico, 1908), n.p.; UNM Weekly,
August 17, 1907.
25. Reeve, "History of the University of New Mexico," 186, 154-55. Shortly after
Tight's death, the regents purchased his library. The collection, unfortunately, was destroyed when Hadley Hall burned on May 23,1910. Before Tight's dismissal from UNM,
it had been his iritention to also remodel Hadley Hall to the Pueblo design whenever
funds were available. For a discussion of the southwestern exhibits at the 1893 Columbian
Exposition, Chicago, and the 1904 Louisiana Purchase Exposition, St. Louis, see Christopher Montgomery Wilson, "The Santa Fe, New Mexico Plaza: An Architectural and
Cultural History, 1610-1921" (master's thesis, University of New Mexico, 1981), 122-25.
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Magazine articles in 1907 and 1909 stated that Tight and Cristy
were influenced by Jesse Walter Fewkes' Bureau of American Ethnology
report, "Archeological Expedition to Arizona in 1895," describing the
exploration of the ruins of Sikyatki, Arizona. In the October 1907 issue
of World's Work, Johnson stated that Fewkes' report "has been used as
a basis in planning this new type of college architecture-a university
pueblo. "26
Tight and Cristy had access to the Bureau of American Ethnology
Reports published by the Smithsonian Institution. In 1894 the Smithsonian donated fifteen volumes of the bureau's reports to UNM and
the Eighth Annual Report, which published Victor Mindeleff's "A Study
of Pueblo Architecture, Tusayan and Cibola," was included. The Seventeenth Annual Report covering Fewkes' expedition to Sikyatki was
received at the university shortly after its publication in 1898. In his
article on the university Johnson wrote:
The model for this college pueblo is the prehistoric town of Sikyatki, perhaps the oldest of the communal towns in this part of
the world. It is situated in northern Arizona, amid limitless deserts
and frowning mesas, in that strange land of sunshine and silence.
In this isolated region, where the Moquis hold their snake dances
and blanket Indians climb to their homes on precipitous cliffs, are
the Tusayan pueblos, occupied by small remnants of tribes that
had reached a remarkable degree of civilization. 27
An article by Ramon Jurado two years later agreed with Johnson
that Tight and Cristy developed their ideas for the pueblo university
from Fewkes' 1895 Bureau of Ethnology report. Perhaps the two authors credited the pueblo influence to Fewkes' report because the names
and symbols for the dormitories and the interior murals were derived
from Sikyatki. As stated earlier, one of the artifacts which decorated
the lobby of Hokona Hall was a large piece of pottery from the ruins
of that ancient pueblo. The ethnology report by Fewkes was an excellent reference, particularly for the interior murals in the Hokona Hall
lobby, as it included thirty-four color plates and hundreds of black and
white drawings depicting Sikyatki symbols and geometric designs.
Tight's intention may have been to use existing pueblos as a visual
These exhibits were built as a curiosity to depict the Southwest and probably were never
taken seriously as an architectural style.
26. Johnson, "University Pueblo," 9469.
27. Ibid., 9468.
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reference while otherwise attempting to emulate a culture from fifteenth-century pre-Hispanic Pueblo culture. If this were true, as indicated by Johnson and Jurado, the perfect example was Sikyatki, a
so-called pure model of Pueblo culture. The Fewkes' expedition found
Sikyatki to be devoid of Spanish influence. This hypothesis was predicated on the fact that, according to Hopi legends, Sikyatki was destroyedbefore the Spaniards arrived in the area; Sikyatki was never
mentioned in any documentation by the Spaniards as were the other
identifiable pueblos; and archaeological findings did not reveal any
evidence of glass, metal, or other artifacts which could be attributed
to the Spaniards. 28
Dorothy Hughes, in her fifty-year celebration of UNM, Pueblo on
the Mesa, stated that Tight studied every architectural detail prior to
construction. One of Tight and Cristy's excursions was to Taos, where
they carried out extensive research. In order to acquire a first-hand
knowledge of architectural details the two men sketched and photographed beams, lintels, entrances, niches, buttresses, and roof lines 29
Since there was no ban against photographing and sketching at the
pueblos prior to World War I, the men were free to gather whatever
information they needed.
By the end of spring semester 1908, the university campus had a
sharp dichotomy in its architecture. The monumental red brick Richardsonian "administration building" (1890-1892) and its similar companion building, Hadley Hall Climatological Laboratory (1899),
overpowered their unobtrusive indigenous style neighbors. This scene
soon changed, however, as Tight and Cristy, with the approval of the
regents, proceeded with their bold plan.
At the May 16, 1908, regent's meeting, a decision was reached to
make alterations to "The University" building. Even though President
Tight advocated consistency in an architectural design for the campus,
that was not the only reason for remodeling the structure. By 1894,
only two years after its completion, the first university building needed
extensive repairs to the brickwork in the south gable and north chimney. Flooring, damaged by a leaky roof, was also repaired in the north
room of the third floor. A few years later a bulge appeared in the upper
walls. Upon Cristy's recommendation, the regents requested that five
28. Jesse Walter Fewkes, "Archeological Expedition to Arizona in 1895," Seventeenth
Annual Report of the Bureau of American Ethnology, 1895-1896 (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1898), 591-92. A recent article discussing Sikyatki and other pueblos
is David L. Arnold, "Pueblo Pottery: 2,000 Years of Artistry," National Geographic, 162
(November 1982), 593-605.
29. UNM Weekly, September 14, 1907; Hughes, Pueblo on the Mesa, 25.
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"The University" Building (Hodgin Hall) after 1908 remodeling with additions:
Normal School to far left; Rodey Hall to far right. Circa 1909. Courtesy of
Special Collections, Zimmerman Library.

tie rods be installed, running both directions, in order to stabilize the
structure. 30
Even as early as December 1906, regent secretary James H. Wroth
wrote a letter to Governor Herbert J. Hagerman outlining projected
plans for remodeling the main building at the university. His letter
accented the need for action stressing the fact that the "style of architecture" was "wholly unsuited to the climatic conditions existing." The
extremely high roof of "The University" building exposed large surfaces
to the winds which, according to Wroth, was dangerous. Also, because
of the extensive fenestration, the walls were not able to support the
heavy roof. Twice within ten years after it was built, the regents asked
contractors and architects to inspect the building, each time spending
from $300 to $500 for reinforcement. The racking strains of high winds,
however, continued to endanger the building's stability. Finally, the
regents agreed that the safest and best method would be to remove
30. Regents, Minutes, May 16, 1908, July 2, 1894, SpeCial Collections, Zimmerman
Library; E. B. T. Glass, ed., Hodgin Hall Historic Structure Report (Albuquerque: University
of New Mexico, Office of the University Architect, 1979), 72. The tie rods were removed
when the building was remodeled in 1908.
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the r.oof entirely and replace it with a flat roof. At the same time, they
decided to add a wing to the north to be used as an assembly hall, as
there was not any space where the entire student body could gather
without being seriously overcrowded. 31
By the time classes resumed in the fall of 1908, "The University"
building had undergone a radical transformation. During the summer
the structure had been remodeled. An auditorium, Rodey Hall, had
been built to the north side and the Normal Department to the south.
Although physically separate, Tight and Cristy considered the original
building and the auditorium addition as one architectural composition: 32 The three-story structure, in its asymmetrical pueblo style, did
not resemble Wheelock's design or the architectural monument that
the first Board of Regents had envisioned.
The first university building was now a pueblo, easily larger than
anything of a similar style erected in this century. According to an
article in the university newspaper, it seemed more pleasing to the
eyes than any example of pueblo architecture on campus. Arches were
removed or straightened, doors cut through, walls tom out, porches
built, a room added to the south, the top-heavy roof removed, two
new rooms built in the center of the third floor, and a flat roof built to
replace the old one.
North of the main building, and seemingly a part of it, was Rodey
Hall. The graduating class of 1908 laid the cornerstone for the new
assembly building. The cross-shaped plan had a platform occupying
the shorter arm of the cross. The ceiling was quite high with a balcony
constructed in the upper part of the longer arm of the cross. In order
to realize the effect of an old Pueblo mission church, large rough pine
logs were used for beams and pillars and the outside walls and comers
were heavily buttressed.
Rodey Hall, a cruciform shape could seat approximately five hundred persons and had a large stage. The auditorium was a departure
from Tight's so-called pure pueblo architecture since it reflected Spanish
mission style. According to the Albuquerque Journal: "the interior of
the assembly hall somewhat resembled the interior plan of the old
mission church at Juarez, Mexico. The heavy log supports, the unconcealed rafters which uphold the roof, and the gallery, all show how
the mission style is followed as closely as possible ."33
31. Glass, Historic Structure Report, James H. Wroth to Governor Herbert J. Hagerman, December 14, 1906, pp. 121-23. UNM Weekly, February 27, 1909.
32. Glass, Hodgin Hall Report, 140. Rodey Hall was named in honor of Bernard S.
Rodey, "Father of the University," who drafted the bill which created the institution.
33. UNM Weekly, August 15, 1908. There were five pre-rebellion (1680) mission
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Territorial Fair Building, University of New Mexico, 1908. Courtesy of Special
Collections, Zimmerman Library.

The "Pueblo on the Mesa" was not only a tourist attraction by this
time, it also served as a form of advertising for the school. In order to
further display the pueblo architecture prevalent at UNM, Tight, assisted by the faculty and students, constructed a temporary example
at the September 1908 Territorial Fair, Inter-State Industrial Exposition,
and National Irrigation Congress. These three organizations combined
their efforts in order to stage a grand exposition at Traction Park near
Old Albuquerque.
Visitors arriving for the tri-exposition were treated to a display of
an Indian pueblo. Plastered in a light color to imitate adobe, the "pueblo,"
at least from a distance, appeared to be a "genuine specimen."34 In
order to enhance the illusion, crude ladders were placed between roof
churches still extant when Tight arrived in New Mexico: Zia (1614); Isleta (1629); Acoma
(1644); Zuni (1660) and EI Paso (Ciudad Juarez) (1662). These structures would have been
examples for Tight and Cristy when designing Rodey Hall. The UNM Catalog Bulletin,
1921, p. 19, said the auditorium was the exact duplicate of the church in Taos, although
the author did not specify if he meant Ranchos de Taos or Taos Pueblo. Albuquerque
Journal, January 24, 1909.
34. UNM Weekly, October 3, 1908. Constructed of wire mesh and plaster, the exhibit
building was three stories reaching a height of about fifty feet. Due to the "stage-set"
construction of the building, only the first floor was used for exhibits and demonstrations.
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levels of the exhibition building, and several red chili ristras were hung
from the protruding vigas. President Tight, conscious of even the smallest detail, personally gathered the colorful strings of chili. 35 To add
more authenticity to the scene, several varieties of yucca and cacti were
planted in front of the building.
A mural depicting a series of Indian legends was painted on the
interior walls, and the rooms were decorated with rugs, pottery, and
baskets, all reminiscent of Hokona Hall's lobby. The exhibition space
held various university displays and was used for demonstrations on
science, engineering, business, and cooking. As an effort to express
the functional and aesthetic attributes of the pueblo idea UNM's display
at the 1908 tri-exposition was especially significant. As an added benefit
of the display, the university advertised that they had exhibited at the
National Irrigation Congress. 36
Tight believed that the communal nature of a pueblo village was
adaptable to a university campus since, at that time, the university was
communal by nature with most students liying on campus. The institution, in those early years, was physically removed from Albuquerque
and, therefore, was basically a self-contained community. Tight, from
the beginning of his 'concept of a campus reflecting pueblo-style architecture, intended that the university create an atmosphere similar
to that of a pueblo community. Hokona Hall and Kwataka Hall, therefore, formed the basis of his concept for the north and east sides of
the campus. The projected plan was to merge the two dormitories to
house the men and then build another dormitory for women closer to
the center of campus. 37 Because of the flat roofs, another advantage of
this uncomplicated. architecture was the simplicity of adding to or
changing the buildings.
The New Mexico Central Railroad was an admirer of the university's indigenous-style architecture. Concurrent with the Territorial Fair,
the Inter-State Industrial Exposition, and the National Irrigation Congress, the railroad company offered a prize for the best Pueblo motif
design which could be adapted to its string of projected depots from
Albuquerque to Moriarty. One of the chief promotors of the railway,
35. Hughes, Pueblo on the Mesa, 39.
36. UNM Weekly, October 3, 10, 1908. The exhibit was open for a total of two weeks
during September and October 1908.
37. Edna H. Bergman, "The Fate of Architectural Theory in Albuquerque, New
Mexico: Buildings of Four Decades, 1920-1960" (master's thesis, University of New Mexico, 1978), 17. John L. Kessell, The Missions of New Mexico Since 1776 (Albuquerque:
University of New Mexico Press, 1980), 25.
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A. L. Richmond of Pittsburgh, indicated his approval of the style by
offering a $100 reward. "This is tangible evidence," he said, "thousands
of artists, architects, and ethnologists have been impressed with the
Pueblo idea, and in a few years the University will by no means enjoy
a monopoly of the communal style."38
Richmond's 1908 forecast soon proved to be correct. In 1909, for
example, the Santa Fe Railway Company, in conjunction with the Fred
Harvey Company, engaged the well known Kansas City architect, Louis
S. Curtiss, to design a hotel at Lamy, New Mexico. Named "El Ortiz,"
the eclectic design of the hotel assimilated both Spanish-Pueblo and
California Mission features. The Harvey hotel, although modest in size,
incorporated vigas, a portal, and an enclosed courtyard into its regional
design. 39
The University of New Mexico was proud of the honor of being
the first to adapt the indigenous architecture of the Southwest into a
functional contemporary setting. This pride included considerable protectiveness. The students and other members of the university community felt they were being plagiarized, and that the whole concept
of the "pueblo" was being exploited for material gain when the railroad
companies began to capitalize upon this novel architecture. 40
After the Tight era came to an end in 1909, construction on campus
basically halted for almost a decade. Between 1916 and 1926 three
modified Mayan designs were constructed: chemistry building, home
economics, and a library. It was not until 1927, under the leadership
of Mrs. Reed Holloman, that the regents adopted the Spanish Pueblo
Revival style. 41 After that construction progressed rapidly with the
following projects: President's home, 1927; Carlisle gymnasium, 1927;
science lecture hall, 1927; Yatoka Hall (dormitory), 1927; Parsons Hall
(biology), 1928; Bandelier East (dining hall), 1930; Marron Hall, west
wing (dormitory), 1931; and the stadium building, 1933.
With new construction taking priority over maintenance of old
buildings, the first university building received minimal attention. In
1936, when its name was changed to Hodgin Hall, the building was
38. UNM Weekly, October 3, 1908.
39. Kathleen A. Brooker, "Railroad Depots in New Mexico: Southwestern Styles
and the Masonry Tradition" (master's thesis, University of New Mexico, 1981), 69-70;
David Gebhard, "Architecture and the Fred Harvey Houses," New Mexico Architecture, 4
(July/August 1962), 11-17; Sylvanus G. Morley, "Santa Fe Architecture," Old Santa Fe, 2
(1914-1915), 297.
40. UNM Weekly, October 3, 1908.
41. Lazzell, "Academic Architecture," 181.
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John Gaw Meem, architect. Photograph by Laura Gilpin, 1960. Courtesy of Special Collections, Zimmerman Library.

turned over to the College of Education. Dean S. P. Nanninga suggested
that the building be razed but he was ignored. 42
Although Tight was the originator of Spanish-Pueblo Revival architecture as a viable regional style, it was John Gaw Meem who is
best remembered for his efforts in refining that indigenous style at the
University of New Mexico. With the availability of Public Works Administration funds during the 1930s, President James F. Zimmerman selected Meem as the architect to further enhance the indigenous image
of the campus. Although Meem began practicing architecture in Santa
Fe during 1924, it was not until ten years later that he was given a
commission to design Scholes Hall, a new administration and classroom building. Meem's design for the original section of Zimmerman
Library in 1938 was "a key monument of .the Spanish-Pueblo Revival
in New Mexico."43
The rapid growth of the university in these years left little time or
money for maintenance of the early buildings. In 1971 the HodginRodey complex suffered aesthetically when Rodey Hall was demolished
42. S. P. Nanninga, Dean, College of Education, UNM, Biennial Report, 54 (19391941), 44, Special Collections, Zimmerman Library.
43. Bainbridge Bunting, John Gaw Meem: Southwestern Architect (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press/School of American Research, 1983), 94. Bunting's definition

for Pueblo Revival refers to the reappearance or resumed prominence of pueblo style
architecture in areas other than Indian villages and land.
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to make way for a loop road (Redondo Drive) around the university
campus. The "flagship" of the institution had become the "eyesore,"
and with the demise of Rodey Hall, Hodgin Hall's future was tenuous.
Early in 1975 concerned alumni met with the regents to present a
proposal for preserving and restoring the deteriorating structure. After
gaining the regents' approval, the Hodgin Hall Restoration Committee
launched a fund drive in which more than 2,500 alumni contributed
toward the renovation of Hodgin Hall to its 1908 Pueblo Revival appearance. After extensive structural and cosmetic work, beginning in
the fall of 1982, the first building on campus was rededicated during
the 1983 university homecoming festivities. 44
The bold architectural image of the University of New Mexico
began in 1905 with the innovative thinking of William George Tight
when he initiated the design of the Central Heating Plant. During the
following three years Tight proved that the indigenous architectural
heritage of the southwestern United States could be adapted to a contemporary setting. Although there are many scattered examples of the
Spanish-Pueblo Revival style throughout the Southwest and even occasional examples in other parts of the United States, it is because of
Tight, and the expansion of his ideas by Meem, that the Spanish-Pueblo
Revival style is intrinsically identified with New Mexico. The architectural transition from eastern and midwestern Victorian style buildings,
prevalent at the turn of the century, to structures which reflected the
pueblo culture of the arid Southwest confirmed Tight's philosophy that
"red brick was for the green East; for this desert land the Indian artists
had recognized what would be fitting."45

44. Members of the Hodgin Hall Restoration Committee were W. D. "Bill" Brannin,
Chairman, Joseph B. Burwinkle, Jr., Lena Clauve, R. William Elder, Glenn L. Emmons,
Ben C. Hernandez, Calvin Horn, Stan Hultberg, S. Y. "Tony" Jackson, Jr., Cyrene Mapel,
Jack c. Redman, Peggy Ritc.hie, Ellen Ann Lembke Ryan, Helen Savage, and H. Tommy
Taylor. "The University" building (Hodgin Hall) was placed on the State Register of
Cultural Properties in 1974 and on the National Register of Historic Places in 1978.
45. Hughes, Pueblo on the Mesa, 25.
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American higher education has been shaped by an often conflicting
set of forces from both without and within. External forces, be they
affirmative action, revolutions in science and technology, or an everadvancing professionalization in national life, confront the political,
economic, social, and cultural realities of region and locality. From this
comes the rich mixture of curricula, standards, patterns, and perspectives that make higher learning in the United States unique among the
nations of the world.
The consequences of these themes on the campus of the University
of New Mexico can be clearly seen in the university's first encounter
with the outside forces of war and military mobilization. Scholars of
the modern West rightly address the profound changes brought to the
region by the more prolonged and traumatic involvement of the United
States in the Second World War. Yet the instability of the "Great War,"
as it was known in its day (1917-1919), both blessed and cursed the
state university in Albuquerque. The school, the community, and the
state would be different places by 1920, thanks in great measure to the
Michael Welsh is an assistant professor of history in Cameron University at Lawton,
Oklahoma. He is author of U.S. Army Corps of Engineers: Albuquerque District, 1935-1985
(1987) and is working on a forthcoming book, Frontier and Academe: The University of New
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David Ross Boyd, president of the University of New Mexico from 1912 to
1919, saw the university through substantial changes during World War I.
Courtesy of Special Collections, Zimmerman Library, University of New Mexico.
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forces from Europe, and from home, that transformed the university
from a glorified high school to an accredited institution in 1922.
On April 6, 1917, President Woodrow Wilson announced that the
nation would enter the European conflict against Germany. The Southwest was no stranger to armed violence, for the revolution across the
border in Mexico had touched the state, and the UNM campus, in the
raid of Francisco "Pancho" Villa against Columbus, New Mexico, in
1916. Had it not been for the "mobilization at the border" for the
Pershing expedition, said UNM President David Ross Boyd, the school's
fall enrollment would have been fifteen to twenty percent higher. But
few university administrators anywhere knew how to plan for the
exigencies of war. What ensued was a rapid decline in the male population of college campuses, followed by shifts in curriculum from the
classical training in the liberal arts to more pragmatic course work in
engineering and science. How institutions adjusted to these phenomena would say much about their futures, in time of war and in the
remainder of the twentieth century. 1
Within six weeks of Wilson's declaration of war, UNM entertained
a visit from a local civic group bearing the cumbersome title, "The
Committee for Securing a Mobilization Camp for the National Guards
for Albuquerque." Because the United States Army lacked sufficient
numbers of troops ready for combat in Europe, the federal government
called upon state militia to train at home. By locating New Mexico's
training camp (eventually known as "Camp Funston") on the UNM
campus, the university could realize some revenues for utilities and
rental of space, and also attract young men who might enroll in wartime
academic programs. Many of these young men were poorly educated,
however, and not attuned to the sensitivities of a liberal arts campus.
President Boyd thus told the organizers that the soldiers could not
trespass on university property, and that he would prohibit students
from visiting the militarycamp.2
To accommodate the irregularity of wartime planning, Boyd asked
the regents to change the university calendar to a four-quarter system,
with UNM offering classes forty-six weeks of the year. Many students
found work in the summer of 1917 on farms as the federal government's
"Food Administration" subsidized agricultural production to supply
1. Minutes of the Regents' Meeting, University of New Mexico, December 11, 1916,
pp. 95-96, Zimmerman Library, University of New Mexico; Michael McGiffert, The Higher
Learning in Colorado, An Historical Study, 1860-1940 (Denver: Swallow Press, 1964), 120-

24.

2. Regents' Minutes, May 25, 1917, p. 122.
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America's beleaguered European allies. UNM would thus remain dosed
until October 1 to permit students to complete the fall harvest.
The president also kept abreast of the consequences of mobilization
nationwide and the impact of the war on Europe. Many young New
Mexican men left home for active duty, and rumors circulated that
UNM would lower its admissions criteria and its academic standards
to overcome this drain upon the student population. Boyd protested
that nothing had changed, and that UNM would follow directives from
the federal government to train students at the highest level possible.
Europe's great universities had dosed because of the war, and the
United States needed to keep its schools active for a more efficient war
effort. When Boyd received notice that UNM students in the service
had transferred their credits to New York colleges without incident, he
trumpeted this as proof that UNM could prepare young people to
compete nationally. 3
As the fall term of 1917 neared, UNM's administration realized
that the war would affect campus life far more than first imagined.
Prices for food and lodging reflected wartime scarcities, but UNM kept
its charges for room and board to prewar levels of eighteen dollars
monthly. Boyd called this policy "good advertising," which would be
"appreciated both by students and their parents." Ralph Hutchinson,
UNM's athletic director, resigned to join most of the student-athletes
in the military. Boyd chose not to replace him, thus saving money,
while retaining "various athletic exercises, together with some rudiments of military training." The increased traffic from town to campus
caused by the National Guard camp also led UNM to approach the
trolley company requesting that the travel time from town be decreased
from twenty minutes to twelve. 4
The fall term opened with nearly seventy percent of the male
students absent from campus. Among them was the entire football
squad, which left UNM no choice but to cancel the season. Both men
and women took military training in lieu of physical education, and
Boyd assured some concerned citizens that UNM had no desire to take
over the programs already offered by the Military Institute in Roswell.
Federal officials encouraged campuses to grow vegetables and fruits to
increase the amount of foodstuffs, and in February 1918 regents' president George Brooks called for the purchase of three quarter-sections

3. Albuquerque Evening Herald, July 12, 16, 26, 1917.
4. Regents' Minutes, September 24, 1917, pp. 139, 148.
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of federal land one and one-half miles northeast of campus for a "University farm. "5
The most serious challenge to campus serenity that year came not
from the war itself, but from charges lodged against John W. Gruner,
professor of German, that he was unpatriotic and a threat to student
involvement in wartime programs. Although German-Americans comprised the largest single group of European descent in the country,
federal programs to instill patriotism engaged in harsh propaganda
against the "atrocities" suspected of the German army. Organizations
sprang up across the country like the American Protective League,
which had adherents among New Mexicans. Given tacit support by
the U.S. Justice Department, the league took it upon itself to purge
American institutions of unwanted foreign elements and to sustain
pro-American sentiment at a fever pitch. 6
The consequences of the league's actions spread onto every university campus in the nation. Dissent by students and faculty evaporated, if any had existed. Enrollment in German language and history
courses also collapsed, bringing faculty layoffs or reassignments. In
Colorado, the private University of Denver fired its professor of German, Martha Cook, because she refused to join the local "Patriotic
League." The state legislature of Colorado, in an effort to eliminate
foreign subversives and also to save money, prohibited the teaching
of German in the public high schools. Not to be outdone, the state of
Oklahoma solved the problem by outlawing instruction in all foreign
languages; a gesture that had to be corrected at war's end.?
The Gruner case never reached the proportions of those in New
Mexico's neighboring states, in part because New Mexico in 1918 was
still more than fifty percent Hispanic and Indian. Gruner himself seemed
an unlikely target, as he had emigrated from Germany in 1912 and
worked as a civil engineer for a western railroad. Upon his arrival in
New Mexico he enrolled at UNM to study geology and after graduation
in 1917 accepted an appointment as an instructor in that subject as well
as in his native language. The New Mexico War Defense Board, chaired
by wealthy landowner Charles Springer, learned of Gruner's presence
at UNM and demanded his dismissal. The regents asked the Albuquerque Council of Defense to investigate the charges and report its
findings as soon as possible.
5. Ibid., February 1, 1918, p. 176; Albuquerque Evening Herald, August 27, 1917.

6. William M. Dabney, "A History of the College of Arts and Sciences, University
of New Mexico," unpublished manuscript, 1986, pp. 27-28; Albuquerque Evening Herald,
April 23, 1918; Regents' Minutes, April 21, 1918, p. 177.
7. McGiffert, Higher Learning in Colordo, 121-22.
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The local patriotic organization could find no evidence of Gruner's
pro-German sentiments. The adverse publicity generated by the Gruner case, however, required UNM to mollify its critics with a vigorous
statement of patriotism. Since only two students remained in Gruner's
German class, President Boyd gave them their credits and terminated
the course. The regents then stated publicly that German would no
longer be taught at UNM, and that Gruner would be reassigned to the
geology department. He left soon thereafter, earned a doctorate and
had a long and distinguished career in mineralogy at the University
of Minnesota. Years later, in quieter times, UNM gave Gruner an honorary doctorate for his contributions to science, which included exploration of western uranium deposits, being a "pioneer in the field of
geochemistry," and being the "recipient of all the highest offices and
awards in American mineralogy. "8
Not until late in the spring term of 1918 did the federal government
prepare a comprehensive plan to involve American universities in the
war effort. Boyd had written to the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers in
Washington, D.C., asking that UNM be placed on the list of corpssanctioned engineering schools. The Chief of Engineers granted Boyd
his request in February, but no funds or programs emanated from the
corps before the semester's end. 9
The volume of correspondence between the War Department and
American universities escalated dramatically on May 8, when Secretary
of War Newton D. Baker issued a circular describing the general plans
to be implemented on college campuses by the fall term. Every school
with one hundred or more ':able-bodied [male] students over the age
of eighteen" would be given a commissioned army officer to conduct
"military instruction." Equipment would also be provided, except in
certain circumstances of scarcity. "Enlistments will be purely voluntary," said Baker, since the United States had no selective service (or
draft) program yet in place, "but all students over the age of eighteen
will be encouraged to enlist." Students would become army recruits,
subject to active duty requirements. The army hoped to limit combat
status to men over the age of twenty-one, so as to "prevent unnecessary
and wasteful depletion of the colleges through indiscriminate volunteering." Enrollments could be sustained, and young men would have
the status of soldiers to meet their patriotic desires for public service. to
8. Dabney, "History of the College of Arts and Sciences,"pp. 27-29; Albuquerque
Evening Herald, April 23, 1918; Regents' Minutes, April 21, 1918.
9. Dan C. Kingman to David Ross Boyd, February 5, 1918, Governor Washington
Lindsey Papers, New Mexico State Records Center and Archives, Santa Fe.
10. Newton D. Baker to Boyd, May 8, 1918, Lindsey Papers.
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The loss of the university's young men and uncertainty over the
implications of a world war to a small southwestern campus made
commencement exercises at UNM in June 1918 "quiet, very informal
and very businesslike." The Albuquerque Evening Herald considered
this atmosphere healthy and called upon local residents to voice their
appreciation for Ithe work conducted by UNM in support of the war
effort. The Albuquerque Chamber of Commerce, heeding the editor's
admonition that UNM could stimulate population growth during the
war, offered to pay the expenses for UNM's recruitment of the one
hundred male students needed to establish a military training program
of some sort on campus. 11
By midsummer the War Department had further refined its role
for universities by announcing formal adoption of the Student's Army
Training Corps (SATC). The military needed "highly trained men as
officers, engineers, doctors, chemists and administrators of every kind."
Universities could "mobilize and deyelop the brain power of the young
men of the. country," whose naive' enthusiasm for combat could be
tempered by the maturing process available through higher education.
Young men would gain invaluable physical and mental training while
in the SATC and would be prepared for technical careers that were
certain to emerge in the years ahead. The government would subsidize
the shift of emphasis from liberal arts to practical learning on their
campuses, thus closing the circle linking government, business, industry, and education in the twentieth century. 12
Yet another program made available to UNM by wartime pressures
was the National Council of Education (NCE). The War Department
and the American Council of Education joined to promote an academicmilitary relationship at regional and local levels nationwide. As president of New Mexico's state university, Boyd seemed to the NCE the
logical choice for state director. The NCE would serve as a clearinghouse for information on the war, as well as a source of publicity for
local news media. Boyd and his colleagues in other states would call
a meeting of prominent civic, religious, and political leaders to apprise
them of the NEC's existence and plans. Boyd's most important task,
however, would be contacting "every promising student of high school
and college grade." The local NCE chapter could recruit students for
the SATC program at UNM, declaring that "the community is concerned that he [the student] does not waste his life by failing to make
11. Albuquerque Evening Herald, June 14, July 19, 1918; Regents' Minutes, July 16,
1918, p. 182.
12. War Department Memorandum, July 10, 1918, Lindsey Papers.
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proper preparation and that the Government is looking to him for the
best type of service."13
By late summer the War Department had a better understanding
of the demands it would place on the SATe. Boyd and other college
presidents were asked to prepare them for student advisement that
fall. The full American military force would not be ready for combat
until September 1918, so SATC students would serve on inactive duty
at the call of the President of the United States. Local draft boards
classified these young men as "IV-D" and would not conscript them
as long as they remained enrolled in college. The army hoped to direct
nearly all college men under the age of twenty-one into the officer
corps, since "at least four or five times as many officers will be required
as the total number of [SATC] students who will graduate from all
American Colleges and Universities." Those SATC students who failed
college work, dropped out, or were expelled would report immediately
as a private for active duty. 14
The significance of this change in academic lifestyle and management was not lost on Woodrow Wilson, a former president of Princeton
University, and a political scientist. "After the war," said Wilson, "there
will be urgent need not only for trained leadership in all lines of industrial, commercial, social and civic life, but for a very high average
of intelligence and preparation on the part of all the people." Schools
should "adjust themselves as wisely as possible to the new conditions,"
declared the president, so that "no boy or girl shall have less opportunity for education because of the war," and that "the Nation may be
strengthened as it can only be through the right education of all its
people."ls
As U.s. entry into the war on a massive scale became a reality,
the War Department further tightened its regulations about SATC enlistment and college attendance. A new curriculum for SATC students
also surfaced in early fall. The War Department's "Committee of Education and Special Training" divided the subject matter into "Practical
and Theoretical" instruction in military courses and then included a
category called "allied subjects." These latter topics leaned heavily towards European languages (French, German, Spanish, and Italian).
Physics, chemistry, geology, and other "hard" sciences followed, as
13. "Campaign Director," American Council on Education to Boyd, July 27, 1918,
Lindsey Papers.
14. "Status of a Student Enlisted in the Students' Army Training Corps," n.d., Lindsey Papers.
15. Woodrow Wilson to Franklin K. Lane, July 31, 1918, Lindsey Papers.
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did mechanical drawing, surveying, economics, and accounting. Bringing up the rear were "history and government." Local SATC instructors
would decide how much of each "allied subject" was necessary, or
whether they should be taught at all. 16
As Boyd sifted through all these memoranda, he realized that UNM
could organize a "Section B" SATC unit, since the school now had one
hundred male high school graduates. But he also wanted a "Section
A" program of vocational training, since so many New Mexicans had
only limited educations. This represented an ironic twist in UNM's
history, as Boyd had worked assiduously to rid the school of its preparatory, commercial, and technical programs in order to improve its
image as a sophisticated urban liberal arts institution. Now the immediacy of war revived the need for practical training, and Boyd had
to scramble to locate instructors, classroom space, and laboratory
equipment more suited to a vocational high school. 17
This instability grew more ominous as the War Department realized that sustaining college enrollments was an inefficient means of
preparing soldiers for technical fields. Schools like UNM could not
compare with larger state universities in the Midwest or on the West
Coast for facilities or the caliber of instructor or student. The SATC
decided to shift students around the country to match supply with
demand, further reducing academic instruction to accommodate the
need for military training. Colonel Robert 1. Rees, chairman of the
Committee of Education and Special Training, knew that colleges and
universities would be displeased and thus relied upon their patriotism
and need for federal financial support. "The problem [of the SATC] is
a new one," Rees admitted, "and calls for inventiveness and adapta-' .
bility as well as that of the spirit of cooperation which the colleges have
already so abundantly shown." IB
Boyd and his administrative colleagues knew that the War Department would continue essentially to manage college campuses for
the duration of the conflict in Europe. Over 100,000 soldiers would be
housed and trained at one hundred universities and colleges. Each
school had to find temporary accommodations for these men, which
16. Robert L. Kelley to Boyd, August I, 1918, Lindsey Papers; Memorandum of
"Harris, Acting Adjutant Genera!," Presidio, San Francisco, California, August 22, 1918,
ibid.; Robert E. Vinson to Boyd, August 22, 1918, ibid.; "Students' Army Training Corps,
Special Regulations," n.d., ibid.
17. Boyd to R. C. McLaurin, August 26, 1918, Lindsey Papers.
18. Memorandum of Colonel Robert I. Rees, Chairman, Committee on Education
and Special Training to "The Colleges of the United States," August 28, 1918, Lindsey
Papers.
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World War I brought an atmosphere of military preparedness to the University of New Mexico campus, as indicated by troops
standing at attention outside Hodgin Hall. Courtesy of Special Collections, Zimmerman Library.
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often meant excluding students from campus dormitories and fraternity
houses. The SATC offered to pay one dollar daily for subsistence and
housing per soldier, from which schools could apply seventy to eighty
cents for tuition. The War Department had final authority on courses
of instruction, faculty, and duration of contracts with each college. In
return, institutions could contribute to the war effort and prepare for
the brave new world of higher education in the 1920s. 19
One of the requirements made by the War Department just prior
to UNM's opening was inclusion of a three-credit course, titled "War
Issues," for all SATC participants. The army wished to "enhance the
morale of the members of the Corps by giving them an understanding
of what the war is about and of the supreme importance to civilization
of the cause for which we are fighting." Subject matter would include
"the remote and immediate causes of the war," along with "the underlying conflict or points of view as expressed in the governments,
philosophies, and literature of the various states on both sides of the
struggle." SATC students, heretofore advised that World War I hinged
upon technology, would now learn that "this is a war of ideas." Universities would be free to integrate disciplines to reflect this emphasis
on ideology and stress the value of English composition to prepare
soldiers to express themselves clearly. "The aim of the course," said
the SATC, "should be to present facts rather than propaganda," so that
"the issues of the war [became] a living reality to each man."20
As SATC students arrived at UNM late in September 1918, the
rational tone of the War Department memoranda degenerated into a
logistical nightmare, creating chaotic conditions which UNM shared
with other schools. "We need someone to instruct us definitely and in
detail relative to what is wanted," Boyd complained to SATC officials
in Austin, Texas. UNM had planned its vocational curriculum, only to
learn that the War Department would authorize no new programs, and
that UNM's technical students would have to go elsewhere. Supplies
for the soldiers trickled in at an agonizingly slow rate. Rifles purchased
from Russia, which had recently surrendered to Germany, replaced
American-made Winchestersfor many UNM students. The Army also
rejected the university's request for reimbursement for construction of
temporary barracks and classrooms, since Ul'iM could dispose of these
facilities after the war and keep the proceeds. Without enough doctors
19. Ibid.
20. Memorandum of Lieutenant Colonel Grenville Clark, War Plans Division, U.s.
War Department, to "Institutions where Units of the Student Army Training Corps are
located," September 10, 1918, Lindsey Papers.
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to examine enlistees, the various SATC units had to hire contract physicians at $150 per month. Finally, ten days before the opening of
school, the War Department called upon UNM and other institutions
to create by October 3 a two-year program in chemical technology,
whose students need not be burdened with the full complement of
"allied subjects."Z!
The chaos of the SATC program echoed across campus as Boyd
attempted to maintain some semblance of college life for the students
(mostly women) who did not participate in wartime activities. Every
conceivable aspect of community life suffered from the dislocation of
war. Mrs. Walther (Elizabeth) Simpson, the wife of a tuberculosis patient, accepted a position in the fall of 1918 as instructor of home
economics, which soon thereafter included management of the dining
hall. As she neared her one hundredth birthday in 1988, Mrs. Simpson
recalled how difficult it had been for her family to travel to Albuquerque
by rail, as the military had commandeered most rolling stock for transportation of men and supplies. The statewide political conventions of
both the Republicans and Democrats were held in Albuquerque that
summer, and the attendees laid claim to all available hotel rooms.
Families were moving to town in anticipation of war work or enrollment
in the SATe, while tubercular patients like her husband had to take
over housing of other patients once they died. 22
The financial pressure caused by the volatility of war occupied
much of the time of Boyd and the UNM regents that year. Any extra
funds tempted the administration to expand the temporary quarters
for the SATC unit before receiving formal approval. Much of the fall
and spring terms were given over to a search for reimbursement, first
from the federal government and then the state. When the National
Guard camp closed at UNM and the troops left for Europe, the state
of New Mexico refused to sell the buildings to UNM, instead auctioning
them to the public. To get SATC funds and keep its doors open, UNM
estimated that it needed $19,650 for barracks and training equipment.
The regents asked the Albuquerque Chamber of Commerce, which had
organized the wartime "University Cooperation Committee," to help
UNM approach the New Mexico State Council of Defense (NMSCD)
21. Boyd to Major Strack, Inspecting Officer, September 15, 1918, ibid.; Telegram of
"Dooley," Committee on Educational and Special Training, to Boyd, September 20, 1918,
ibid.; Telegram of "Committee on Education," to Boyd, September 18, 1918, ibid.; McLaurin to Boyd, September 20, 1918, ibid.
22. Interview with Mrs. Walter (Elizabeth) Simpson, Albuquerque, New Mexico,
February 12, 1988.
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for aid. Aldo Leopold, chamber secretary and later famous as an advocate of environmental conservation, offered to travel to Santa Fe to
bolsterUNM's case. The NMSCD transferred ownership of the camp
to the university but also informed Leopold and Boyd that proper
training facilities would cost $35,000, nearly double the original estimate. 23
The circus atmosphere at UNM moved from the administration
building to the campus at large once classes started on October 1. No
one could anticipate the impact of the new curriculum, nor the instability felt by servicemen awaiting impending calls to duty. One week
later the war finally came home to UNM as students contracted the
virulent strain of "Spanish influenza" transported from Europe by returning soldiers. Millions died worldwide, especially in war~torn areas
of Europe. While UNM suffered no fatalities, the university remained
closed until November, and students were quarantined in town until
December 2. The fall semester, never orderly in its planning or implementation, was essentially lost at UNM. 24
No sooner had students in the SATC program and the dormitories
returned than word came of the conclusion of hostilities. Boyd cancelled classes for those in attendance on Armistice Day (November 11),
so that UNM students, faculty, and staff could go downtown to join
in the celebration. Once the cheering stopped, however, Boyd realized
that wartime programs and enrollment would also cease. Most SATC
students, especially those without high school degrees, wanted to return home immediately. UNM believed that the army would pay for
a full term's tuition, room, and board, so Boyd allowed them to leave,
though not without an aggressive retention effort for the older students. This also invalidated the new curriculum, with its emphasis on
science, engineering, military drill, and the "War Issues Course" that
Lynn B. Mitchell, dean of arts and sciences and professor of Greek and
Latin, had hurriedly organized in September. 25
For UNM, like many other universities nationwide, World War I
had benefits that outweighed the crisis atmosphere. Students who had
never contemplated a college education had moved to a university
campus, attended classes, and learned of the potential benefits that
23. Regents' Minutes, August 27, 1918, pp. 186-87, 189.
24. Albuquerque Evening Herald, October 7, 1918; Dorothy Hughes, Pueblo on the
Mesa (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico, 1939), 138-39.
25. Regents' Minutes, November 14, 1918, p. 216.
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higher learning could bring. Faculty who survived the strain of curriculum changes and peripatetic enrollments found that new opportunities developed for research and instruction. Government and
businesses turned to academics to collect and analyze data for a wide
range of public and private issues. Since colleges had the largest pools
of well-educated experts, after 1918 they assumed the relationship that
medieval monks had to European princes: that of the trusted advisor;
the learned skeptic; and the skillful technician. 26
By 1919 the university understood well the volatility that wartime
conditions could bring. President Boyd moved to capitalize upon the
services that UNM had rendered to the state and the nation during
the war years. Among his plans were broad changes in the structure
of the institution, as well as major increases in state appropriations to
pay for them. The more conservative nature of the New Mexico state
legislature, however, restricted Boyd's dreams, as did the faltering
economy of the immediate postwar era. When the lawmakers rejected
his call for doubling the university's funding, leaving UNM with less
than it had received in 1915, Boyd announced his resignation, effective
July 1919.
As Boyd prepared his last report to the state superintendent for
public instruction that spring, he contemplated the meaning of the war
years upon the campus and upon himself. "Were I your age," he told
long-time chemistry professor John D. Clark, "I would not resign, [for]
the task of building up this institution again is going to be great." Even
with the uncertain enrollments of the SATe, Boyd had seen UNM grow
from ninety-nine students when he arrived in 1912 to a fall term of
1918 with 431 students. The war had democratized the campus by
making students more serious and practical, as evidenced by the enlistment of 395 current and former students and faculty members. The
university had shown its willingness to serve the state and nation in
times of crisis, and Boyd's hope was for UNM to be ready for the new
world that beckoned beyond. 27

26: David O. Levine, The American College and the Culture of Aspiration, 1915-1940
(Ithaca, New York: Cornell University Press, 1985), 23-32.
27. John D. Clark to Edward Everett Dale, March 15, 1943, Edward Everett Dale
Collection, box 212, folder 1, Western History Collections, University of Oklahoma,
Norman; David Ross Boyd, UNM Annual Report to the State Superintendent of Public
Instruction, 1919, pp. 27-28.

UNM Student Life in the 1920s:
A Selection from The Mirage
WILLIAM E. TYDEMAN

Paul Carter opens his influential study of the twenties with a story
about his parents. "My father was attending an Eastern men's liberal
arts college when This Side of Paradise, F. Scott Fitzgerald's archetypal
novel ... about the college student was first published. Although an
avid reader all his life, my father never read it. When he was in college
he could not have afforded a raccoon coat, but years later in the bottom
of the Depression he bought one in a second-hand store.
"My mother went to a co-educational church-related college in the
Midwest. Snapshots and portraits of her from the twenties show a
strikingly attractive, high-spirited woman, but she was hardly a 'flapper,' as that term is ordinarily employed. Her idea of fun was a church
social ...
"In short, these were not the kind of young people the history of
the twenties is supposedly all about ... The history of the twenties
that we have read about in books cannot be squared with the experience
of the twenties about which we have been told."!
William E. Tydeman is director of Special Collections at Zimmerman Library in the
University of New Mexico, a position he has held for six years. Tydeman holds a doctorate
in American Studies from the University of New Mexico and is working on a history of
tourism in the Southwest.
1. Paul A. Carter, Another Part of the Twenties (New York: Columbia University Press,
1977).
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What were University of New Mexico students really doing in the
twenties? Did they behave like their counterparts in more urban areas?
Were they hell-bent on fun and frolic? Lena Clauve, who attended
UNM in the twenties and became the university's first full-time dean
of women in 1929, recalls, "There were social events only on the weekends. I was always amazed at the closing hours in the dormitory. From
May to the first of September, girls were allowed to stay out until eight
o'clock. Dances and parties on Friday and Saturday night had to close
at eleven. Having lived under those rules, I thought the girls were
entitled to more freedom. But strangely enough the girls did not want
to change. They just wanted to stay at those hours and they did for a
few years."2 Lena Clauve reminds us that UNM in the 1920s was a
small campus. There were, by her reckoning, 270 students enrolled in
the summer of 1923. UNM did not reach a thousand students until
1930. Hodgin Hall was the university. All buildings and campus activities in the 1920s centered around Hodgin Hall and on the southwest
side of the present campus. Hokona Hall, the women's dorm, was
presided over by the matron of the dormitory and college librarian,
Wilma Loy Shelton. "It was a quiet life. Nothing out of the ordinary
happened. There were no cars. People had to go on the streetcar."3
The surviving records of the university suggest that there was little
of the roaring twenties on campus. Teachers and administrators worried over the activities of the female students. When the dour president
David S. Hill received complaints from the matron of the women's
dormitory about the lack of chaperones and the frequency of dancing
parties, he ordered the formation of a special committee on the conduct
of women students. Dorm hours, fewer dances, and "the prompt discipline of any individual who indulges in improper forms of dancing"
were all part of the committee's charge. 4
By 1925 the faculty had adopted a report from the Committee on
Student Affairs on "The Proper Procedures for University Dances." Its
seventeen provisions prohibited dimming the lights, smoking, alcoholic beverages, and off-campus guests. Dances were to conform to
the proper standards of the American National Association of Dancing
Masters. Besides securing necessary approval from the supervisor of
2. Interview of Lena CIauve by Joanne Colley, April 24, 1987. Tape recording, University Archives, Special Collections, University of New Mexico.
3. Ibid.
4. David S. Hill to Ethel Hickey, January 13, 1920, Committees, Student Affairs,
1919-1926, University Archives, Zimmerman Library, University of New Mexico.
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women, all university dances were to be properly chaperoned. 5 For
the administration, dances were always troublesome. Regulation of
student life continued throughout the decade.
Perhaps something of the moral tone of the period can be seen in
the letter from Edna Moser to President Hill. Moser, biologist and parttime dean of women, informed the president that "this morning between 7:30 and 8:00 am, Professor Ibarra was seen by two students of
the University to go behind the dormitory to Miss - - - ' s window at
which he knocked with his cane. She raised the window and they
talked for some time. In my opinion no gentleman would be guilty of
such action, and were it a student I should be in favor of his expulsion
from the University. Such actions as these are sure to bring us most
undesirable notoriety." Eight days later assistant professor Hanibal Ibarra
y Rojas tendered his resignation. 6
The visual evidence presented in the pictorial essay that follows
reveals the era's complexity. Students were certainly aware of the
changing attitudes and behavior. If UNM was a provincial campus in
the 1920s, it nonetheless had cosmopolitan aspirations. The layout and
design of The Mirage, the school yearbook, was consistent with contemporary pictorial conventions. The yearbooks were often remarkably
sophisticated, and student artists were quite talented. Many well-known
themes of the decade appear: modernity; hedonism; and the changing
role of women. Such evidence serves as a reminder of the persistent
tensions between the modern and traditional modes of thought and
behavior in the 1920s and how college youth, largely male and Anglo,
struggled with change.

5. "Proper Procedure for University Dances," Committees, Student Affairs, 19191926, University Archives.
6. Edna Moser to D. S. Hill, May 26, 1921, General Correspondence I, 1919-1922,
University Archives. The ostensible reason for Ibarra y Rojas' dismissal was neglect of
duty and inefficient teaching. See L. B. Mitchell to David S. Hill, May 25, 1921, ibid.
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To be "modern" was the highest form of praise. Flaming youth was the ba-,
rometer of modernity and change in the 1920s. (The Mirage, 1920)
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Could reversion to a primitive type connote anything other than sex? (The
Mirage, 1920)
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The 1920s was the great decade in American sport. (The Mirage, 1920)
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Basketball grew in popularity, but proper women still wore skirts. (The Mirage,
1922)
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The sorority house provided not only a (house) mother but the values of hearth,
home, and middle-class domesticity. (The Mirage, 1929)
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Illustration, caricature, and college humor reached new heights in the 1920s,
often reflecting anxiety toward changing sex roles and the New Woman. (The
Mirage, 1929)
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Vanity Fair in New Mexico. Vanity Fair was one of the great arbitrators of
American fashion, and its influence extended to college campuses all over the
country. (The Mirage, 1920)

Flappers, step aside! The traditional, cute, and serious-all in one. (The Mirage,
1922)
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Zimmerman the indomitable. Dedicated, organized, and above all, professorial. (The Mirage, 1929)
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A Salute to
The First Century
Of Higher Education in New Mexico
Nestled against the foothills of the Sangre de Cristo Mountains
in Northern New Mexico is the historic city of Las Vegas, home
to New Mexico Highlands University.
Translated "the meadows," Las Vegas was once the
Mexican port of entry on the famed Santa Fe Trail, and it was
from a balcony in the plaza of this city that General Stephen
Watts Kearny proclaimed New Mexico as United States territory in
1846.
With the arrival of the Santa Fe Railroad in the 1870s, Las
Vegas became the major trading center for the New Mexico
Territory. Civic leaders of that time decided that this booming
region needed an institution of higher education, and in 1893 the
Territorial Legislature authorized the creation of New Mexico
Normal University.
The school opened with a charter class of 92 students in
1898 under the guidance of the young educator, Dr. Edgar Lee
Hewett, who was to take a prominent place in New Mexico
history.
In 1917 the school became a four-year teacher training
college. Then, in 1941, the normal school's name was changed
by the State Legislature to New Mexico Highlands University, a
name that not only reflected the expanding importance of the
institution to the higher education mission of the state but also
its beautiful Northern New Mexico terrain.
Today, Highlands University has taken a leadership role in
planning for the future by adopting an academic reformation
plan that offers relevant academic choices and more viable
career options for its present and future students.
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Wilma Loy Shelton: Library Leader
in New Mexico, 1920-1950
MARY ELLEN HANSON and CARL A. HANSON

Wilma Loy Shelton served as head of the University of New Mexico
Library from 1920 to 1945 and as professor of library science at the
university until her retirement in 1950. During her thirty years of academic service she was a major force in support of libraries and learning
in the state of New Mexico. In addition to her activities in professional,
civic, and political spheres, Shelton's role in New Mexico librarianship
was of singular importance.!
Shelton was born on October 25, 1889, in Champaign, Illinois. The
daughter of middle-class parents, she was the oldest of six children.
In 1908 she graduated from Wiley High School in Terre Haute, Indiana,
then studied at the University of Illinois from 1909 to 1912. Transferring
to the University of Arkansas in 1913, she received a bachelor's degree
in June 1914. In the same month; the University of Illinois, accepting
Mary Ellen Hanson is assistant professor of librarianship and a doctoral candidate
in American studies in the University of New Mexico. Carl A. Hanson, visiting scholar
in history at the University of New Mexico, recently completed a master's of library
science degree at Indiana University.
1. Wilma Loy Shelton's career is summarized in Ellis A. Davis, ed., The Historical
Encyclopedia of New Mexico (2 vols., Albuquerque: New Mexico Historical Association,
1945), II: 1958; Moore's Who's Who in New Mexico (Los Angeles: Moore'sWho Is Who
Publications, 1962), 249-50; and Virginia K. Whitney and Josephine Koogler, Women in
Education: New Mexico (Austin: Nortex Press, 1977), 120-21.
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course work from Arkansas, also granted her a bachelor's degree. During the next four years she worked at the University of Illinois as a
general assistant and full-time librarian before completing a degree in
library science in 1918. To fulfill degree requirements, Shelton spent
August 1917 doing field work at the Denver Public Library. From 1918
to 1920 she served as librarian of the Education, Philosophy and Psychology Library at the University of Illinois. As was common, Shelton's
preparation for the position combined course work and on-the-job
training. 2
Librarianship, like other "semi-professions," had undergone considerable change before Shelton began her career. Through the 1860s,
the popular conception of the librarian was of "a preoccupied man in
black-a collector and preserver who was never so happy as when all
the volumes were safe on the shelf. He was thought to be ineffectual,
grim and bookish." Although the rapid pace of industrialization and
urbanization that followed the Civil War increased the demand for
specialized training in service fields, librarianship offered insufficient
status and economic reward to most educated men. Women who sought
an outlet for intellectual expression and creative work, however, found
that librarianship and other semi-professions offered a socially acceptable alternative to domesticity. By 1900 the barriers to work outside
the home had eroded to the point that college-educated librarians and
teachers were seen to exemplify the "union of womanliness and intellectuality through social work."3
After 1850, an increasing number of libraries created many new
positions that educated men usually disdained. The low cost of hiring
women "was perhaps the most important reason that male library

2. "Wilma Loy Shelton," manuscript in Wilma Loy Shelton Papers, University Archive, University of Illinois Library, Urbana; Maynard Brichford to Carl A. Hanson,
November 20, 1986; Susan Dehler to Carl A. Hanson, December 26, 1986; Franklin W.
Scott, ed., The Semi-Centennial Alumni Record of the University of l/linois (Chicago: Lakeside
Press, 1918), 733; Albuquerque Tribune, July 17, 1972, section G, 2; "The Life of a Retired
Librarian," folder 1-29, file A, box 1, Archive 275, Wilma Loy Shelton Papers, Special
Collections, Zimmerman Library, University of New Mexico, Albuquerque. On library
science instruction, see Sarah K. Vann, Training for Librarianship before 1923 (Chicago:
American Library Association, 1961); Laurel Ann Grotzinger, The Power and the Dignity:
Librarianship and Katherine Sharp (New York: Scarecrow Press, 1966); and Barbara O.
Slanker, Reminiscences: Seventy-Five Years of a Library School (Urbana: University of Illinois
Graduate School of Library Science, 1969).
3. Dee Garrison, Apostles of Culture: The Public Librarian and American Society, 18761920 (New York: Free Press, 1979), 194; Roberta Frankfort, Collegiate Women: Domesticity
and Career in Turn-of-the-Century America (New York: New York University Press, 1977),
90.
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Wilma Loy Shelton, as she appeared in the University of New
Mexico Mirage in 1922, had been appointed university librarian less than
two years earlier. Shelton, then 31,
was an exception in her field. Few
women held top administrative positions at major universities such as
New Mexico.

leaders welcomed women assistants." In 1852, the Boston Public Library hired the first woman clerk-shortly after women were first permitted to use the Boston library. By 1878 two-thirds of all library workers
were female, and the percentage rose to 78.5 by 1910. 4 By the turn of
the century, therefore, the public perception of the librarian had shifted
from that of a male to a female. The negative personal stereotype held
constant, however, in the transformation of librarianship from a man's
to a woman's occupation-from that of a fussy male to an equally fussy
female.
One factor that furthered the stereotype of female librarians was
the choice between family and career that many women had to face.
Because of social ideology that defined a woman's place as in the home,
young women learned "in sermons, magazine articles, movie scripts,
advertising copy, popular song lyrics and newspaper editorials that
they did have to choose between family and career." More than seventyfive percent of the college women who graduated before 1900 remained
single. William Poole, director of the Boston Athenaeum in the 1890s,
asserted: "When an unmarried lady goes into library work as a profession, the chances are that she leaves behind her matrimonial expectations and probabilities." In 192092.6 percent of female librarians were
4. Garrison, Apostles of Culture, 113-14.
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unmarried. It is difficult to know how many of these women were
career professionals and how many regarded library· work as a temporary occupation prior to marriage. Like most of her colleagues, Shelton was unmarried and remained SO.5
Shelton did not seek employment in New Mexico. Rather, she was
recruited for the post of librarian at the University of New Mexico. In
a biographical statement prepared in 1961 she said she was content
with her career in Illinois and not eager to transfer to New Mexico:
In 1919, Dr. David Hill, a professor of Education at Illinois, was
made President of the University of New Mexico. He asked me to
come to New Mexico as a librarian but I was not interested. In
June 1920 he came to see me and offered me a little more each
time he came to interview me during the day. I finally signed the
contract and came to [Albuquerque] in 1920. 6
Set in isolated and arid terrain, Albuquerque and its fledgling university
might have given Shelton pause. Nonetheless, she could have seen
potential. As Harvey Fergusson observed, the city in 1910 was a
"stronghold of prosperity and progress, the best business town between Pueblo and EI Paso." By 1920 Albuquerque's population had
reached fifteen thousand and local boosters published a brochure boasting of the city's "60 miles of graded streets."7
As head librarian at the largest university in New Mexico, Shelton
was an exception within her profession. In 1920, 88 percent of all
professional librarians were women, but most held positions in small
public libraries or as assistants in larger institutions. The top administrative positions in public and' academic libraries were typically held
by men. The situation changed little during Shelton's· time· in New
Mexico. By 1970, when women constituted 82 percent of the library
profession, only 8 percent of top administrative posts were held by
women. By going west, where universities tended to be small, underfunded, and lacking in prestige, women found academic opportunities
disdained by men. Shelton was one of many women who found career
5. Angela G. Dorenkamp, Images of Women in American Popular Culture (San Diego:
Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, 1985), 406; Alice Kessler-Harris, Out to Work: A History of
Wage-earning Women in the United States (New York: Oxford University Press, 1982), 113;
• William Poole, "Being a Librarian," Library Journal, 15 (July 1890), 202.
6. "The Life of a Retired Librarian," 2, Shelton Papers, Albuquerque.
7.. Harvey Fergusson, Rio Grande (New York: William Morrow, 1967), 290; George
Fitzpatrick and Harvey Caplin, Albuquerque-lOG Years in Pictures, 1875-1975 (Albuquerque: Calvin Horn, 1975), 67.
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advancement west of the Mississippi, an area that by 1890 had the
highest number of professional women librarians per capita in the
country. 8
When Shelton became assistant professor of library science and
librarian, she found a small "depository of about 500 reference books,
1,000 bound magazines, 100 current magazine subscriptions, and about
16,000 volumes on the shelves of old Hodgin Hall." The collection was
started in 1892 by Mathias Lambert Custers, the university's first librarian. In addition to his duties as librarian, Custers taught trigonometry and surveying, and acted as campus superintendent,
maintenance man, and gardener. Plagued with failing eyesight, Custers
resigned in 1901. Kate Cunningham, a student, then served as librarian
for one year. She was succeeded in 1903 by Julia Brown, who had
studied library science at Drexel I~stitute in Philadelphia. Brown was
the university's first librarian to have formal training in the profession.
She held the position until 1905, when she married faculty member
Rupert F. Asplund. The university's first full-time librarian, Della Sisler,
arrived the same year. Sisler stayed until 1918, then went to the University of California. Pearl A. Stone, who also acted as state librarian,
was university librarian from 1918 to 1920. 9
As had been the case with her predecessors, Shelton found that
being librarian involved more than managing a collection of books.
Dorothy Hughes noted that:
The duties of a librarian were evidently still considered something
to be tossed off in one's spare time, as Miss Shelton was also put
in charge of Rose Cottage, annex to the girl's dormitory, for one
8. Margaret A. Corwin, "An Investigation of Female Leadership in Regional, State,
and Local Library Associations, 1876-1923," in Kathleen Weibel and Kathleen M. Heim,
eds., The Role of Women in Librarianship 1876-1976: The Entry, Advancement and Struggle for
Equalization in One Profession (Phoenix: Oryx Press, 1979), 261; Barbara Elizabeth Brand,
"Sex-Typing in Education for Librarianship, 1870-1920," in Kathleen M. Heim, ed., The
Status of Women Librarianship, Historical, Sociological, and Economic Issues (New York: NealSchuman Publishers, 1983), 41; Margaret Meyers and Myra Scarborough, eds., Women
in Librarianship: Me/viI's Rib Symposium (New Brunswick, New Jersey: Rutgers University
Graduate School of Library Science, 1975), 15; Sandra L. Myres, Westering Women and the
Frontier Experience, 1800-1915 (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1982), 267.
9. New Mexico Daily Lobo, March 14, 1950, p. 1; John D. McKee, "UNM Library
Today," New Mexico Alumnus, 19 (December 1946), 16; Rosalind Z. Rock, "A History of
Libraries in New Mexico-Spanish Origins to Statehood," Journal of Library History, 14
(Summer 1979), 253-73; Frank D. Reeve, "History of the University of New Mexico"
(master's thesis, University of New Mexico, 1928), 185-89; Helen Dorman, "Mrs. Julia
Brown Asplund," \few Mexico Librarian, 2 (September 1940), 4; The Mirage, 15 (1920), 11.
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Hanging lamps, statuary, and formal dress contributed to an air of studiousness
this January day in 1915 at what later became Hodgin Hall, the university's
first library. Courtesy of Special Collections, Zimmerman Library, University
of New Mexico.

yea~, was sorority chaperon to the Alpha Chi Omega another year,
and finally spent four years as "temporary" dean of women. lO

These additional tasks occupied a good share of Shelton's time. As she
recalled years later, she never got "more than five or six hours of sleep
I
a night."l1
During her first months at the university, Shelton devoted considerable energy to organizing the library and making material more
accessible to students. There was little money for buying books, and
many additions to the collection came as donations. The student newspaper reported that "Miss Shelton is administering the library according to the methods of modern science, but is greatly embarrassed at
the present time because of inadequate space and of insufficient help
in cataloguing the books and documents on hand."I2
The entire university was in fact cramped for space. At one point
10. Dorothy B. Huges, Pueblo on the Mesa, the First Fifty Years at the University of New
Mexico (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1939), 89-90.
11. New Mexico Lobo, April 4, 1924, p. 2.
12. U.N.M. Weekly, December 3, 1920, p. 2.
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there was discussion of moving the library from Hodgin Hall to the
engineering building to provide more space for classrooms. In January
1920 the student newspaper reported that "There is indeed a very great
need for new quarters for the library. The librarians are greatly hampered by the lack of book space. Crowded as quarters are there is
bound to be more or less confusion in the stack and study rooms." Far
more worrisome than crowding was the possibility of fire. For years
students, faculty, and administrators had voiced concern about safety
in the library. In 1922 'President Hill, referring to the burning of the
main building at the Normal School in Las Vegas, New Mexico, and
the loss of its library, warned that because of "wood and lathe construction, dried timber and obsolete wiring [in Hodgin Hall], the University Library is housed in a fire trap." During the previous session
of the state legislature, Hill had asked for constructionof a new building, but "without avail."13
In April 1924, the university's board of regents authorized construction of a new library, and on September 27, 1924, Shelton "turned
the first shovel-full of earth for the new $35,000 library building." Rather
than wait for full funding, the university went ahead with construction
of the building's outer shell. Construction costs of $80,000 were met
with fees, gifts, and miscellaneous income Hill accumulated during
the preceding five years, and during the eighteen-month construction
period. Rapid growth of the university-total student enrollment went
from 347 in 1920 to 610 in 1925-provided a supplementary source of
income. The state legislature subsequently appropriated $10,000 to cover
the cost of steel shelving and other furnishings. 14
In May 1926 the first separate library on campus was opened to
faculty and students. The new library building, a fire-proof, Pueblostyle structure, had an estimated capacity of 125,000 volumes. According to Shelton, the building was sufficient to meet the needs of the
university for the next twenty years. The library had a staff of four:
Shelton; Ruth Russell, Shelton's assistant since 1921; and two student
assistants, Benjamin Sacks and Mabel Olson.
The move to the new facility was completed on May 19, 1926,
when students and faculty turned out to carry books and other material
from Hodgin Hall. Furniture and linoleum were still lacking in the new
building, but it was deemed advisable to make the transfer as soon as
13. Ibid" May 21, 1919, p. 1, January 28, 1920, p. 2, February 10, 1922, p. 2.
14. New Mexico Lobo, April 18, 1924, p. 1, October 3, 1924, p. 1, October 15, 1926,
pp. 2, 5, March 13, 1925, p. 3; Robert A. Moyers, "A History of Education in New Mexico"
(doctoral dissertation, George Peabody College for Teachers, 1941), 610.
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possible since insurance on Hodgin Hall was about to expire. The
student newspaper noted that plans for the new structure "were the
creation otthe Librarian, Miss Wilma Loy Shelton." The library staff
increased in size during the next five years but not rapidly enough to
cope with a burgeoning student population. Seating space for students
soon proved inadequate, especially during summer sessions. Book circulation rose rapidly, increasing from 32,000 in 1929 to 46,000 in 1930.
By 1932, when total enrollment reached 1,940, book circulation rose to
84,000. 15
The late 1920s and 1930s marked a period of rapid expansion for
the university, coinciding with the administration of James Fulton Zimmerman, who succeeded Hill as university president in 1927. That year,
the state legislature approved a $190,000 building program for the
university and raised the annual appropriation for general maintenance
from $97,000 to $120,500. The university also received private donations
of money, books, and other items. Probably the most important of
these was a $25,000 grant from the Carnegie Corporation in 1930 to
purchase books for the library. Shelton, whose new and efficiently-run
library impressed a Carnegie inspector, played a key role in securing
the grant, which was to be spent $5,000 per annum for five years. The
book grant proved crucial in the university's accreditation by the Association of American Universities in 1933. Lesser academic gifts included a stuffed lobo, given by the local manager of the Mutual Life
Insurance Company in 1931. According to the student newspaper, "The
wolf is standing above the inside doors of the library and can be seen
easily from the librarian's desk." It is not known what Shelton thought
of the stuffed mascot looming over the library doors. 16
In addition to her various duties on campus, Shelton was involved
in a number of activities that exemplify a career of sustained activism
on behalf of libraries and education in New Mexico. On campus she
served as a perennial member of the library and publication committees. She promoted use of the library by contributing columns to the
student newspaper. In 1930, for example, she submitted an article
titled, "What the University Library Means to the Student." In 1935
she gave a talk on "Summer Reading Suggestions" over radio station
15. New Mexico Lobo, September 21, 1925, p. 2, May 28, 1926, p. 1, AprilS, 1929, p.
4, May 2, 1930, pp. 3, 8; Moyers, "A History of Education," 613; New Mexico Library
Bulletin, 1 (September 1932), 7.
16. New Mexico Lobo, March 18, 1927, p. 1, December 12, 1930, p. 1; Carnegie
Corporation of New York, Report of the President and the Treasurer (1931), 34, 49; Biennial
Report of the University of New Mexico, 50 (1935-1937), 12; New Mexico Lobo, November 3,
1933, pp. 1, 3; Summer Lobo, June 29, 1931, p. 2.
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KOB, which was broadcasting its "Woman's Club of the Air" from the
EI Fidel Hotel. In the broadcast Shelton argued that it was "more valuable to know a few good books well than to have skimmed through
a hundred superficially."I?
Shelton regularly attended meetings of the American Library Association and other professional organizations. At the library association meeting in Hot Springs, Arkansas, in 1923, she presented a paper
on "What the Southwest Can and Should Do for Our Non-English
Speaking Peoples." She often spoke to students interested in entering
the library profession. In one such speech given at UNM she noted
the need for men in the field, particularly in large business libraries
"which are about 1,000 in number [and] are requiring men for their
work."IB Her plea reflected prevailing attitudes about business as a
masculine province, ironically belying Shelton's own fiscal and administrative accomplishments.
Shelton was also a leader in state library organization. In December
1923 she met with Sue Goree, librarian of the Santa Fe Public Library,
Evelyn Shuler, librarian of the Raton Public Library, and Mrs. N .. F.
Dixon, librarian of the Albuquerque Public Library, "to consider New
Mexico library problems." As a result of their discussions these women
founded the New Mexico Library Association, with Evelyn Shuler as
president. The association's first meeting was held in Santa Fe on
August 24, 1924, in conjunction with a meeting of the Southwestern
Library Association. 19 These meetings gave New Mexico librarians,
who often worked in isolation, the opportunity to share expertise and
discuss national developments in library practice.
During its first five years the New Mexico Library Association held
several of its meetings jointly with the New Mexico Education Association, "in order to secure the interest and cooperation of teachers."
The state association was active politically, lobbying successfully for a
county library law in 1925, which provided school districts with an
allowance to support free public library service. The association published and distributed copies of the law "to school superintendents
and club women" to encourage community initiatives for county library
serVice. Distinctions between the private and public sectors were not
pronounced in the early years of New Mexico statehood, and it was
17. New Mexico Lobo, May 2, 1930, pp. 3, 8, May 10, 1935, pp. 1, 10; transcript of
radio speech dated May 8, 1935, file L, box 3, Shelton Papers, Albuquerque.
18. New Mexico Lobo, April 27, 1923, p. 4, October 23, J931, p. 1.
19. "History of the New Mexico Library Association," 1, folder 1-14, file N, box 4,
Shelton Papers, Albuquerque.
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not unusual for professional and civic groups, particularly women's
clubs, to cooperate in providing and promoting municipal services. 20
After passage of the county library law, which she actively supported, Shelton continued to publicize the statute, encouraging counties to request funding to which they were entitled. Though many of
the state's citizens lived in rural areas without city services, all counties
had at least one school building. It was believed that schools could
provide library services to adults as well as pupils, if the community
requested additional state funding for that purpose. In an address
given to a women's club shortly after passage of the library law, Shelton
noted:
Not more than 9 public libraries in New Mexico are tax supported.
The Women's Clubs have charge of most of the collections throughout the state and the libraries are supported by programs, entertainments, food sales, library membership, subscriptions, etc., and
members of the various clubs take their turn acting as librarian.
Shelton added, "There are 58 counties in New Mexico and as yet only
one [Santa Fe] has taken advantage of the opportunity to establish
county libraries."2l
Recognizing that local libraries could not supply all community
needs, Shelton advocated establishing a state-funded extension service
to augment local resources. As university librarian, she reported sending "travelling libraries all over the state" from the university's collection. She took traveling libraries in her car to the Isleta, San Felipe,
and Santa Domingo pueblos. In a speech given before the New Mexico
Federation of Women's Clubs in 1922, Shelton described the extension
service and new "package libraries" she had assembled, each one a
"collection of materials on a special subject, consisting of pamphlets,
addresses, reports, university and government publications." Package
libraries were primarily for the use of club women and for high school
teachers who used them for classroom discussion. 22
20. ':School Libraries Law," 2, folder 52-100, file L, box 3, Shelton Papers, Albuquerque; ibid., "History of the New Mexico Library Association," 2; Laws of the State of
New Mexico (1925),83-84, Joan M. Jensen and Darlis A. Miller, eds., New Mexico Women:
Intercultural Perspectives (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1986), 9.
21. "Library Extension in New Mexico," 2-3, folder 52-100, file L, box 3, Shelton
Papers, Albuquerque.
22. Untitled manuscript, folder 1-29, file A, box 1, ibid.; U.N.M. Weekly, March 3,
1920, p. 1, October 29, 1922, p. 1. For a map showing the towns served by the university
extension service, see Shelton's "Third Annual Report of the Librarian," University of
New Mexico Bulletin (July 1, 1928-June 30, 1929), 4. See also Philip M. Burnett, "The
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Prior to 1929, and excluding private collections, New Mexico had
only forty-one libraries: nine tax-supported libraries; eleven club libraries supported by bake sales, etc.; eleven tax-supported school libraries; three denominational school libraries; one federally supported
hospital library; three state agency libraries; two memorial libraries;
and one county library supported by taxation. It was clear they could
not provide local service to the entire state. "Everyone interested in
libraries in New Mexico feels keenly the need for ... a central agency
to organize and extend library growth," Shelton observed. "A state
library agency should be our slogan." The New Mexico Library Extension Service Law was passed in 1929, thanks in large part to the lobbying efforts of the legislative committees of the New Mexico Library
Association and the New Mexico Federation of Women's Clubs. Shelton was president of the state library association from 1927 to 1929 and
contributed greatly to the effort. 23
In addition to her work on behalf of university and public library
service, Shelton devoted considerable energy to the development of
elementary and secondary school library instruction in New Mexico.
She recommended that the state library association publish a handbook
to be sent to all school superintendents that would outline "a course
of elementary instruction in the use of books and libraries" suitable for
grades one through twelve. She also developed a detailed syllabus for
each grade level.
Among Shelton's papers is a report titled, "Practical Suggestions
for School Libraries. "24 It is not known if this eleven-page guide was
intended for her university library science students, or if it was distributed to school librarians in the state. It is a compendium of facts,
suggestions, funding and staffing standards, selection bibliographies
for books and media, and advice on personnel administration, professional education, student assistants, public relations, and liaison with
school faculty and administrators. As with her speeches and other
position papers, Shelton cited American Library Association guidelines
and standards for staffing levels and per capita expenditures. Standards
and guidelines that applied to the state of New Mexico in Shelton's
handbook noted discrepancies between local funding and national
Development of State Libraries and Library Extension Service in Arizona and New
Mexico," Library Quarterly, 35 (January 1965), 36-40.
23. Untitled manuscript, 5-6, folder 51-100, file L, box 3, "History of the New Mexico
Library Association," 2, Shelton Papers, Albuquerque; Laws of the State of New Mexico
(1929), 414-15.
24. "Library Instruction," 3, folder 52-100, file L, box 3, Shelton Papers, Albuquerque.
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The University of New Mexico's second library, as it appeared in the late 1920s, serves today as the university's Art
Annex. Courtesy of the University of New Mexico Alumni Office.
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professional ideals. Her handbook is indicative of the developing status
of librarianship as a profession and the emergence of New Mexico's
service infrastructure.
During the mid-1930s, much of Shelton's energy was devoted to
a new project-the need for yet another library building at the university. Unexpectedly rapid growth rates in student population, book
circulation, and the library collection itself combined to overwhelm the
facility completed in 1926. In 1935 the University of New Mexico was
reported to be the fastest growing university in the United States.
Approximately 2,500 students were enrolled, and library circulation
approached 150,000. 25 The New Mexico Lobo noted that "Hundreds of
volumes, both books and magazines, are lying on the [library] floor
and packed away in boxes." The paper reported that library resources
had nearly doubled during the preceding five years and despite a
collection of 54,000 books, "Wilma Loy Shelton, who is ever onthe
trail of making the library bigger, better, more available to its patrons,
insists that isn't half enough."26
Thanks to the various New Deal employment programs, the size
of the library staff increased dramatically during the 1930s. The increase
was much needed, according to Shelton, who wrote in 1932 that flour
library is lamentably understaffed." In 1934 monies from the Federal
Emergency Recovery Act were secured to hire eleven additional people,
and the number of such workers reached seventeen the following year.
Shelton used these new employees to shift books and inventory the
collection, but there was little they could do about the lack of space,
and they could not assume professional tasks such as cataloging. In
her biennial report of 1933-1935, Shelton wrote that the library "is in
serious need of trained personnel and funds for books and binding.
Our inadequate reading room facilities and our overcrowded stacks
are beginning to warn us that before long we must have a new building."27
President Zimmerman sought funding for a new library and other
needed buildings from the Public Works Administration. An initial
request of $1,150,000 was turned down, but in January 1936 the PWA
25. New Mexico Lobo, May 10, 1935, p. 1. Some smaller schools grew more rapidly.
See College Blue Book (Yonkers, New York: C. E. Burckel, 1933), 115; Moyers, "A History
of Education," 612-14.
26. Ray Stuart, "Campus Briefs," New Mexico Alumnus, 8 (September 1935), 9; New
Mexico Lobo, September 13, 1935, p. 1, May 24, 1935, p. 6.
27. "Sixth Annual Report of the Librarian," University of New Mexico Bulletin, 45
(November 1, 1932), 11; New Mexico Lobo, September 28, 1934, p. 1, April 5, 1935, p. 1,
December 14, 1934, p. 1; Biennial Report, 48 (1933-1935), 80; "Eighth Annual Report of
the Librarian," University of New Mexico Bulletin, 47 (September 1, 1934), 19.
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approved a $688,000 building program, including $370,000 for a new
library. Once again, Shelton turned the first shovelful of earth for a
library building, this time on December 2, 1936. On April 1, 1938, an
impressive new facility, designed in the Pueblo Revival Style by John
Gaw Meem, opened for regular hours on campus. It was formally
dedicated in June 1939 during the university's fiftieth anniversary celebration. (The library building was named after President Zimmerman
in 1961.) Writing for Library Journal, Shelton described the new building
and noted that it was modeled after Taos Pueblo and built at a cost of
$341,416. In May 1937 Shelton sent a clipping showing the building to
Phineas L. Windsor, director of the University of Illinois Library School.
Windsor, apparently on good terms with Shelton, replied teasingly
that "the picture of your new library is certainly a stunning one. I can
almost see you on the flat top of the highest part offering some living
sacrifice to some Aztec deity. 1128
The move to the new library began on March 18, 1938, when a
procession of students and faculty members, including Shelton and
President and Willa Zimmerman, carried books to the new building.
The procession was led by the school band. Willa Zimmerman carried
the first book, and President Zimmerman the second. During the next
two weeks WPA workers and National Youth Administration students
moved the remainder of the collection, which filled the first four of
the nine stack levels. Both libraries remained open during the move,
the old l;milding during the day and the new facility in the evening.
Shelton took great pride in the library's aesthetic quality and functional
spaciousness. The new building symbolized the growth and development of academic library service 'under her direction, but she did
not regard the building as an exclusive preserve for scholars and librarians. On atleast two occasions during World War II, Shelton opened
the library's Coronado Room for student weddings. 29
Besides a new building and many more clerks, the 1930s brought
additional professionals to the library staff. In January 1934 Esther
Piercy arrived on campus. Like Shelton, Piercy was a graduate of the
University of Illinois Library School. A cataloger by training, Piercy
28. New Mexico Lobo, October 18, 1935, p. 1, January 10, 1936, p. 1; New Mexico
Alumnus, 9 (December 1936), 4; "University of New Mexico Library," Library Journal, 64
(July 1939), 541-45; Windsor to Shelton, May 18, 1937, Shelton Papers, Urbana. On the·
university building program, see Charles D. Biebel, Making the Most of It: Public Works in
Albuquerque During the Great Depression, 1929-1942 (Albuquerque: Albuquerque Museum,
1986), 44-49.
29. New Mexico Lobo, March 9, 1939, p. 1; Hughes, Pueblo on the Mesa, 92; New Mexico
Daily Lobo, March 14, 1950, p. 1.
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began teaching a course in the history of printing and book making
in the fall semester 1935.
During the next four years several other professionals were hired.
Mary E. Brindley, a graduate of Columbia's School of Library Science,
became reference librarian in 1937. Ellen Jackson, an archivist and a
graduate of the University of Illinois Library School, arrived in 1938,
as did another Illinois alumna, Elsa Smith, who served as loan librarian.
Dorothy Coffin Hickey, a Simmons College graduate, began work in
February 1939 as supervisor of the university's newly obtained Library
of Congress Depository Catalog. Eunice G. Cochrane, librarian at the
Harwood Foundation Library in Taos, also worked at the university
from August to December 1939. Ruth Russell, periodicals librarian, and
Mae Gilbert, reserve librarian, worked as full~time librarians but did
not hold professional degrees. James Spulher, in charge of field libraries, regularly went to Chaco Canyon and other anthropological
sites with several hundred books for faculty and student use. By 1939
there were also five WPA workers, thirty NYA students, and nine
regular student assistants on Shelton's staff. 30
Throughout her career at UNM, Shelton taught various courses in
librarianship, including catalog work, introduction to library methods,
reference and bibliography, and public library administration. Beginning in 1938 Shelton held classes in the new library building. One
student who took Shelton's public library administration course in 1950
recalled that she was a well-versed lecturer, a memorable and "very
thoughtful" teacher "who got work out of people."31
In addition to teaching courses, Shelton· sought to improve and
standardize post-secondary library instruction in New Mexico. In 1942
she chaired a committee appointed by the State Library Commission
to develop a library science curriculum for New Mexico's colleges and
universities. She sent drafts of the committee's proposed curriculum
to nationally recognized colleagues for comment and review. On February 7, 1942, the curriculum committee met and drafted guidelines
aimed at "the person who expects to remain a teacher, but needs enough
library training to administer a small school library." The committee
30. Nf?W Mexico Librarian, 2 (December 1939), 12-13; Nf?W Mexico Lobo, May 4, 1938,
p. 4; Hughes, Pueblo on the Mesa, 94. Acquisition of the depository catalog was made
possible by a $16,000 grant from the Rockefeller Foundation in 1938, Biennial Report, 52
(1937-1939),89; Nf?W Mexico Lobo, September 10,1938, p. 1; Summer Lobo, June 30,1939,
p. 1.
31. Cindy Rassam, "Library Science Classes at UNM: A Long History," Nf?W Mexico
Library Association Newsletter, 13 (January 1986), 7; interview with Beatrice A. Hight,
September 16, 1986.
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stressed that the proposed courses were not for professional librarians
and would not be accepted by accredited library school programs. The
committee's insistence on the distinction between service courses and
professional courses reflected the consciousness of status in the library
profession generally. As a professionally trained librarian, Shelton accepted and promoted such distinctions, which were reinforced by the
policies of the American Library Association, the agency that accredited
library education programs nationwide. Shelton also supported state
certification of school librarians. The need for certification was discussed at the New Mexico Library Association meeting in 1944 and
culminated with legislation passed in 1947. 32
Beyond statewide leadership, Shelton was involved in international studies and Latin American librarianship. The year 1940 marked
the Cuatro Centennial celebration in New Mexico, and a commission
chaired by President Zimmerman oversaw a commemoration of Coronado's entrada into the Southwest in 1540. Various conferences and
other activities were held at the university during the year, and the
university library played a prominent role in the commemoration. The
central event involving the library was the October convention of the
Southwestern Library Association in Albuquerque. Nearly five hundred delegates from six states, including the membership of the New
Mexico Library Association, which convened its annual meeting, gathered for the four-day conference at the Hilton Hotel. Shelton presided
over the first general session, for which President Zimmerman gave
the keynote address. Addresses of welcome were also given by Albuquerque Mayor Clyde Tingley and Oscar Love, president of the
Albuquerque Chamber of Commerce. 33
The Cuatro Centennial and the combined library conventions gave
focus to the increasing importance of Latin American studies at the
University of New Mexico. The theme of the state library association
meeting was "The Growth of the Southwest and Its Place in the Americas of 1940." At the larger southwestern gathering, various speakers,
including George P. Hammond, Lewis Hanke, Paul Horgan, and Raymond Jonson, emphasized Latin American issues. 34 The theme of the

32. Letters, folder 6-51, file L, box 3, "Minutes of a Meeting," 2, 4, Shelton Papers,
Albuquerque; ibid., "History of the New Mexico Library Association," 9; Laws of the State
of New Mexico (1947), 145-46.
33. "Coronado Centennial," New Mexico Alumnus, 11 (January 1939), 3, 15; "500 at
Library Convention," New Mexico Alumnus, 13 (October 1940), 4.
34. New Mexico Library Bulletin, 9 (October 1940), 2; Southwestern Library Association, Papers and Proceedings (1940).
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Wilma Loy Shelton turned the first shovelful of earth when construction began
in late 1936 on the university's third library as it appeared in 1938. The library
was named after James Fulton Zimmerman in 1961. Courtesy of Special Collections, Zimmerman Library, University of New Mexico.

University administrators helped transfer books to the new library in March
1938. From left are Dorothy Woodward, Ruth Russell, Willa Zimmerman, Wilma
Loy Shelton, Elizabeth Simpson, Esther Piercy, .Louise Bemis, and James Fulton
Zimmerman. Courtesy of Special Collections, Zimmerman Library, University
of New Mexico.
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southwestern conference was "Cooperation Between the Libraries in
the Southwest and Latin American Countries."
The Cuatro Centennial activities also afforded Shelton the opportunity to showcase acquisitions that greatly strengthened the library's
holdings on Iberia and Latin America. These holdings had grown considerably during her tenure. In 1922 the Wilson collection was contributed by George A. Kaseman. It contained 164 volumes dating from
1533 to 1803. As early as 1927 Shelton expressed eagerness to "build
up our collections of Archaeology, Spanish and Southwestern history,
so that [the library] will attract students from all the United States."
Two significant collections were added in the late 1930s: the Catron
Library, which ran to more than 7,000 volumes; and the Van ae Velde
Purchase. The latter, a collection of materials on Mexico including 8,686
bound volumes, ninety-three maps, and fifty-nine linear feet of pamphlets, was acquired in 1938 with a special legislative appropriation of
$20,000. 35
An impressive collection of colonial documents relating to New
Mexico's past had also been made available to scholars in the Coronado
Room of the new library. An article in the New Mexico Lobo, possibly
written by Shelton, described the collection's background:
In 1922 when Dean [George P.] Hammond was working on his
doctoral thesis in Spain, he discovered vast material on Spanish
explorations in New Mexico. In 1928 under the auspices of the
University of New Mexico, the New Mexico Museum, the Historical Society of New Mexico and the Library of Congress, Dr. [Lansing Bloom] and Mrs. Bloom went to Spain and recorded various
manuscripts on 35 millimeter microfilm. From 1931 to 1934 Dr.
Bloom and Dean Hammond were in Mexico doing the same work
in the archives there. And in 1938 Dr. Bloom returned to Spain
and Italy for additional material. Returning to UNM Dean Hammond and Dr. Bloom set to work printing the negatives and enlarging them to the original size in the manuscripts. Next they
were bound and placed in the Coronado Room. 36
France V. Scholes, also prominent in historical scholarship on the
Southw:est, participated in the filming project.
The collection and cataloging of unpublished documents was a
matter of longstanding interest for Shelton. At the 1935 state library
35. U.N.M. Weekly, October 27,1922, pp. 1-2, and November 3,1922, p. 3; "Report
of Librarian, University of New Mexico, July 1, 1926-June 30, 1927," bound typescript,
Special Collections, Zimmerman Library; Biennial Report, 54 (1939-1941), 9, 66.
36. New Mexico Lobo, February 26, 1943, p. 1.
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association conference she presented a paper titled, "Public Document
Program for New Mexico," which discussed the need "to improve the
method of exchange and distribution of state and municipal documents." Four years later Shelton spoke on "The Value of State Materials" at another association meeting, noting that it was "the duty of
those who realize their value to make communities documents conscious, so that no precious records are destroyed through carelessness
or ignorance."37
Shelton supported the emerging trend to amass, catalog, and share
research materials beyond the confines of a single library. In a speech
on the need for a central, unified catalog of material relating to New
Mexico, she described cooperative efforts, such as the Library of Congress' National Union Catalog, which pooled bibliographic records. She
also traced regional efforts by the Bibliographical Center for Research
in the Denver Public Library to serve the Rocky Mountain region. As
her own contribution, Shelton compiled three noteworthy bi.bliographies of materials on New Mexico. Her Checklist of New Mexico Publications remains a valuable reference. 38
Shelton's promotion of the collection and cataloging of documen~
tary materials for scholars was complemented by her efforts on behalf
of librarianship and reading for the general public. Her public relations
efforts included frequent contributions to the New Mexico Lobo. In 1928,
for example, Lobo readers were asked to notice the display of posters
in the library, which advertised librarianship as a profession. "They
were sent out by the national association of libraries and are well worth
examining." Shelton undoubtedly recruited some students for her classes
through the student newspaper. She also published several short, annotated bibliographies in the university's alumni magazine in 1932 and
1933. Perhaps because of the press of work that came with the university's rapid expansion in the 1930s, Shelton did not prepare another
such piece for the magazine until 1942, when she submitted an article
on the library's war information center. In describing the center, she
37. New Mexico Library Bulletin, 4 (December 1935), 4; New Mexico Librarian, 2 (November 1939), 5. On the university archives, see "Thirteenth Annual Report of the
Librarian, 1938-1939;" University of New Mexico Bulletin, 52 (May 1, 1940), 19-32.
38. "Union Catalog for New Mexico," 4-5, folder 52-100, file L, box 3, Shelton Papers,
Albuquerque; "A Checklist of New Mexico Newspapers," University of New Mexico Bulletin, 277 (December 1, 1935), 3-30; List of Serials in the University of New Mexico Library
Together with Those in Other Libraries in Albuquerque (Albuquerque: University of New
Mexico Library, 1938); Checklist.of New Mexico Publications, 1850-1953 (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1954). The Checklist appeared intermittently in the New
Mexico Historical Review from April 1949 to April 1954.
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wrote that "Since this is a war between democracy and totalitarianism
which makes it a conflict of ideas as well as military weapons, the
Library must make available valid interpretations of current facts and
events."39
In her promotion of library interests in New Mexico, Shelton usually proved herself a pragmatist and a realist. She knew how to build
coalitions to seek programmatic action and contributed significantly to
passage of favorable legislation. Though it is difficult to gauge her
contribution to the university's efforts to solicit funding for the library,
it was no doubt substantial. Her press releases exemplify an ongoing
effort to promote the library and librarianship. But she sometimes
showed herself unrealistic in her drive to secure more support fotlhe
library. In 1939, for example, she called for a huge endowment for the
library. "Since it has been impossible for the state to make adequate
appropriations for the library, a $1,000,000 endowment is needed for
books, periodicals and binding in order to build a strong library."4O She
did not say where the money would come from in a time of national
economic depression.
Shelton's efforts on behalf of library service at all levels sprang
from an idealistic view of the fundamental mission and worth of libraries. In a statement promoting public libraries, she characterized
them as "the power plants where ideas ... are kept for your use."
Speaking on "The Place of the Library in Higher Education," Shelton
borrowed an extravagant metaphor from R. G. Sproul, President of
the University of California, who had given UNM's commencement
address in 1940. "The library is a cafeteria where mental food and
drink are spread out in a way to fill every need and satisfy every taste,"
she quoted Sproul, "and to meet every demand in every field of knowledge." Shelton enlarged on Sproul's statement, saying:
Much remains for library service to do since the librarian's work
is not merely that of preparing the banquet table by assembling
and organizing the material, but also anticipating the wants of
every person, creating appetites and serving the dainties that are
bred in books. 41
39. New Mexico Lobo, March 2,1928, p. 1; Wilma Loy Shelton, "Philosophy: A Selected
Reading List," New Mexico Alumnus, 6 (October 1932), 11; ibid., "Christmas: A Selected
Bibliography," New Mexico Alumnus, 6 (December 1932), 8-9; ibid., "A Selected List of
Outstanding Educational Books," New Mexico Alumnus, 6 (April 1933), 7-8; ibid., "Notable
American Books of 1932," New Mexico Alumnus, 6 (May 1933), 11; ibid., "The War Information Center," New Mexico Alumnus, 14 (February 1942), 8.
40. Biennial Report, 52 (1937-1939), 94.
41. "The Public Library," folder 52-100, file L, box 3, Shelton Papers, Albuquerque.
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Such idealized versions of the library's role met with harsh reality
as America entered World War II. Hours at the university library were
reduced and some services curtailed. In 1942 the library lost funding
for its WPA students, a loss Shelton described as "a serious blow."
During the war Shelton devoted a portion of her time to the library's
involvement with the university's War Information Service, directed
by historian Dorothy Woodward. Meanwhile, the library collection
continued to grow, helped by a $25,000 grant from the Rockefeller
Foundation for purchase of Latin American materials. By 1943 library
shelving was filled to capacity. Another cataloger was needed to cope
with 25,000 uncataloged books. In her last biennial report, Shelton
argued that
one of the greatest needs and the first that should be taken care
of in a postwar plan of the University is the completion of the
stacks, so that books may be housed in the upper five floors. At
the present time it is necessary to arrange books and publications
on the floor, to their hurt and the impairment of serVice. This
situation is becoming progressively worse. 42
Other events would disrupt the library's equilibrium further. On
October 22, 1944, university President James F. Zimmerman died suddenly, a victim of coronary thrombosis. His duties were assumed by
a six-man, one-woman board of deans appointed by the university
regents. The board governed the university until August 1945, when
John Phillip Wernette became president. During its tenure the board
of deans asked for Shelton's resignation. Shelton, then age fifty-five,
resigned as librarian in April 1945, staying on as professor of library
science and librarian emeritus. After resigning, she took an eight-month
leave of absence to visit relatives and acquaintances in Washington,
D.C., Indiana, and Illinois. In July 1945 the university news service
announced that Arthur M. McAnally, a doctoral candidate in library
science at the University of Chicago, would succeed Shelton as librarian. In a letter to Shelton the board noted that the "library. stands as
a monument to the 25 years of service you have given." In his first
biennial report, McAnally wrote that "Miss Shelton's contribution to
the University has been indeed brilliant, and we wish to acknowledge
here her splendid and loyal service."43
42. "14th, 15th and 16th Annual Reports of the Librarian, 1939-1942," University of
New Mexico Bulletin, 55 (August 1, 1942), 33; New Mexico Library Bulletin, 11 (November
1942), 2-3; Biennial Report, 56 (1941-1943), 90, 96; Biennial Report, 57 (1943-1945), 126.
43. Paul A. F. Walter, "James Fulton Zimmerman," New Mexico Historical Review,20
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Shelton was university librarian for
twenty-five years. Retiring from that
position in 1945, she served the university five additional years as professor of library science. She is
shown here in a University of New
Mexico Mirage photograph taken in
1947.

Shelton left her position as librarian unwillingly. She was greatly
upset by the board's request for her resignation. This may explain in
part her lengthy leave of absence, which lasted until November 1945.
Lena C. Clauve, who as dean of women served On the board of deans,
recalled that she and her six colleagues decided unanimously to ask
for Shelton's resignation in early 1945. By the late 1930s Shelton had
become "overworked, exhausted and nervous." Shelton also suffered
from various illnesses. She was known to lose her temper with student
workers and berate them loudly. Her singlemindedness, perhaps an
asset when she was the only professional On the staff, led to conflict
with capable and dynamic colleagues such as Esther Piercy. Dean Clauve,
who knew Piercy well, recalled that the professionals despaired of a
situation in which Shelton would not take suggestions and clashed
with them on how best to run the library. The board of deans decided
that Shelton had served too long, had grown rigid, and was having
difficulty dealing with women librarians as well trained as herself. "I
liked Wilma Shelton/" said Clauve. "It was a sad situation."44
(January 1945), 83-89; New Mexico Lobo, July 13, 1945, p. 1; New Mexico Alumnus, 17
(April 1945), 9; Biennial Report, 59 (1945-1947), 139.
44. Interview with Robert M. Duncan, October 22, 1986; interview with Lena C.
CIauve, November 13, 1986. As early as 1926, the head of the University of Denver
library reported that Shelton "seems to be overworking." See Linda M. CIatworthy to
Phineas L. Windsor, January 22, 1926, Linda M. CIatworthy Papers, University Archive,
University of Illinois Library, Urbana.
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Arthur McAnally's appointment was consistent with a national
trend to bring more men into the administrative ranks of librarianship
after 1940. Many administrative positions such as university librarian
also were going to individuals with advanced academic training. These
trends, which affected all areas of female professional employment,
were peculiarly coincident in the case of doctoral students in library
science. Prior to 1945 the University of Chicago was the only institution
in the United States offering a doctorate in the field. While the great
majority of master's degrees awarded in librarianship went to women,
the ratio of doctorates granted at Chicago between 1929 and 1950 was
two-to-one in favor of men. Though sexism per se probably did not
playa role in Shelton's removal, employment and educational trends
militated against selecting a female replacement. 45
When McAnally took charge of the university library in September
1945, he made various technical changes in order to streamline book
processing. He later reported that he found many library materials
uncataloged and not ready for use, a lack of organization, low staff
morale, and library processes that were haphazard. How much of this
was Shelton's responsibility, and how much was a function of inadequate funding and insufficient staffing, is difficult to say. McAnally also
changed the administrative structure of the library. Shelton had run
the library on a loosely collegial basis, having eight departments composed of twelve professional librarians when she resigned in 1945.
McAnally reorganized the twelve librarians into three divisions-technical processes, public services, and administration. 46
McAnally's first biennial report includes data that illustrate the
growth of library holdings at UNM during Shelton's twenty-five years
as librarian. Even with rapid growth after 1930, the library was still
outpaced by all but one university collection in seven neighboring
states. McAnally also contributed to a study which showed that state
expenditures per capita for college and university libraries in New
Mexico were second lowest among the same states in 1940. Of the eight
states, New Mexico ranked last in volumes per capita for college age
students that year. Such data reinforced the point made in the concluding line of Shelton's penultimate biennial report:
45. Nancy P. O'Brien, "The Recruitment of Men into Librarianship Following World
War II," in Heim, The Status of Women, 54-60; John Richardson, Jr., The Spirit of Inquiry:
The Graduate Library School at Chicago, 1921-1951 (Chicago: American Library Association,
1982), 111-12.
46. New Mexico Lobo, September 7, 1945, pp. 1, 4; Biennial Report, 51 (1945-1947),
140.
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It is to be remembered that a university which has, over a period

of many years, built up good book and periodical collections need
spend less than .one which, like the University of New Mexico, is
of relatively recent origin and which has through the years spent
so littleY
Following her return from leave in November 1945, Shelton concentrated on teaching and the compilation of her Checklist of New Mexico
Publications. Her post-1945 correspondence includes letters from prospective students requesting information on librarianship as a career,
as well as requests from former students seeking advice on technical
problems. In one letter she reported that "I am teaching three classes
and ha-ve severaY stuclents worki~i onspecial problems, so I am very
busy." During her last five years at the university Shelton was indeed
busy but also under much less pressure. She appeared to be more
relaxed and had "mellowed."48
After formally retiring as professor of library science on July 1,
1950, Shelton began a second career as a volunteer hostess for foreign
students and dignitaries visiting New Mexico under the sponsorship
of various federal and international exchange organizations. In a speech
describing her new work, Shelton noted that she had "had the privilege
of extending hospitality and arranging the programs for guests from
97 countries, [including] ambassadors, jurists, members of parliament
and other international leaders." A UNM faculty member who accompanied Shelton to dinner as an interpreter for one of the foreign visitors
described her as "indefatigable."49
Shelton received various awards for her work as an official hostess.
Among these were the "Headliner" award bestowed by Theta Sigma
Phi, a national honorary society for women in journalism. At the Panhellenic breakfast held during homecoming in 1959, she was given the
Honorary Lobo award. The American Association of United Nations
gave her the title "Lady of the Year," and the UNM chapter of Mortar
Board established an annual International Fellowship Award in her
name for foreign students. During her retirement Shelton's activities
also included serving as president of the local branch of the American
47. William H. Carlson, College and University Libraries and Librarianship (Chicago:
American Library Association, 1946), 9-10, 24-25; Biennial Report, 56 (1941'-1943), 96.
48. Wilma Loy Shelton to C V. Newsom, July 3, 1948, folder 6-51, file L, box 3,
Shelton Papers, Albuquerque; interview with Beatrice Hight, September 16, 1986.
49. New Mexico Alumnus, 22 (June 1950), 12; untitled manuscript, 1, folder 1-29, file
A, box 1, Shelton Papers, Albuquerque; Albuquerque Journal, July 7, 1967, section D, 8;
interview with Robert M. Duncan, October 22, 1986.
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Association of University Women (1950-1952), secretary of the Family
Consultation Service Board (1955-1956), and president of the Bernalillo
County Federation of Republican Women (1955-1956). She was a member of the New Mexico Republican State Central Committee from 1956
to 1960. 50
In 1961, looking back on her career as a librarian, Shelton wrote:
I have found retirement a new way of life. I get as much satisfaction
out of retirement as I got out of work. ... Someone has said that
people are the happiest from the ages 70 to 80. So far I can say
that statement is true. 51
Due to failing health, Shelton left New Mexico in 1967 to live with her
brother, Lawrence, and his family in Terre Haute, Indiana. She died
at a Terre Haute rest home on February 16, 1972, and was buried at
the Mount Hope Cemetery in Champaign, Illinois. 52
Shelton's career as librarian in New Mexico coincided with a period
of rapid growth for the leading university of an emerging state. While
the university was founded in 1889, the year of Shelton's birth, New
Mexico statehood dated from 1912. The state's educational and library
services were in their infancy when Shelton arrived in 1920. During
her thirty years at UNM the student body grew from 347 to 4,921, and
the faculty increased from 24 to 300 members. The library collection
expanded from 16,000 to 175,000 volumes. 53 Despite the difficulties that
led to her resignation as librarian in 1945, Shelton continued to make
contributions as an instructor, bibliographer, diplomatic liaison, and
political volunteer.
Wilma Loy Shelton's career at the University of New Mexico was
distinguished by a staunch dedication to libraries and librarianship.
She sought to build an outstanding university library and was undoubtedly frustrated by financial constraints. She was a forceful personality who contributed substantially to the development of library
service throughout New Mexico. The same qualities that enabled her
to be an activist among citizens, however, may have alienated her own
staff colleagues. In devoting considerable energy to her ideal of what
the university's library should be, Shelton, accustomed to being the
sole "pioneer," apparently found it difficult to countenance the opinions
50. Albuquerque Journal, July 7, 1967, section D, 8; Whitney and Koogler, Women
in Education, 120-21.

51. "The Life of a Retired Librarian," 4, Shelton Papers, Albuquerque.
52. Albuquerque Tribune, February 17, 1972, section G, 2.
53. New Mexico Lobo, March 14, 1950, p. 1.
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of an increasingly diverse professional staff. Nevertheless, Shelton was
exceptional. She directed the state's largest library at a time when
librarianship and academe alike assumed that leadership was for males.
For that reason and for her many accomplishments, Wilma Loy Shelton
stands as a noteworthy figure in New Mexico history.

Women at New Mexico State
University: The Early Years, 1888-1920
SALLYl LEE and JEFFREY P. BROWN

Women students have played an important role at New Mexico State
University since its creation one hundred years ago. The early patterns
that developed at NMSU resembled those of other western and land
grant colleges during this period and reflected social attitudes toward
women students. While they faced some social and academic barriers,
women still had a substantial impact upon the new land grant college.
Women began to attend American colleges after 1837, but administrators often placed them in separate academic and social systems.
The University of Illinois, also a land grant institution, allowed female
enrollment in 1870 but devised a School of Domestic Sciences and Art
for women students, with classes in hygiene, food preparation, and
dietetics designed for what were called their "distinctive duties." Cornell University, another important land grant school, copied Illinois in
admitting women in 1870 and adopted the Oberlin system of special
Sally J. Lee is a graduate student in history in New Mexico State University and
served as its Centennial Research Assistant in 1987-1988. Jeffrey P. Brown received his
Ph.D. in the University of Illinois-Urbana in 1979. He is an assistant professor of history
in New Mexico State University and directs its Public History Program.
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The first graduating class from the New Mexico College of Agriculture and
Mechanic Arts in 1894. The class consisted of Oscar Snow, Lemmuel McGrath,
Ralph Larkin, Fabian Garcia, and Kate Agnes Williams. Fabian Garcia would
become a distinguished educator at the college and would later head the Agricultural Experiment Station. Kate Agnes Williams became a teacher and later
married. Courtesy of Rio Grande Historical Collections, New Mexico State
University.
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women's dormitories. Male-only social clubs, classes with sex-segregated seating, and a pre-I920 rule barring women from attending parties forced female students to create their own drama clubs, orchestras,
honor societies, sororities, and separate student governments. 1
Similar patterns developed as southwestern universities accepted
women students. Arkansas Industrial University ruled in 1884 that
women could not visit or walk with male students and built a special
female dormitory. Yet the school's magazine opened in 1893 with a
female editor-in-chief. The University of Arizona admitted women students but forbade them from talking with men during class breaks.
When President Arthur Wilde decided in 1911 to expand enrollment,
he created a female domestic economy program and helped to establish
an annual award for female scholarship and leadership. University of
Colorado President James Baker refused in 1910 to improve the women
students' primitive housing because this would "make the girls soft,
and useless." Women insisted that they were in fact dedicated students
and soon broke a student strike that erupted over a male hazing incident. Kansas State University praised its excellent women's basketball
team but as late as 1917 tried to remove women instructors from disciplines outside home economics, unless they were clearly superior to
available males. 2
Western normal schools were predominantly female and offered
women much better treatment. Northern Arizona University built its
first dormitory for women, while males inherited this older structure
only when women received a new and better building. In 1901-1905,
the school graduated thirty-two women and only six men. Although
1. Helen Lefkowitz Horowitz, Campus Life: Undergraduate Cultures from the End of the
Eighteenth Century to the Present (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1987), 193-219;
Sally Schwager, "Educating Women in America," Signs: Journal of Women in Culture and
Society, 12 (Winter 1987),362-65; Winton U. Solberg, The University of l/linois, 1867-1894:
An Intellectual and Cultural History (Urbana, Illinois: University of Illinois Press, 1968),
113-14, 131, 162-63, 193, 282, 298, 352-54; and Charlotte Williams Conable, Women at
Cornell: The Myth of Equal Education (Ithaca, New York: Cornell University Press, 1977),
24-25, 62-63, 66, 69, 71, 73, 87, 111, 115, 117-18, 120, 122, 126-27.
2. Harrison Hale, University ofArkansas 1871-1948 (Fayetteville, Arkansas: University
of Arkansas Alumni Association, 1948), 15, 17-18, 53, 61, 69, 77, 86, 90; Douglas D.
Martin, The Lamp in the Desert: The Story of the University of Arizona (Tucson: University
of Arizona Press, 1960), 42, 43, 57-58, 80, 101, 103, 109, 120; Frederick S. Allen, Mark
S. Foster, Ernest Andrade, Jr., Philip I. Mitterling, and H. Lee Scamehorn, The University
of Colorado, 1876-1976 (New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Inc., 1976), 8, 9, 38, 39,
49,58,72-73; and James c. Carey, Knnsas State University: The Quest for Identity (Lawrence,
Kansas: Regents Press of Kansas, 1977), 10-11, 26, 33, 52, 63-64, 88-89, 99, 111-23, 128.
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The 1890 freshman class at the newly established New Mexico College of
Agriculture and Mechanic Arts. Fabian Garcia, far right, was the most distin-.
guished of the college's early alumni. Only five members of the first graduating
class of 1894 graduated. The five graduates included Fabian Garcia and the
first woman graduate, Kate Agnes Williams. Courtesy of Rio Grande Historical
Collections, New Mexico State University.

An early photo of the Sorosis sorority that was to become Pi Beta Phi sorority.
The introduction of the Greek system to the college reflected the growing
differences between the men's and women's collegiate experiences. As sororities developed, women students tended to congregate in them, to the exclusion of co-educational clubs. Courtesy of Rio Grande Historical Collections,
New Mexico State University.
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the student body became 30 percent male by 1911, women continued
.
to elect student body presidents. 3
The land grant college that developed in Las Cruces reflectedmany
social and educational patterns that appeared at other schools. The
New Mexico College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts, which began
in 1888 as Las Cruces College, became the territorial land grant institution in 1889. After the regents leased the Las Cruces College buildings
and purchased its furniture, New Mexico A&M opened on January 21,
1890. 4
The new school soon hired several women as faculty or administrators. Some, like Pearl Miller in household economics, taught classes
seen as women-oriented. However, mathematics assistant Fannie Ford
taught classes intended for all students. Both Ford and Miller received
their training at the college. The college hired Mary Winningham as
dean of women, while Ruth Thompson became an assistant in household economics. All were available as role models for female students. s
The first female students came from the nearby Mesilla Valley.
Some of their families could afford to enroll several children at the same
time in the college and its adjacent preparatory school. Others had to
work as they attended the college. Most of the female students were
Anglo-Americans. Only a handful of Hispanic-surnamed women, such
as Matilda Gallegos, attended the college during the period 1890-1920,
and none graduated until 1929. The male student body, although also
predominantly Anglo-American, had a higher proportion of Hispanic
men. 6
While all students during the first decade lived in private housing,
the school completed a women's dormitory in 1898. McFie Hall had
seventeen rooms on two floors. Women residents furnished their own
linens and paid a fairly high sixteen to seventeen dollars per month to
live in the building: It had a telephone, wood stoves, and a shared
bath and became the site for Saturday night dances.?
3. Platt Cline, Mountain Campus: The Story of Northern Arizona University (Flagstaff,
Arizona: Northland Press, 1983), 32, 37, 39-41, 43, 46, 59, 63, 67.
4. Simon F Kropp, That All May Learn: New Mexico State University, 1888-1964 (Las
Cruces: New Mexico Foundation, Inc., 1972), 1-17.
5. Ibid., 88, 112, 115, 120, 128, 132, 142, 144, 155, 168.
6. New Mexico Collegian, 3 (June 1895), 2; and ibid., 4 (May-June 1896), 2; Swastika,
1 (1907), 121-22,160; ibid., 15 (1921),105-6; and ibid., 22 (1929),26-27; New Mexico College
of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts Catalogue, 11 (1901), 86. Jessie Casad, the only graduate
in 1895, was one of ten children in a family that had moved to the Mesilla Valley from
California.
7. Kropp, That All May Learn, 63-64; New Mexico Collegian,S (May-June 1897), 6;
and ibid., 7 (May-June 1899), 6.
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An 1895 business class at the college. Business courses were provided for
students who needed to obtain marketable training quickly. Matilda Gallegos
and other women enrolled in these classes. Courtesy of Rio Grande Historical
Collections, New Mexico State University.
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The women's dormitory was built in 1898. It was a campus focal point for
social activities during the college's early years, which included Saturday night
dances and club meetings. Courtesy of Rio Grande Historical Collections, New
Mexico State University.

The college developed three degree programs. Six of the fortynine women who graduated by 1920 took the bachelor of science curriculum, which included science, classical languages, mathematics, lit- .
erature, and philosophy. Other women students took a general course
curriculum that began in 1899. The women in these two programs wrote
theses about Mesilla Valley Spanish vocabulary, the valley's bees, rocks
and minerals, contemporary novels, and American poverty. Male students pursued much less varied research and usually wrote theses
about agriculture or electrical engineering. 8
In 1898 the college introduced a new four-year program in domestic science, later renamed home economics, which became the dominant major for women students. This program included cooking, sewing,
cutting and fitting, household management, and hygiene classes. Some
of the new courses emphasized a scientific approach to domestic arts.
The college, however, gradually replaced standard courses with classes
that were clearly skills-oriented, such as dress making. Languages,
physics, and mineralogy were dropped by 1907, and mathematics was
8. Theses for the Degree of Bachelor of Science, 1894-1926, 1950, Rio Grande Historical
Collections, New Mexico State University Archives.
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removed from the program in 1910. The great majority of female students through 1920 followed the home economics program and wrote
theses about domestic topics, including textile history, home canning,
the nutritional value of rice, family budgets, and dietary standards for
children. Women students probably saw home economics as a good
career route, and it may have satisfied their parents that a college
education was a worthwhile investment of time and money. This emphasis upon domestic science clearly made college a different experience for women and men. 9
During the early twentieth century, as women increasingly took
domestic science courses, the campus acquired a more sex-segregated
charader. Men-became primarfbenetiCiari.es-of both a YMCAhuilding
completed in 1909 and a male gymnasium constructed in 1911. Beginning in 1902, all men had to join a uniformed military cadet system.
The World War I Reserve Officers Training program confirmed the
school's male and military atmosphere. 10
Despite this trend, women continued to playa role on campus.
They created the Cordegian Society, the first campus literary group,
in September, 1891. Male students created their own club, the Columbian Society, which published the Collegian campus newspaper. Both
groups opposed pressure from President Samuel P. McCrea to merge,
and when the administration banned all-male meetings; the Columbians moved off campus. The two groups held some joint meetings,
and after heated debates in November 1894, they agreed to merge. The
Columbian Society became the surviving organization, in part because
it was larger and already published the campus Collegian. Jessie Casad
was elected vice-president in March 1895, and the society sponsored
a Collegian issue that debated the merits of "The New Woman" in 1895.
Leah Newberry became president in 1900, and Minnie Newberry held
the office in 1901. The Columbians fell apart when their Collegian was
replaced by .a new student paper, the Round-Up. Men revived the literary society in 1911, once again excluding women, and women once
again created their own society. II
Women held several important positions on the Collegian staff before its demise. Jessie Casad was the first woman staff member, and
9. Ibid.; and Swastika, 1 (1907), 104-5.
10. Swastika, 1 (1907), 123; and ibid., 3 (1909), 123-24.
11. Kropp, Tiult All May Learn, 50; New Mexico Collegian, 2 (February 1895), 2; and
ibid., 10 (May 1901), 2-3; and Swastika, 6 (1912), 91-93. The later women's groups were
the Atadida Literary Society, founded in 1912, and the Olympian Literary Society, created
in 1919.
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Jessie Casad in her graduation portrait was the only graduate in 1895. Her
senior thesis was titled "Wild Bees of the Mesilla Valley." During her years at
the college, she worked to ensure that women would play a major role on
campus. She was the first woman admitted to the previously all-male Columbian Literary Society/she helped found the Athletic Association, and she was
the first female staff member of the Collegian. Courtesy of Rio Grande Historical
Collections, New Mexico State University.
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women held such positions as exchange editor, social editor, local editor, and writer. Mary O'Keefe was elected assistant editor in 1900.
This was the highest position that a woman ever held on the newspaper
staff. In 1903 Maude Elizabeth McFie was elected editor-in-chief but
declined in order to work on her thesis. Women also occupied several
positions on the Collegian's successor, the Round-Up, which began publication in 1909. Mildred Fulgham became associate editor in 1918, the
top position held by a woman. 12
In 1907 the college decided to publish a yearbook, named The
Swastika after a Navajo good luck symbol. From the yearbook's inception through 1920, women worked on the staff and achieved higher
positions than they had with the newspapers. Alva~Nich61'selection
as editor in 1918-1919 symbolized this increasingly important role. 13
Women at New Mexico A&M also became involved in sports. The
Athletic Association, containing both men and women, was initiated
in 1893, with Jessie Casad as its first secretary. Although the college's
annual Field Day was held for male students, the association joined
field and track events in 1899, with women conducting their own competitions. Women introduced basketball at the young college in 1899
and until 1909 played by men's rules. Their team was Intercollegiate
Territorial Champion through much of the period 1899-1920, although
in some years the isolated team could not find any opponents. Scores
were low; the team defended its championship in 1907 against the
University of New Mexico at Albuquerque and won 18 to 11. The
popularity of the women's team inspired men to start a team of their
own. 14
The women also sponsored ballet-like scarf drills, which in many
senses became a form of modern dance. The drills emphasized fitness
and grace. In 1897, physical culture teacher Helen Gibson put on a
public performance of the scarf drill team for the entire campus. 15
Forty-nine of the 211 students who graduated between 1894 and
12. New Mexico Collegian, 3 (June 1895), 16; ibid., 10 (May 1901),35; and ibid., Commencement Number (June 1903), 9; and Swastika, 11 (1917), 48; and ibid., 12 (1918), 51.
13. Kropp, That All May Learn, 102; Swastika, 11 (1917); 47, Staff; ibid., 12 (1918), 52;
and ibid., 13 (1919), 94.
14. New Mexico Collegian, 1 (September 1893), 4; ibid., 7 (May-June 1899), 15; and
ibid., 10 (June 1901), 47; and Swastika, 1 (1907), 73; ibid., 2 (1908),109; and ibid., 9 (1915),
63. Women began to attend the Field Day in 1893 but at first took part only in such nonathletic events as egg and spoon, skipping, and "tilting at a ring" races.
15. New Mexico Collegian,S (May-June 1897), 17. Also see photograph A 74-22/2,
1897 Scarf Drill, Rio Grande Historical Collections, New Mexico State University. The
show included such student participants as Eula Gilmore, Minnie Newberry, Fredericka
Peacock, and Gertrude Robertson.
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The 1898-1899 women's basketball team at the college. The team was made
up of Nora Newberry, Gladys Llewellyn, Maude McFie, Minnie Newberry,
and Tudie Bailey. The presence of a women's athletic team illustrates a national
trend toward encouraging young college women to exercise. The women played
by men's rules and had an undefeated season. Courtesy of Rio Grande Historical Collections, New Mexico State University.

The 1902-1903 women's championship basketball team. The team won the
territorial championship nearly every year early on. The team played only a
few games each season due to the relative isolation of the college and because
there were few other wome"n's basketball teams in the area. Courtesy of Rio
Grande Historical Collections, New Mexico State University.
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The Elocutionary Scarf Drill as performed by the 1897 physical culture class.
The dance, choreographed by Helen Gibson, was an attempt to combine beauty
and grace with physical exercise. The dancers included Minnie Newberry,
Lottie Sweet, Ivah Mead, and Eula Gilmore. Physical activity was encouraged
to the degree that all women students were required to participate in the
physical culture course. Courtesy of Rio Grande Historical Collections, New
Mexico State University.
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Lottie Sweet's graduation portrait
from the 1898 class of the New Mexico College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts. Among her many
collegiate activities, Lottie was a
member of the Columbian Literary
Society and danced in the 1897 Elocutionary Scarf Drill performance.
Courtesy of Rio Grande Historical
Collections, New Mexico State Uni:versity.
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Ivah Mead's graduation portrait for
the class of 1898. Mead is an example of the early women students
at the New Mexico College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts. She was
both a student and an active campus participant. In 1897, for instance, Ivah performed in an
elocutionary scarf drill for the entire
student body. Courtesy of Rio
Grande Historical Collections, New
Mexico State University.

1920, or approximately one-fourth, were women. This percentage compared favorably with most western and land grant colleges of the period. The first graduating class of five students in 1894 included Kate
Agnes Williams. Jessie Casad was the only 1895 graduate. In 1901,
Leah Newberry became class valedictorian. Of nine students who placed
on the college honor roll in March 1901, four were women. Women
attended New Mexico A&M both for academic development and to
achieve social maturity and leadership skills. Men elected some of these
women as student leaders. Thus, Maude Elizabeth McFie, 1903, May
Harney, 1905, Sadie May Stuart, 1914, Esther Irene Stuart, 1918, and
Ruth Harriet Boan, 1920, were all elected president of their respective
senior classes. 16 These elections indicate that despite the sex segregation of domestic science classes, women were well respected by their
16. New Mexico Collegian, 3 (June 1895), 1-2; ibid., 10 (May 1901), 2; ibid., 10 (March
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peers. They had a greater impact than might be anticipated from a
group composing one-fourth of the students.
.
World War I had a strong impact upon most American colleges,
since many male students left for the armed forces. Women generally
did not playa larger campus role during this period, despite the fact
that they were often a majority of the remaining students. New Mexico
A&M departed from this pattern. The student newspaper had a woman
associate editor in 1918, while women were elected senior class presidents for the 1918 and 1920 classes. Women remained active after the
war, and by 1923 they created the Las Cruces Branch of the American
Associati()!l otUIljve_rEiity' WOIT\en, the iil'stchapt~Qf this ()rgcmiziltion
in the state. Perhaps the pre-war activities of women in literary societies,. newspapers, the yearbook, and as scholastic honors winners
made their role as wartime leaders possible. I?
Alumni Association lists of graduates indicate that New Mexico
A&M women often went on to professional careers. Of the forty-nine
women who graduated by 1920, nineteen were teaching or working as
school principals in 1923, including two who were college professors.
One woman was director of industrial education in New Mexico. The
assistant state leader for Boys' and Girls' Clubs at New Mexico A&M
had graduated from the college. Still another woman was a graduate
student at the University of Chicago, and two women worked as assistant librarians. The remaining alumni were listed as housewives or
as deceased, but several had appeared on pre-I920 alumni lists as
teachers. The fact that most of the college's female graduates entered
educational careers followed national patterns for women professionals. 18
New Mexico A&M offered an environment that made it possible
for women students to succeed in scholarship and campus organizations. While domestic science degrees kept women somewhat isolated,
they still played an important role in campus literary and publication
groups, served as student presidents, and participated successfully in
1901), 18; ibid., Commencement Number (June 1903), 9; ibid., 14 (May-June 1905), 29;
Swastika, 8 (1914), 14; ibid., 13 (1919), 16; and ibid., 14 (1920), 13.
17. Martin, Lamp in the Desert, 130-33; Hale, Arkansas, 101; Cline, Mountain Campus,
78; Carey, Kansas State, 128; Allen, et aI., University of Colorado, 79-80; Kropp, That All
May Learn, 157; Swastika, 12 (1918), 51; ibid., 13 (1919), 16; and ibid., 14 (1920), 13; Brief
History of the New Mexico Division, American Association of University Women, 1971,
from Rio Grande Historical Collections; and P. E. Neale, A History of the New Mexico State
Division of MUW, April 24, 1954, Rio Grande Historical Collections.
18. Swastika, 15 (1921), 104-11; and ibid., 17 (1923), 163-70.
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An early photo of the tennis club. Women were active in sports in the early
years of the college. They participated in basketball, track, and tennis, in
addition to mandatory physical culture classes. Courtesy of Rio Grande Historical Collections, New Mexico State University.

An early May Day celebration. May Day was a major social event on campus,
since it coincided with the annual field day track and field events sponsored
by the Athletic Association. Courtesy of Rio Grande Historical Collections,
New Mexico State University.
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The first May Queen, Elizabeth Coleman, was elected by the student body in
1902. The May Queen was supposed to preside over the field day events run
by the Athletic Association. Courtesy of Rio Grande Historical Collections,
New Mexico State University.
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the school's athletic events. Many went on to professional careers.
Despite the chauvinism of male literary groups, they faced less discrimination than women at other colleges, and their successes made
it possible for women students after 1920 to play an active role on the
campus. 19

19. The authors wish to thank Joan Jensen, Colleen O'Neill, Judith Fabry, Mark
Sugg, James Hanawalt, and John Haley for their suggestions and help in preparing this
article. Researchers should also consult the videocassette production "The First Fifty
Years: Women at NMSU," produced at New Mexico State University in 1987-1988 (scriptwriter Joan M. Jensen; production manager Colleen O'Neill; additional research Judith
Fabry).

Book Reviews

New Mexican Furniture 1600-1940: The Origins, Survival, and Revival of Furniture
Making in the Hispanic Southwest. By Lonn Taylor and Dessa Bokides. (Santa
Fe: Museum of New Mexico Press, 1987. xvi + 311 pp. Illustrations, notes,
bibliography, index. $42.50 cloth, $31.95 paper.)
In 1979 the Museum of New Mexico published the first volume of a series
in southwestern culture focusing upon the material culture and decorative arts
of the region. Aside from religious art, few in-depth studies on Spanish colonial
and Mexican era artifacts had been published since the 194Os. The series stresses
an interdisciplinary approach combining the methods of history, art history,
anthropology, and material culture.
The initial publication in this widely acclaimed series was Spanish Textile
Tradition of New Mexico and Colorado, a compendium of essays edited by Nora
Fisher and the staff of the Museum of International Folk Art. Demand for the
beautifully illustrated publication was so intense, especially among collectors,
galleries, and curators, that the first edition rapidly went out of print. A year
later a second title was added to the series, Southwestern Colonial Ironwork by
Marc Simmons and Frank Turley, which surveys the techniques and products
of the colonial blacksmith.
New Mexican Furniture 1600-1940, by Lonn Taylor and Dessa Bokides,
continues this tradition of meticulous scholarship. Between 1980 and 1983 the
authors examined more than one thousand pieces of New Mexican furniture
and searched the Spanish and Mexican archives of New Mexico for information
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on carpinteros and their craft. Prior to publication, "Carpinteros and Cabinetmakers," a major exhibition featuring this research and key examples of furniture, circulated through the state.
The work is divided into three chronological sections: "The Hispanic Tradition," "Anglo-American Innovations," and "Spanish Colonial Revival," each
supplemented by extensive photographs of diagnostic, typical, and unusual
examples of furniture.
The narrative commences with the first carpenters who came to New
Mexico with Onate in 1598. Seventeenth-century records are scarce, but the
authors have pieced together a picture of woodworking in New Mexico centering on the missions. By 1630 friars had taught Pueblo Indians the arts of
tailoring, shoemaking, masonry, blacksmithing, and cabinetmaking with tools
and supplies brought north over the Camino Real. Some missions, such as the
one at Pecos Pueblo, became crafts centers with religious and secular factions
battling over the services of Indian craftsmen.
After the reconquest of 1693, cabinetmaking spread throughout the province with most villages having a carpenter to produce architectural items and
some furniture. Inventories reveal that few homes had movable furniture, and
evidently little prestige was attached to it. Chests for clothing were the most
common items of movable furniture; ricos and pobres alike usually made do
with built-in benches, beds, shelves, and cupboards. A wealthy individual often
owned less than a half dozen pieces of furniture.
The opening of the Santa Fe Trail in 1821 brought an influx of AngloAmerican and European-born craftsmen to New Mexico. By 1860 cabinetmakers had settled in the population centers of Santa Fe, Albuquerque, and Las
Vegas, in the mining districts, and at military posts. They began to produce
pine furniture in the popular Empire, Renaissance Revival, and Eastlake styles
for the immigrant population and wealthy Hispanics. A steady production was
maintained until the market was saturated.
Native Hispanic craftsmen did not abandon furniture making during this
period but continued traditional forms by integrating appealing elements of
new forms and styles. This resulted in a provincial style, which flourished in
northern New Mexico until widescale importation of cheap furniture over the
railroad in the 1880s.
The final chapter examines the twentieth-century revival of Hispanic furniture making as a part of the national arts and crafts movement. AngloAmericans, steeped in anti-industrial romanticism, yearned for simpler times.
One byproduct was an interest in traditional Hispanic furniture echoing the
popularity of "primitive" furniture from New England and the Appalachians.
In a precursor to the modern "Santa Fe Style" movement, wealthy AngloAmericans residing in Santa Fe created a market for "traditional" furniture,
which they used to furnish their adobe homes. During the Great Depression
the federal government encouraged this crafts revival by providing funding to
establish training centers in hopes of solving rural unemployment problems.
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In piecing together and documenting four centuries of New Mexican cabinetmaking,Taylor and Bokides have succeeded in creating a landmark study
destined to become a classic in material culture research.
Byron A. Johnson
Albuquerque Museum

The Song of the Loom: New Traditions in Navajo Weaving. By Frederick J. Dockstader. (New York: Hudson Hill Press, 1987. 130 pp. Illustrations, bibliography,
index. $35.00.)
Song of the Loom is the catalogue of a traveling exhibition of Navajo weaving
from a New Jersey private collection. This magnificent collection is probably
the largest and finest assemblage of Navajo weaving in private hands and well
deserves to be made available to the public through an exhibit and catalogue.
The book itself is beautiful with excellent color illustrations and it large format
that shows off the textiles well, although the color saturation often gives the
pieces a painterly rather than woven appearance.
The catalogue begins with a few pieces of early weaving, presumably to
put the twentieth century into context, but the main point of the show is the
rich range of modern weaving and the fact that the quality of the best weaving
today is in no way inferior to that of the so-called classic period of the nineteenth century. Indeed, most of the exhibit's textiles were created after 1970.
The text does not quite live up to the excellence of the textiles. There is a
vague but adequate discussion of the past with few specifics on dates and
influences. Because the collection is unusually rich in textiles based on drypainting designs and motifs, Dockstader has included a lengthy discussion of
traditional Navajo religion. Drypainting textiles come almost exclusively from
the area of Red Rock Valley near Shiprock where they were encouraged by
traders Edith and Troy Kennedy. The collection contains the majority of the
textiles produced at the post since 1960. This section will be of most interest
to the general reader, however, because of the desire to understand the "meaning" of Indian arts. This type of weaving is the only one in which symbolism
is of foremost importance.
The text is weakest in its discussion of current trends in Navajo weaving.
Dockstader does not appear to have worked from firsthand knowledge of the
subject. The book contains photographs and brief biographies of a number of
weavers working today, a helpful feature. The interviews and photos were
done for the author, however, by third-party collectors and traders. Dockstader
tends to downplay changes in regional styles, an important trend today. Although all the nineteenth-century blankets are identified in the catalogue as
being from New Mexico, there is no evidence offered to support these statements. Most pieces from one hundred years ago have no place of manufacture
or weavers' names associated with them. It is only with the rise of trading
posts in the 1880s onward that we are able to ascribe a certain style to a
particular region. Traders dealing with the Navajos who lived in the vicinity
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of their stores sought to influence the type of weaving the Indians produced.
Thus, regional styles such as Ganado, Burntwater, and Two Grey Hills appeared. Today, because of better highways, television, and the wide availability
of books and postcards picturing weaving, Navajo weavers from all over the
reservation are creating whatever style pleases them. This is shown in the
catalogue in several pieces such as the Klagetoh style by Betty Joe Yazzie from
Red Rock Valley (Number 64) and the Two Grey Hills style by Anna Mae Tanner,
also of Red Rock (Number 81). Both women are included in the biography
section and are clearly not from Kalgetoh or Two Grey Hills.
In summation this is a beautiful book illustrating an important private
collection, albeit not with the depth and originality hoped for. The text is
adequate, especially for the general reader. But it presents no new information
fonne -specialized scholar of southwestern weaving, except for the weavers'
biographies. Nevertheless, scholars will want to buy it for its illustrations of
a truly wonderful collection.
Marian E. Rodee
Maxwell Museum

Spanish-American Blanketry: Its Relationship to Aboriginal Weaving in the Southwest.
By H. P. Mera. (Santa Fe: School of American Research/Seattle: University of
Washington Press, 1987.96 pp. Illustrations, notes. $29.95 cloth, $14.95 paper.)
For most of his career archaeologist H. P. Mera pursued the origins of
Spanish-American weaving in the Rio Grande Valley. After more than forty,
years since the author first began his quest, the School of American Research,
in celebration of its eightieth anniversary, has published this long awaited and
important study on southwestern textiles.
Because it is the only book written on the subject for the general public
and because it serves as a foundation for future research on Hispanic textile
arts, this is an important work.
Mera does not hesitate to challenge the claim that Spanish-American weaving stemmed directly from Pueblo Indian influences. His challenge, which
comes early on in his manuscript, is based on some of the best historical sources
available during his time. One.of his first major contributions is to define the
often misleading and questionable label that refers to all Hispanic weavings
as '~Chimayo blankets." He accurately dismisses such nomenclature, which he
attributes to J. P. Harrington's paper, "The Ethnohistory of the Tewa Indians."
Harrington cited several misleading statements that contributed to formulation
of the label, ~'Chimayo blanket." The first statement was a quote he ascribed
to Edgar L. Hewett, which reads, "Chimayo was originally an Indian pueblo
of blanket weavers." Harrington also quotes an anonymous author in the
American Museum Journal as saying, "Chimayo blankets made by Chimayo
Indians of northern New Mexico, who are now practically extinct, are thought
to be the connecting link between Navajo and Saltillo weaving." Harrington
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erroneously concludes from these statements that, "It is probable that the
Chimayo blankets are a development of ancient weavings."
Mera discounts these "fanciful and unsubstantiated tales" and suggests
the more appropriate description, "Rio Grande blanket," to encompass all
blanketry woven by Spanish colonists on the northern frontier. Mera argues
that no borrowing took place between Pueblo and Spanish weavers by noting
the different weaving patterns produced on horizontal looms of European
derivation and those made on the upright looms the Indians used.
Mera's arguments are convincing. Much of the historical documentation
on which he bases his theories has proven reliable. He uses L. B. Bloom, C.
A. Amsden, and W. W. Hill as sources and makes frequent references to the
Spanish Archives of New Mexico. Unless unknown primary sources arise,
Mera's documentation seems sound.
Perhaps the most useful aspect of the book are the twenty-four color plates,
which are supplemented by detailed descriptions of the various styles and
weaving techniques developed by the Spanish. Of particular interest to this
reviewer is Mera's description of the "Vallero Style," which emerged around
1870. The design is awesome, with distinguishing characteristics that are unsurpassed in other weavings.
In eighty informative pages, Mera has captured the ancient art of Hispanic
weaving, for both the inquisitive amateur and the scholar who wishes. to explore unknown territory. It is an important book, one that belongs in any
serious Southwest collection.
Michael Miller
Santa Cruz, New Mexico

Andalusian Ceramics in Spain and New Spain: A Cultural Register from the Third
Century B.C. to 1700. By Florence C. Lister and Robert H. Lister. (Tucson:
University of Arizona Press, 1987. xxv + 411 pp. Il1ustrations, maps, tables,
appendixes, notes, bibliography, index. $65.00.)
"Export of Andalusian ceramics to the New World during the first half of
the sixteenth century has been substantially confirmed in the past thirty years,
but the range of forms bound for the colonies greatly expanded from what
had comprised the usual earlier foreign trade" (p. 127).
Such thoughts come tumbling from the pages of the present volume, which
is a welcome addition to the current literature on Spanish ceramics. The book
fulfills most of the requirements of modern scholarship, is well laid out, and
beautifully printed. Organization, as usual, is the key. The text unfolds a
chronology of nineteen hundred years of Andalusian ceramics, gathered into
three main categories, including a general history of the craft in Spain, its
diffusion abroad, and the social role of potters. As a bonus, the authors have
proVided an excellent glossary of the terms that form a backdrop to the history
and are given a fuller identity.
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The manuscript provides an extraordinarily diverse collection of information but is often uneven in its· treatment of specific aspects. It includes
substantial historicultural backgrounds to some sections such as the fifteenth,
sixteenth, and seventeenth centuries, but far briefer sections for the Romans
and the Arabs. Some important historical divisions, such as the Visigothic,
Byzantine, and even the Greek, are given too little attention considering their
importance. Also, technical information is often provided without sufficient
evaluation.
Perhaps the most interesting section is the one on sixteenth and seventeenth-century Andalucia, which includes contemporary paintings as illustrations of the type of pottery then widely used. With the exception of this chapter,
however, the authors' approach tends to be highly technical, and along with
the academic style of the ·prose, explanations of such things as compound
potter's wheels make this book of more value to the potter or technician than
to the reader with general historical interest.
Mary Grizzard
University of New Mexico

Two Guadalupes: Hispanic Legends and Magic Tales from Northern New Mexico.
Edited by Marta Weigle. (Santa Fe: Ancient City Press, 1987. xi + 164 pp.
Illustrations, map, appendix, notes. $19.95 cloth, $9.95 paper.)
This work is not the typical result of an oral literature project comprising
interviews, editing, and translating of stories per se, collected first-hand by the
editor. Instead, Two Guadalupes consists of twenty-one stories that Lorin W.
Brown and Bright Lynn collected and prepared in the 1930s as part of the New
Mexico Federal Writers Project (NMFWP) under the auspices of the Works
Progress Administration (WPA). Brown's four narratives, including a smattering of his own interpolations, and Lynn's seventeen narratives, belong to
Guadalupe (Tia Lupe) Martinez, and Guadalupe (Lupita) Baca de Gallegos,
respectively.
The stories in Two Guadalupes are reminiscent of magic tales and legends
found in the Espinosa (Aurelio, and Jose Manuel, his son) and Juan B. Rael
repertoire. Tia Lupe's tales, based on witches, popular beliefs, and saints, are
quite brief and to the point. Lupita's magic tales on the other hand are longer
and characteristic of someone more adept at storytelling. From the proverbial
"Once upon a time ... :' to the customary happy ending, occasionally with
moral implications, Lupita's stories are more sophisticated in structure, form,
and content. Perhaps Tia Lupe and Lupita's respective backgrounds account
for the difference in narrating style and technique, but without the unedited
text in Spanish these observations are difficult to confirm and represerit conjecture at best.
Marta Weigle also includes biographies on each of the Guadalupes prepared by Brown and Lynn. (An epilogue on information Weigle obtained from
Mary Elba C. de Baca, Lupita's grandmother, accompanies the text.) Hence,
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one is able to become familiar with Tia Lupe, as well as Lupita, the unflappable,
rich, so-called urbanite from Las Vegas who died blind and poor but happy,
thanks to her unwavering religious and moral principles. Tia Lupe, a religious,
altruistic, charismatic individual of humble stock, for years was the caretaker
of the San Antonio de Padua Church in Cordova.
Several photographs from the Baca family add to the attractiveness of the
book. The rest, albeit well-intentioned, do not relate to the "two Guadalupes"
except indirectly.
While Weigle deserves credit for ferreting out the stories from WPA archival
files on two outstanding Hispanic women, special recognition must be accorded
the two champions of folklore, Brown and Lynn, for their time-consuming
efforts. Weigle's most salient scholarly contributions are the inclusion of an
appendix that provides background information on the Federal Writer's Project, a list of sources, and the footnotes. This last section is of paramount
importance in an overall understanding and appreciation of Two Guadalupes.
Nasario Garcia
New Mexico Highlands University

Recuerdos de los Viejitos: Tales of the RIO Puerco. Edited by Nasario Garcia. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1988. xix + 266 pp. Illustrations,
map. $17.50 cloth, $9.95 paper.)
The leaders in many societies are held in awe and reverence. They tell the
tales and remember events and people that constitute the life, history, and
culture of their community. They are the teachers of the young. The young
listen and learn to become viable members of the community of their ancestors.
Values, attitudes, and attributes are thus transmitted from generation to generation. Identity, self-respect, and a sense of belonging are achieved in this
way. The individual acquires the comfort and security of knowing he or she
belongs to a time, a place, and a people.
Nasario Garcia has returned to the land of his birth and growth to record
the voices of the old ones. They have a story to tell, a story that should be
heard. In this labor of love he has done us all a service. We can share the inner
and living history of the people of the Rio Puerco as they lived it and felt it.
We Nuevomexicanos have been written to death. There are numerous
studies about us-anthropological, sociological, statistical, historical, and demographic. What these studies have in common is that they analyze and judge
us from the outside. Nuevomexicano writers, of which Nasario Garcia is one,
are now writing the inside story, what we are really like underneath the
appearances. The oral history that this book records does the same thing. The
people themselves tell their story in their own words in their own way.
Nasario is to be congratulated for resisting the temptation to edit the text.
As a writer and an intellectual he might have done so. He did not spruce up
the language, brush up the style, or glamorize the circumstances. He let the
repetitions fall where they may. As a result the sound and scent of truth
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pervades every page. The pictures and biographies of the people interviewed
at the end of the book provide the final and necessary touch of authenticity.
The reader is not at first aware of the pattern that is taking shape. All the
parts and portions come together at the end in a finished and artistic tapestry
of living history. First come the people and the landscape. Then comes the
relation and interaction of both with the Navajo Indians. These are strands
and threads the author weaves skillfully into what is to become a total picture.
The joys and sorrows of the people are threaded in skillfully. Humor and
superstition provide the finishing touches. Throughout, there is the play of
light and shadow, the shifting and blending of colors.
I hope that Nasario Garda's book will motivate others to do as he did.
There are many stories waiting to be told.
Sabine R. Ulibarri
Albuquerque

The Short Stories of Fray Angelico Chavez. Edited by Genaro M. Padilla. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1987. xx + 139 pp. Illustrations.
$19.95 cloth, $9.95 paper.)
This collection of fourteen tales and sketches gives the reader a good sense
of Fray Angelico Chavez's narrative art. I use the words "tale" and "sketch"
rather than "short story," the word used in the book's title, because Chavez
seems more interested in plots and allegorical meanings than in characterizations and verisimilitude of depiction as most modern practitioners of the
short story are. There are ten longer, fully developed tales (all but one previously published in one of two earlier collections of tales, New Mexico Triptych
and From an Altar Screen) and four slighter sketches. The book is introduced
by a thoughtful fourteen-page essay in which Genaro Padilla provides biographical and bibliographical background and argues for a more serious reading
of Chavez as a social critic. Padilla may overstate his case, but his view clarifies
some incidents in the stories, such as the ending of "The Lean Years/' which
seems superfluous if one reads the story strictly as a religious allegory.
These are New Mexico stories. The descriptions are of typical northern
New Mexico settings, the characters are rural and Hispanic, and the villages
have names like Rio Dormido and EI Piojo (although actual places, such as
Santa Fe and Las Vegas, are also used). Occasionally, there are allusions to
colonial history and to the archival sources of the stories. Often, the stories
have the feel of oral tales---Iegends or cuentos, and often, as Padilla mentions,
there are allusions to the social realities and conflicts prevalent in New Mexico
at the time of the story-such as caste conflicts between Spaniard and mestizo,
or cultural conflicts between Hispanic and Anglo. The stories are set historically
as far back as 1733 and as current as post-World War II, although they are
sometimes set in that fabulous time outside of time.
In addition to being New Mexican, these are also very much a friar's tales.
All but two or three have religious subjects at their core and imply a moral
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lesson. One of Chavez's most interesting and prevalent devices is to use the
namesake of a saint as a central character and have that character undergo an
experience reminiscent of the suffering of that saint. In "The Bell that Sang
Again," for example, Ysabel is able to conquer her bitterness over her husband's
death when Santa Ysabel (Saint Elizabeth) appears to her and reminds her that
her son, John the Baptist, also died violently. Although he was murdered, he
paved the way for Christ, who brought everlasting life. Ysabel, who is carrying
her dead husband's baby, is convinced by the saint and ends by naming her
son Juan (John). Through this device, Chavez not only recalls the life of the
saint but also implies that New Mexico is as sacred a setting for heroic moral
stories as were the ancient sacred lands. In this way, as he did in his religious
history of New Mexico, My Penitente l.imd, he glorifies both Christianity and
New Mexico.
Joseph Somoza
New Mexico State University

Creator of the Santa Fe Style: Isaac Hamilton Rapp, Architect. By Carl D. Sheppard.
(Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1988. x + 140 pp. Illustrations,
appendixes, notes, index. $22.50 cloth, $12.50 paper.)
This volume on the work of architect Isaac Hamilton Rapp suffers from a
pretentious title and an insupportable thesis-that Rapp was the creator of a
style. Rapp, a competent but cautious architect, was a classic example of a
man being in the right place at the right time, an event that saved him from
total obscurity. Rather than create the Santa Fe style, it seems clear that it was
thrust upon him by the likes of such irresistible forces as Edgar Lee Hewett.
Prior to being taken in hand by Hewett and the other cultural mavens of
Santa Fe, Rapp had produced a remarkable series of public buildings-remarkable in that they followed any eclectic or historic style in vogue at the
moment. This series of buildings represents the main part of Rapp's career
and is illustrated throughout the book. These buildings, in Colorado and New
Mexico, have the look of late Victorian prisons, high schools, orphanages, and
courthouses from America's middle west. Their common denominator seems
to be the use of massive materials and the sense that each is a detention hall
of some sort. The only time Rapp departed from these fortress structures was
in 1908 and then only at the specific request of a client who wanted an edifice
based on the church at Acoma. At the insistence of C. M. Schenk (the truly
forgotten one of the Santa Fe style story), Rapp designed the building for the
Colorado Supply Company of Morley, Colorado. It was this seminal building
that attracted the attention of Sylvanus Morley, a man who, like Hewett, had
a prodigious intellect and a definite sense of what he wanted and why.
Through Morley and Hewett, Rapp was drawn into the circle of those
who were setting the pace and style of Santa Fe. With Hewett in control, Rapp
was propelled forward into creating a series of buildings-all essentially based
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on the 1908 Colorado Supply Warehouse-starting with the New Mexico Building for the San Diego Exposition. Without these almost accidental associations,
most of Rapp's work would be gone and forgotten.
As an accidental visitor upon the scene, Rapp may not be compelling as
a story, but such an approach comes far closer to reality than the assertion
that Rapp was the creator of this now popular vernacular style of architecture.
It is unfortunate that the author chose to cast this prosaic but competent
architect into a role for which he was and still is unsuited. As a "court" architect,
Rapp was able to handle public commissions competently. His ability to adapt
and mimic a wide variety of architectural styles to meet the demands and needs
of his clients is well documented in this volume. But the assertion that here
is a cr.eator of a style is unfortunately far-fetched. Rapp repeated the formula
of his first Acoma Church three or four more times without any significant
improvement or innovation. He lapsed into his old monolithic, "Anytown,
U.S.A.," style from time to time and then retired.
This book is overstated and therefore flawed. What may have been an
interesting chapter and document of the events and personalities that shaped
the fascinating community of Santa Fe has been overblown into a monograph
on an architect who was capable of creating a few works that may have summarized, typified, or epitomized the Santa Fe style. But the true creation of
this style is far more interesting and complex than the story of anyone man's
lifework, encompassing as it does the history of material culture in New Mexico. Style comes from the many and is recognized and elevated by the few to
once again return to the many. Artists, architects, and art historians often serve
as little more than interpreters of all that which has come before.
Christine Mather
Santa Fe

Shining River, Precious Land: An Oral History of Albuquerque's North Valley. By
Kathryn Sargeant and Mary Davis. (Albuquerque: Albuquerque Museum, 1986.
225 pp. Illustrations, maps. $13.95 paper.)
Modern scholars have often turned to oral history to learn more about the
recent past. Oral history opens new avenues of information and adds a rich
personal element to our understanding of people and events. This is especially
important for research in New Mexico, since historians are increasingly studying the development of the twentieth-century state. Kathryn Sargeant and
Mary Davis's Shining River, Precious Land: An Oral History of Albuquerque's North
Valley demonstrates the ways in which oral research can contribute to our
knowledge.
Shining River is a very well organized book, which uses interviews with a
diverse group of North Valley residents to present a fascinating picture of the
valley's complex culture. Valley memories include disastrous floods and cheating lawyers as well as the rural joy of pre-industrial life. North Valley settlers
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came to their new homes for many reasons, ranging from health to the availability of irrigated farm land. They uncovered Indian ruins, attended Pueblo
dances, and traded with the Indians for food and jewelry. Farm families made
their own entertainment during the pre-television era. Some of their children
left school at a young age, but in most cases families insisted that they get an
education. Much of the North Valley's culture focused on religious activities,
including Penitente ceremonies. The valley families usually worked hard for
small returns and therefore felt little impact from the national depression.
However, wars took their young people away and thus had a much greater
impact upon their lives. The North Valley was intensely political, with campaigns following hard one after another. Some residents found that the wealthy
Albert Simms family provided many benefits for the entire community, while
others accused the Simms brothers of monopolizing the land.
Shining River, Precious Land presents a rich picture of life in the urbanizing
North Valley. It gives us much information about customs and events, and it
allows the very human character of the valley's people to appear. This work
should be read by all students of late nineteenth and twentieth-century New
Mexico.
Jeffrey P. Brown
New Mexico State University

Making the Most of It: Public Works in Albuquerque during the Great Depression,
1929-1942. By Charles D. Biebel. (Albuquerque: Albuquerque Museum, 1986.
ii + 91 pp. Illustrations, maps, charts, tables, appendixes, notes. $23.75.)
With publication of Charles D. Biebel's M,!king the Most of It, Albuquerque
has a documented account of New Deal public works projects proposed and
completed in the city during the 1930s. As such, this brief, albeit comprehensive, study contributes to our knowledge of the impact of Franklin Delano
Roosevelt's relief and recovery programs on the local level. Using'statistics,
photographs, and maps to augment his narrative, Biebel captures the uncertainty, excitement, and hope of the era. While individual sketches provide the
reader with an insight into the leadership of New Mexico in the 19308, organizations such as the Chamber of Commerce receive recognition for their support of federal assistance during the trying times of the Great Depression.
Throughout the study, Biebel emphasizes how Albuquerque continued to
grow despite a national economic depression. Indeed, the main theme that
emerges is the steady and constant growth Albuquerque has experienced following the arrival of the railroad. To illustrate this concept, Biebel begins with
a history of the city that examines periods of expansion and development and
notes how the presence of external financing acted as a catalyst for growth
even before the turn of the century. In effect, the federal government replaced
the railroad as the leading economic generator in Albuquerque by the 1930s.
This, Biebel stresses, had short-term as well as long-term consequences for the
physical and cultural growth of the city. Eventually, road projects separated
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suburban areas from downtown, while new buildings at the University of New
Mexico stimulated expansion there.
Despite minor flaws, such as referring to Dr. William Lovelace as Dr. James
Lovelace (p. 41) and a Biennial Report dated 1921-31 (p. 44), the obvious
strengths of this study include detailed information on cost, time, and numbers
employed for specific Public Works Administration and Works Projects Administration endeavors as well as comprehensive documentation that draws on a
variety of primary sources. Making the Most of It, therefore, is an excellent
source for scholars and students interested in the New Deal in Albuquerque.
Judith R. Johnson
Wichita State University

The Natural History ofNew Mexican Mammals. By James S. Findley. (Albuquerque:
University of New Mexico Press, 1987. xxi + 164 pp. Illustrations, notes, index.
$24.95 cloth, $12.95 paper.)
At first impression The Natural History of New Mexican Mammals by James
S. Findley, New Mexico Natural History Series, appears to be a reference book
and not a book for casual reading. If one had not taken biology courses since
high school, an initial interest in the subject probably would be lacking. As
one gets into the first few chapters, however, it becomes apparent that it would
have been useful knowledge throughout the lives of outdoor people in our
state. Then, as one reads further, the wide variety of the various species begins
to fascinate and finally to astound the reader at the sheer number of mammals
in our diverse environment.
This reviewer's lifetime interest in wilderness caused him to spend some
forty years in the New Mexico back country. Following are some of the reactions
to parts of the book.
Nightime wilderness camping provided the opportunity to be prone on a
sleeping bag with one's chin virtually on the ground or forest floor. So many
of our mammals are nocturnal that the use of baits, listening, and limited, use
of a small flashlight produced an endless show of small beasties and an occasional snake.
An 'owl catching a shrew was a chilling experience. Bats were attracted
by stirring flying insects from trees with a pole in the moonlight.
My Sheltie dog was an avid hunter and brought me many a surprise for
my inspection before letting it go. She never did catch antelope ground squirrels, which the author indicates are quite abundant.
Beavers as watershed benefactors are interestingly covered. The book would
have helped distinguish the differences in the mice seen during early morning
walks. We frequently discovered pack rats because of their propensity for
stashing cactus spines in shallow caves, which we often used as retreats during
inclement weather. A quartz wristwatch, still operating, was found in a pack
rat's nest.
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Coyotes appear to hunt mice and voles heedless of being watched. "Gray
foxes were observed climbing trees," says the author.
The author tends to mix metric and conventional units. The tracks and
signs of small animals in the sand would be a welcome addition to the book,
as well as information on population trends.
Corry McDomiid
Albuquerque

Wyoming University: The First 100 Years, 1886-1986. By Deborah Hardy. (Laramie:
University of Wyoming, 1986. viii + 311 pp. Illustrations, bibliography, index.
$19.95.)
Even one hundred and twenty-four years after its passage, the Land Grant
College Act of 1982, written by Justin Smith Morrill, remains America's premier
contribution to higher education. The seventy-odd institutions, some private,
some public, some "parochial," are the backbone of undergraduate and the
bulwark of graduate education in the United States. These organizations brought
science and vocational education into the curriculum, opened the doors of
higher education to the masses, revolutionized teaching, popularized the importance of research, and pioneered our early beginnings into adult and extension education. At the end of World War II, Henry Garland Bennett, director
of President Harry Truman's Point Four Program (more specifically, the Technical Cooperation Administration), employed the land grant colleges to help
underdeveloped countries modernize. Almost all land grant colleges have a
history in print. A notable exception has been the University of Wyoming at
Laramie.
Deborah Hardy, a thirty-year resident of Wyoming and a member of the
state university faculty for two-thirds of that period, has now rectified the
omission with her manuscript, Wyoming University: The First 100 Years 18861986. This book is a remarkable addition to the literature. Professor Hardy has
developed a balanced, crisp narrative by incorporating meaningful "highlights"
into each chapter, reproducing vivid photographs that bring the text to life,
and touching on almost all phases of the university's development, including
its connections with various governors, boards of regents, presidents, members
of faculty and student body, architecture of university buildings, social and
intellectual organizations, and alumni activities.
The chief executive officers of the University of Wyoming constitute the
verbal thread from which the whole cloth is woven. Other organizational
alternatives could have been used, but, in this reviewer's opinion, Hardy made
the right choice because the presidents were the central figures of the institution
until the recent past. In the five decades under study, no fewer than twenty
such individuals were employed, making the average tenure about five years.
These men, and they were all men in this case, faced all "comers" and fashioned
an extraordinary institution on the Laramie Plains.
There ought to be a special place in Clio's heart for those brave souls who
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write institutional histories, especially those of colleges and universities. The
complexity of such organizations are immense, the sources are usually scattered, no foundations, public or private, fund the research and writing, the
students, faculty, administration, and alumni all seem to want something different than was done, and the royalties involved seldom elevate the writer
into a higher tax bracket. Hardy has done the impossible, however, creating
a book that will stand on its merit until the next history iswritten one hundred
years hence. Wyoming University: The First 100 Years is a model of its kind, and
it should be purchased widely by college, community college, and university
libraries as well as by friends of the organization.
Philip Reed Rulon
Northern Arizona University

Crisis on Campus: The Exciting Years of Campus Development at the University of
Utah. By Paul W. Hodson. (Salt Lake City, Utah: Keeban Corporation, 1987.
viii + 330 pp. Illustrations, maps, tables, appendixes, notes, index. $18.95.)
Paul Hodson's title is somewhat misleading. Though concerned primarily
with the 1960s, Crisis on Campus does not mention the student protests occurring on campuses across the country. The book focuses instead on another
"crisis"-the concrete problems of rapid growth in enrollment as baby boomers
entered college and of campuses caught unaware architecturally.
The author's interest in buildings is only natural. He served as business
vice-president at the University of Utah from 1958 to 1967, overseeing, among
other offices, planning and construction. In total, Hodson was connected with
the university for more than thirty years, starting in 1942 as assistant to the
president. As might be expected, then, this is not .an objective historical account. The author states: "This in one man's story.... It is highly personal. ...."
Indeed, the reader feels as though he were flipping through a scrapbook.
Nearly half the book consists of reprints, in full, of various items pulled from
Hodson's files--copies of the author's letters, interviews, speeches, memos,
and diary notes, along with meeting minutes, newspaper articles, and legislative bills. Over the reader's shoulder is Hodson, telling about his successful
"crusade" to lobby the state legislature for a bonding bill, describing the promotional aerial photograph he commissioned, and providing evaluations of
and anecdotes about presidents of the university.
Crisis on Campus succeeds as a memoir. Secondarily, the book provides a
study in campus planning. Between 1959 and 1969 over $100 million was spent
on construction of more than sixty buildings at Utah. Hodson spotlights five
projects: the medical center; the Pioneer Memorial Theatre; the physcial education, sports and special events center; Mariott Library; and the heating plant.
Hodson also explains how the university solved its most pressing problem of
these years, that of consolidating into one area a campus that had grown into
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separate sections. (One president suggested a mile-long conveyor belt to transport students, an idea abandoned after the million-dollar cost estimate was
received.)
This is not a book for the student of general university history. But those
with personal ties to the University of Utah during these years should find
the book informative, as might the reader with a specific interest in campus
development.
Teddy D. Diggs
Logan, Utah

Voices and Visions of the American West. By Barney Nelson. (Austin: Texas Monthly
Press, 1986. xvi + 203 pp. Illustrations. $35.00.)
When I first received" Voices and Visions for review, I looked at it hastily,
admired the photographs, thought, "What a nice coffee table book," and dutifully put it on the coffee table. But it never stayed there. I would find it in
the den, under the bed, in the guest room, in the car.
I finally figured out that this is not just another pretty picture book. Voices
and Visions rewards contemplation as well as appreciation.
Barney Nelson interweaves dazzling photography with insightful oral histories to reveal the character of the new American West. Her desire to "stay
out of the way ... and let the cowboys speak for themselves" could not have
been accomplished had she settled for the more traditional and far more mundane approach of finding a single photograph to illustrate the story one of her
cowboys told. Instead, Nelson lets the stories and the photographs "have their
heads," only loosely herding them into chapters titled "The Romance," "The
Heritage," "Cowboy," "The Work," "Craftsmen," "The Women," and "The Next
Generation."
As a result of this technique, the reader soon disassociates the particular
image from the specific story, allowing the visual and verbal images to pile
one upon. the other, illustrating each other not singly but collectively. What
emerges is a sense of cowboying as a life, a whole, that is greater than the
sum of its parts. As Tom Moorhouse, in what might be a description of the
tone and contents of the book, states:
I like to see good horses working and I like to see good men on them ...
I like to see cattle being driven and horses being moved, and I like to see
that dust boiling up. I like to smell mesquite smoke around the chuck
wagon or around the branding pen, and I guess it makes me feel that I'm
part of something in this old world. I like the open air and the open
country. I like to see the sun come up in the morning, like to see it set in
the evening, like to see the stars at night and hear the bobwhites whistle
and the coyotes howl and a calf a-bawlin' for its mammy.... One of the
main things, I like the people ... most of them are good and down to
earth and they'll do what they say they'll do. (pp. 18-19)
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Thanks to Barney Nelson, you will smell the mesquite smoke, drive the
cattle, come to know the people. For all its honesty about the hardships of the
cowboy life, its pictures of wranglers kicking open the ice on a stock pond and
tales of cowboys freezing in a Nevada blizzard, Voices and Visions will do nothing
to dispell the romance of the West. But it will become the most popular and
mobile book on your coffee table.
Corky Bush
Montana State University

Prose Sketches and Poems Written in the Western Country. By Albert Pike. Edited
by David J. WeQ~I. (College Station: TexasA&M University Press, 1987. xxxii
+ 300 pp. Illustrations, map, appendix, notes, index. $27.50 cloth, $14.95
paper.)
Albert Pike's depiction of early travel in New Mexico and the Southwest
through memoir, newspaper column, poetry, and fiction is a unique contribution to the accounts of the northern frontier of the fledgling Mexican nation
prior to 1846. Originally published in 1834, it was republished by the Horn
Publishing Company in 1967 with introduction and annotation by David J.
Weber, who had also located additional literary items and newspaper articles.
This volume is a republication of that edition with a second brief preface by
Weber.
Pike's narration of two 1831 expeditions into New Mexico is confusing.
One was that of Aaron B. Lewis, whose party left Fort Towson, Arkansas, in
August about the same time Pike departed St. Louis in the Charles Bent expedition and followed a more southerly route along the Washita and Canadian
rivers. Lewis furnished Pike an account, written from memory, after both had
arrived in Arkansas following their trek into Texas. Pike's discussion of his
journey, down the Cimarron Cut-Off branch of the Santa Fe Trail, consists only
of his "Crayon Sketches," newspaper articles, also written from memory, and
brief references in his stories.
When compared with other accounts, especially that of the ubiquitous
Josiah Gregg who also made the first of his several trips in 1831, Pike's narratives provide little of substance. His recording of a trapping expedition into
west Texas in 1832, apparently the earliest Anglo penetration of this rugged
area, is his most important contribution.
Pike's poems and short stories are valuable as the earliest literary comment
on the New Mexico scene by an Anglo-American, certainly not for their intrinsic
merit. The stories contain some excellent descriptions, but the ethnocentric
plots and portrayal of characters soon become wearisome. "Lines," however,
penned as the imagined dying soliloquy of a companion from the Texas expedition who was later wounded by the Comanches and abandoned on the
prairie, is particularly poignant.
Thanks to Weber's research, the caliber of which was evident some twenty
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years ago when, as a doctoral student, he prepared the introduction and annotation, the reader knows more about Albert Pike-that educated, restless
young school teacher with a bent for writing who came to New Mexico as a
trapper, then ventured into the virtually unknown west Texas Llano Estacadothan about most other contemporary traders. Weber's annotation helps, but
the volume would have been much more useful had Pike produced a detailed
account for Weber to footnote.
Myra Ellen Jenkins
Santa Fe

Owen Wister's West: Selected Articles. Edited by Robert Murray Davis. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1987. 170 pp. Bibliography. $22.50
cloth, $11.95 paper.)
If any six words launched the mythic West, they would be Owen Wister's
"When you call me that, smile!" Today Wister is remembered for creating The
Virginian and its no-name character who uttered those words and fathered
hundreds of other strong, silent western offspring in pulp fiction.
But Wister also penned less enduring books and essays, which today are
remembered less than The Virginian's many pulp imitators. Robert Murray
Davis has drawn together eleven of these essays and a poem, which represent
Wister's perception of the West, his stylistic development and the dichotomy
of a man caught between the East, his home, and the West, and between the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries.
Through the introduction and scholarly comments preceding each selection, Davis puts the essays in literary perspective and ascribes to Wister motives such as "trying to find, preserve, and celebrate his own wilder impulses"
in his essay "The Evolution of the Cow-Puncher."
Wister's essays stand not so much on their profundity as on their insight
into the views of the man who wrote The Virginian. While Wister's style is not
so much dated, his analysis is. From !he essay "Concerning 'Bad Men:" for
instance, he writes, "But if you are predatory, you run a fine chance of growing
into a 'bad man: even if you did not start so. And what does it depend on?
Why, the qualities of your heart and brain, of course." And if you want to see
some of these bad men, he notes in the same essay, go to the Southwest where
"deserts favor birds of prey and drive honest men elsewhere ... " and to.
Arizona and New Mexico with their "special inheritance-the scum from California, Texas, and Old Mexico."
While Wister's perception of the real West is no less blurred than his vision
of the mythic West, his writing on the legendary West is certainly more entertaining and, as history has shown, more enduring.
Preston Lewis
Lubbock, Texas
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Crafting a Southwestern Masterpiece: J. Evetts Haley and Charles Goodnight: Cowman
& Plainsman. By B. Byron Price. (Midland, Texas: Nita Stewart Haley Memorial

Library, 1986. ix + 68 pp. IIIustrations, notes, index. $20.00.)
The term crafting in this thin volume's title is misleading. It implies a close
analysis of Haley's biography of Charles Goodnight from its inception through
research, first draft, revision, and finally to published form. Price, however,
takes the writing process per se for granted, focusing. instead on the broader
business of publishing. Beginning with Haley's first encounter with Goodnight
in 1925, B. Byron Price examines the development of their relationship until
Goodnight's death in 1929 and goes on to recount briefly Haley's life as the
work progressed, his negotiations with publishers, and the response to the
book in the years foIlowing its publication.
Thus, any number of questions about the craft of writing biography remain
unanswered. Even so large an issue as cutting 45,000 words from the original
manuscript is glossed over as "[de-emphasizing] Goodnight's courtbattles and
[removing] incidental detail and general material on Texas history." When
Haley was asked to trim yet another fifty pages from his revised manuscript,
he responded reluctantly, fearing it could not be done "without damage ...
except by a long and meticulous process." Where the changes made? What
were they? What was their effect? Whatever insight into the craft of writing
biography that might be gained through an examination of Haley's raw material
remains to be seen.
The value of Price's work, then, is not in its literary analysis of Haley's
writing but in its depiction of writing a biography as a social endeavor requiring
conscious, concerted interactions among many individuals including, among
others, author, subject, editor, publisher, and reader. Goodnight was an especiaIly difficult subject because of an aversion to publicity and a mistrust of
writers. Price's recounting of Haley's slowly gaining the old cattleman's trust
and eventually winning his approval of and cooperation in the biography
depicts the most human aspects of writing biography. So do his references to
Goodnight's, Mrs. Goodnight's, and Haley's fears that the aging Goodnight
would not live to complete his interviews.
The cooperation requisite to writing a scholarly biography, of course, must
be based on a set of shared assumptions. In the case of the Goodnight biography, the central assumption is that when it was not simply ignored, the
history of the cattle trade in the Southwest had been distorted and sensationalized and needed to be salvaged before the old-timers who could set the
record straight had all passed from the scene. These were people self-consciously inventing the history of their region from-for all practical purposesthe beginning of time. They still accepted the assumptions of Manifest Destiny,
prided themselves in their accomplishments and, having emerged victorious,
generally did not yet question their own motives. Under such circumstances
a biographer's admiration for his subject may be unabashed, as Haley's for
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Goodnight most certainly was. Price's insight into that early, relatively uncritical stage in the creation of a regional history/mythology is the book's
greatest strength.
John D. Joerschke
Stillwater, Oklahoma

Town Building on the Colorado Frontier. By Kathleen Underwood. (Albuquerque:
University of New Mexico Press, 1987. xix + 181 pp. Illustrations, map, tables,
charts, appendixes, notes, bibliography, index. $24.95.)
Town Building on the Colorado Frontier is a social history of Grand Junction,
Colorado, from its birth in 1881 as a pioneer settlement to its establishment as
a permanent community early in the twentieth century. The author's objective
was to look at the social, economic, and political processes at work in a developing frontier community and to explain how Grand Junction finally emerged
as a stable, small town on Colorado's Western Slope.
The book begins by tracing the sequence of events that forced the Utes
from western Colorado and opened a vast amount of land to experienced town
builders like George A. Crawford. President of the Grand Junction Town Company, Crawford staked out a site at the junction of the Colorado and Gunnison
rivers, laid out streets on a grid pattern along with parks, better neighborhoods,
and places for schools, and then awaited settlers. By 1885, Grand Junction had
been incorporated and "was a thriving pioneer settlement of more than 850
... [with] seventy businesses, five churches, and a dozen voluntary associations" (p. 13). Demographic statistics for this period indicate that Grand Junction was quite typical of similar pioneer settlements with a population whose
median age was twenty-seven, "five men of marriageable age for every two
women" (p. 14), and 80 percent of the population native born. These data
changed dramatically during the next phase of Grand Junction's growth.
Underwood notes how economic developments affected the town's demography and the role of the Grand Junction Town Company. With the arrival
of the railroad in 1882, more businesses appeared, many owned by non-residents. More skilled artisans and transportation workers arrived, and a propertied elite revealed a concentration of wealth in the hands of a few citizens.
As it became apparent that a permanent and potable water supply was essential
to the community's further prosperity, a tug of war developed between the
municipality's Citizenry and company officials. This struggle, perhaps the best
part of Underwood's monograph, points to the importance of water in the
West as well as the power of participatory democracy as a catalyst for change
in evolving western towns. Although it took four years to achieve municipal
ownership of the water supply-an accomplishment delayed by disunity among
opponents of the company and the onset of a national depression in 1893by 1900 the municipally owned system was available for preliminary testing
and the company had withdrawn from local politics.
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Having reviewed the manner in which Grand Junction developed from a
pioneer settlement to a small town, Underwood addresses the social relations
of community members during this same period. Using census records, marriage registers, tax rolls, and membership lists of Grand Junction's numerous
organizations, the author concludes that earlier scholarship breaking down the
population into those who stayed and those who left needs modification. Her
three-part division allows for a more accurate analysis: a transient population
that was en route; a stable core that planned to build the community; and
interim residents who stayed for various lengths of time before moving on.
The author's detailed charts show sex ratios, employment patterns, age and
life cycles, and participatory involvement of identified residents. Data on women
and the family, their increasingly active role in associational activities, and
what she calls the "affiliate network" of both men and women (Chapter 5)
further explain what is actually happening in Grand Junction as it goes through
the maturation process.
Although the price is high for this small volume, the author has produced
a case study that adds further knowledge to existing literature on small towns
by Merle Curti, Don Harrison Doyle, Kenneth Lockridge, Robert R. Dykstra,
Lewis Atherton, Carl Bridenbaugh, and many others. She has identified the
"indices of transition" that show how and when Grand Junction became assured of continued existence despite high rates of emigration, and she has
compared this process to studies on small towns in other areas. Even though
her data support the "stereotypical picture of life in small towns" (p. 110), her
meticulous research and straightforward writing style make this a useful contribution to the historiography of town building in the West. But should not
the title specify Grand Junction?
.
Dan Tyler
Colorado State University

Mexico: A Country In Crisis. Edited by Jerry L. Ladman. (EI Paso: Texas Western
Press, 1986. xii + 169 pp. Tables, notes. $13.00 paper.)
The essays for this book were written in 1983 and 1984 and the epilogue
in 1986. The essays, in varying degrees, thematically reflect the consequences
of three events: the 1968 Tlatelolco riots; the 1976 economic crisis; and the 1982
financial disaster. The book provides an excellent, if occasionally dated, perspective on contemporary Mexico.
"The Roots of the Crisis," by Jerry Ladman, identifies the problems on
which the following essays elucidate. Ladman sees the 1982 crisis, which he
labels Mexico's most serious challenge since the 1910 Revolution, as the shortrange cause· of contemporary problems. The long-range causes include economic and social inequalities, the weaknesses of the Institutional Revolutionary Party (PRI), high population growth, devaluation, inflation, the sexenio,
and the foreign debt.
Juan Diez-Canedo Ruiz's "The Outlook for the Mexican Economy" reviews

..
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the 1950-1983 period by dividing it into four categories: "Stabilizing Development" (1950-1970); "Shared Development" (1971-1976); "Alliance for Production" (1977-1980), and the "Crisis of 1982." After outlining the problems,
the author is cautiously optimistic about President Miguel de la Madrid's economic policies. However, the author clarifies de la Madrid's potential difficulties by showing what would be required to finance an interest rate increase
of one percent. "With over $60 billion subject to flexible interest rates, one
additional percentage point represents an amount of more than $600 million
per year.... In 1983 Mexican petroleum exports were $15.1 billion. One additional dollar per barrel of crude oil would mean $540 million in additional
... income.... Of course it could be catastrophic if oil prices were to fall
while interest rates rose" (pp. 20-21).
Jeff Brannon's "The Nationalization of Mexico's Private Banking System"
provides an excellent summary of President Jose Lopez Portillo's 1982 motives
and actions. Nationalization resulted in the federal government gaining interest
in enough private companies to control between 60 and 80 percent of Mexico's
gross domestic product. The author believes that nationalization resulted for
economic and ideological reasons. Brannon believes that the banking system
will now be vulnerable to the corruption endemic in other federal governmentcontrolled operations-that is, PEMEX and the Federal Electricity Commission.
"Changes in the Mexican Government," by Marvin Alisky, contrasts de la
Madrid's early policies on such issues as foreign policy, demographics, corruption, the PRJ, and economics with his two predecessors' records. The "Corruption" segment describes well the magnitude of the problem. In retrospect,
Alisky was too optimistic about de la Madrid's chances for success.
"The Paradoxical Border," by the late Stanley Ross, analyzes the U.s.Mexican boundary. Ross provides examples of interdependency, to offset the
usual mind-set that emphasizes dependency. He identifies future border-related
issues such as migration, economics, water, pollution, and energy resources
and makes a plea for increased border-related research.
In "The Rise of a More Active Mexican Foreign Policy," Mario OJ eda Gomez
identifies self-determination and non-intervention as Mexico's two historic
principles. Next, he chronicles Mexico's growing aggressiveness in response
to Richard Nixon's 10 percent surcharge on Mexican imports, Luis Echeverria's
promotion of Third World causes, and the results of the new petroleum wealth.
The book's focus shifts away from its political and economic emphasis in
"Rewriting the History of Mexican Art," by Shifra M. Goldman. Goldman
develops three themes: the dynamics between business and government policies concerning the visual arts; art speculation; and the distortions on Mexican
art caused by economic and political factors. The author rues the fact that
Mexican art, bought for investment purposes rather than for merit and often
distorted or manipulated in value by publicity, media hype, or petroleum
wealth, places value on some artists' works for non-artistic reasons.
"New Trends in Mexican Literature," by Gustavo Sainz, demonstrates how
the 1968 Tlatelolco riots and the 1982 economic crisis have influenced Mexican
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literature. Sainz focuses on the past fifteen years and how new writers are
interpreting Mexico. He also describes governmental censorship and its effects.
In "Understanding Contemporary Mexico: The Uses and Abuses of History:' Michael Meyer provides a historian's perspective on contemporary Mexico by analyzing Mexico's one-party system and demonstrating how it evolved
from the problems associated with early twentieth-century presidential successions. Similarly, he discusses the growth of corruption in the public sector and
the lack of public accountability. Meyer evaluates the current neo-Porfirian
argument (the idea that Mexico is experiencing a second Porfiriato or PRIfiriato) and finds it lacking in historical comparability.
The essays possess an overall competence often missing in edited works.
For some readers, the two essays by Goldman and Sainz, while well written,
will seem tangential to the book's primary focus on economics and politics.
No index is included.
James Hindman
Eastern New Mexico University

Book Notes

Main Currents in American Thought: The Colonial Mind, 1620-1800. Volume
I. By Vernon Louis Parrington. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press,
1987. xxxi + 413 pp. Bibliography, index, notes. $28.95 cloth, $14.95
paper.) Reprint, with a foreword by David W. Levy.
Main Currents in American Thought: The Romantic Revolution in America,
1800-1860. Volume II. By Vernon Louis Parrington. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1987. xxx + 439 pp. Notes, bibliography, index.
$28.95 cloth, $14.95 paper.) Reprint, with a foreword by David W. Levy.
Main Currents in American Thought: The Beginnings of Critical Realism in
America, 1860-1920. Volume III. By Vernon Louis Parrington. (Norman:
University of Oklahoma Press, 1987. xliii + 429 pp. Notes, bibliography, index. $28.95 cloth, $14.95 paper.) Reprint, with a foreword by
David W. Levy.
New Spain's Far Northern Frontier: Essays on Spain in the American West,
1540-1821. Edited by David J. Weber. (Dallas: Southern Methodist University Press, 1988. xix + 321 pp. Illustrations, maps, tables, notes,
bibliography, index. $13.95 paper.) Reprint of the 1979 edition.
Basic Texas Books: An Annotated Bibliography of Selected Works for a Research
Library. By John H. Jenkins. (Austin: Texas State Historical Association,
1988. xii + 648 pp. Illustrations, appendix, index. $29.95.) This revised
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edition of this important bibliography presents 224 essential books for
a Texana library. Each entry contains a short critical essay, full bibliographical data, a description of contents, and a listing of important
related books. More than 1,000 additional Texas books are discussed,
and an annotated guide to 217 Texas bibliographies is included. This
is essential reading for the student of Texas history.

The Raven: A Biography of Sam Houston. By Marquis James. (Austin:
University of Texas Press, 1988. 489 pp. Illustrations, maps, notes,
bibliography, index. $10.95 paper.) Reprint of the 1929 Pulitzer Prize
winner.
Anson James: The Last President of Texas. By Herbert Cambrell. (Austin:
University of Texas Press, 1988. xii + 530 pp. Illustration, notes, bibliography, index. $12.95 paper.) Reprint of the 1964 edition.

The Wolves of Heaven: Cheyenne Shamanism, Ceremonies, and Pre-historic
Origins. By Karl H. Schlesier. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press,
1987. xviii + 214 pp. Illustrations, maps, chart, tables, bibliography,
index. $25.00.) Illustrated with drawings by Dick West.

My Indian Boyhood. By Luther Standing Bear. (Lincoln: University of
Nebraska Press, 1988. 190 pp. Illustrations. $19.95 cloth, $6.95 paper.)
Reprint of the 1931 edition.

Stories of the Sioux. By Luther Standing Bear. (Lincoln: University of
Nebraska Press, 1988. 79 pp. Illustrations. $12.95 cloth, $4.95 paper.)
Reprint of the 1934 edition.
The Witch of Goingsnake and Other Stories. By Robert J. Conley. (Norman:
University of Oklahoma Press, 1988. xv + 165 pp. $17.95.) Cherokee
tales, with a foreword by Wilma P. MankiIIer, principal chief of the
Cherokee nation.

The Chinook Indians: Traders of the Lower Columbia River. By Robert H.
Ruby and John A. Brown. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press,
1988. xxii + 349 pp. Illustrations, maps, notes, bibliography, index.
$13.95 paper.) First paperback reprint of the 1976 edition.

A Cowboy Detective: A True Story of Twenty-Two Years with a World-Famous
Detective Agency. By Charles A. Siring6. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1988. xvii + 519 pp. Illustrations. $35.00 cloth, $11.95
paper.) Reprint of the 1912 classic, with an introduction by Frank Morn.

News Notes

Charles E. Rankin, associate editor of this journal and a doctoral candidate in the University of New Mexico, was awarded the Walter Rundell Prize at the October meeting of the Western History Association.
The annual Rundell Prize recognizes a superior graduate student in
the field of western history. Rankin is presently completing a doctoral
dissertation on the history of Rocky Mountain journalism.
Ruby L. Molinar, editorial assistant on this journal, has been awarded
a Centennial Scholarship by the Associated Students of the University
of New Mexico Minority Recruitment and Retention Committee. Molinar, a junior majoring in criminal justice, received the award in recognition of her excellent academic record and participation in university
activities.
Marfa Montoya, an editorial assistant on this journal in 1988, has
completed her work toward a master's degree in history in the University of New Mexico and has left us to continue working toward a
doctorate in history in Yale University. Taking her place in our office
is Kyle B. Norwood, who is working on his master's degree in history
in the University of New Mexico.
Nancy M. Brown, office manager of this journal, received a 1988
certificate of appreciation from the Graduate Student Association in
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the University of New Mexico. The certificate honors her contribution
of time, effort, and information given to graduate students researching
historical subjects.
Three University of New Mexico history professors have received
noted honors, including Ferenc M. Szasz, winner of the Burlington
Award for excellence in teaching, Peter Bakewell, awarded the Reconocimiento for his work on Zacatecas, Mexico, and Melvin Yazawa, recipient of a university presidential lectureship for 1988-1990.
Szasz, who also won a Fulbright grant to England two years ago,
is author of The Day the Sun Rose Twice (1984) and The Protestant Clergy
in the Great Plains and Mountain West, 1865-1915 (1988), both published
by the University of New Mexico Press. He will receive a check for
$2,500 from the Burlington Northern Foundation, established three
years ago to recognize excellence in university teaching. Two other
University of New Mexico professors, Shlomo Karni and George Peters,
also received Burlington Northern recognition.
Bakewell, whose latest book, Silver and Entrepreneurship in Seventeenth-Century Potosi, appeared in 1988, received the Reconocimiento and
an accompanying medal last June in Durango, Mexico. It was awarded
by the jury of the Premio Banamex "Atanasio G. Saravia" de Historia
Regional Mexicana..
Yazawa, acting chair of the History Department this past fall, will
receive $2,000 from the university as a result of the presidential lectureship.
Other members of the University of New Mexico History Department have also been active. Book pubIlcations include: Margaret Connell-Szasz, Indian Education in the American Colonies: 1607-1783 (1988);
Linda Hall, with Don M. Coerver, Revolution on the Border: The United
States and Mexico, 1910-1920 (1988); and Noel Pugach and Gerald D.
Nash, coeditors, Social Security: The First Half-Century (1988). Pugach
also had published an article titled, "Second Career: James A. Thomas
and the Chinese American Bank of Commerce," in the Pacific Historical
Review (May 1987), and Howard Rabinowitz had published "Nativism,
Bigotry and Anti-Semitism in the South," in American Jewish .History
(March 1988) and "More Than the Woodward Thesis: Assessing The
Strange Career of Jim Crow," in Journal of American History (December
1988).

Thirty professors and students currently or recently affiliated with
the University of New Mexico attended the Western History Association's Twenty-Sixth Annual conference in Wichita, Kansas, in October.
Presenting papers at the conference were Ferenc M. Szasz, "The Clergy
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(or the lack thereof) in the Myth of the American West," L. Durwood
Ball, "Civil-Military Relations on the Interwar Frontier, 1856-1861: Military Intervention in Kansas and Utah Territories," and Charles E.
Rankin, "Teaching: The Flawed Opportunity for Wyoming Women."
Margaret Connell-Szasz and Paul Andrew Hutton chaired sessions at
the Wichita conference.
Two awards related to western history also have been announced.
The Denver Public Library presented its first Caroline Bancroft History
Prize to The Mythic West in Twentieth-Century America (1986), by the late
Robert G. Athearn, longtime history professor at the University of
Colorado, Boulder. The book, published by the University Press of
Kansas, appeared four years after its author's death. Levi S. Peterson,
author of Juanita Brooks: Mormon Woman Historian (1988), has won the
David W. and Beatrice C. Evans Award for the best biography dealing
with Mormon country. Presented lastSeptember by the Mountain West
Center for Regional Studies at Utah State University, the Evans Award
carries a $10,000 cash prize. Peterson is professor of English at Weber
State College, Ogden, Utah.
The history profession also has two new assistant directors. Irvin
Lippman has been appointed assistant director at the Amon Carter
Museum in Fort Worth, Texas. Lippman has served as publications
and public affairs officer for the museum since 1987. Bobby D. Weaver,
a historian and specialist in archival management, has been named
assistant director at the National Cowboy Hall of Fame in Oklahoma
City. Weaver was chief curator at the Panhandle-Plains Historical Museum at Canyon, Texas, prior to joining the Cowboy Hall of Fame.
The University of North Texas, Denton, is the center for two new
scholarly publications in western history. Appearing for the first time
this past fall is Locus: An Historical Journal of Regional Perspectives on
National Topics. Published in cooperation with the Center for Local
History at the University of North Texas, Locus will appear semiannually. Its editors are Robert S. LaForte and Donad E. Chipman.
University of New Mexico Professor John L. Kessell is a member of
the journal's editorial board.
Military History of the Southwest, formerly Military History of Texas
and the Southwest, will commence publication this spring. Published in
cooperation with the history department at the University of North
Texas, the journal's new editors are Richard Lowe and Ronald Marcello,
with Gustav Seligmann as book review editor. Professor Darlis Miller
of New Mexieo State University is a member of the journal's editorial
board.
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The Charles Redd Center for Western Studies at Brigham Young
University is again offering its summer fellowship for scholars and
summer grant for upper division and graduate students for 1989. Recipients of both awards are ~xpected to study some aspect of change
in the Mountain West (defined as Arizona, Colorado, Idaho, Montana,
Nevada, New Mexico, Utah, and Wyoming) during the late nineteenth
or twentieth century. The research fellowship carries a $1,500 stipend
plus $1,500 in research support funds for a one-month period between
May and August 1989. The student grant provides $1,000 per recipient
and may be used for any worthy project including preparation of seminar papers, theses, and dissertations. Application deadline for both
awards-is February 1, 1989. Announcement of awards will be made by
March I, 1989.
The center also has announced competition for a $500 prize and
guarantee of publication for a monograph-length manuscript in the
field of western American studies. Manuscripts from any academic
discipline in the humanities, soCial sciences, or behavioral sciences are
eligible. Application deadline is May 1, 1989, with the winner to be
announced by June IS, 1989.
Applications for the fellowship, student grant, and manuscript
competition should be sent to Thomas G. Alexander, Director, Charles
Redd Center for Western Studies, 4069 Harold B. Lee Library, Brigham
Young University, Provo, Utah 84602.
A call for papers has been issued for three upcoming conferences.
Deadline for submitting papers for the Twenty-First Annual Centennial
Dakota History Conference is January 31, 1989. The conference will be
held at Madison, South Dakota, April 6-8, and prizes will be awarded
for best papers in a number of special categories. Correspondence
should be addressed to H. W. Blakely, Director, Dakota History Conference, Business and Education Institute, Dakota State College, Madison, South Dakota 57042-1799.
The Plains Indian Museum of the Buffalo Bill Historical Center in
Cody, Wyoming, is inviting proposals for papers to be read at the
Thirteenth Annual Plains Indian Seminar in Cody September 28October I, 1989. Papers for one-hour presentations augmented by visual demonstrations should be related to art created by southern plains
Indian tribes. Those interested should submit a 450-word abstract or
completed paper by April 17 to George Horse Capture, curator, Plains
Indian Museum, Buffalo Bill Historical Center, P.O. Box WOO, Cody,
Wyoming 82414.
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Papers also are being sought for the John Carter Brown Quincentennial Conference, to be held in September 1991 at the John Carter
Brown Library in Providence, Rhode Island. The conference, titled
"America in European Consciousness: The Impact of the New World
on the Old, 1492-1750," will emphasize what learned elites thought
and imagined about "America." Address inquiries to Quincentennial
Conference, John Carter Brown Library, P.O. Box 1894, Providence,
Rhode Island 02912.
A number of events related to western history have been scheduled
for 1989. "Art of New Mexico: The Early Years" is one of a number of
exhibitions to be offered at the National Cowboy Hall of Fame. The
exhibit, to include masterworks from the New Mexico Museum of Art
including the Taos founders and Georgia O'Keefe, will be shown December 18, 1988, through January 31, 1989.
The Walter Prescott Webb Memorial Lectures will be held March
16, 1989, at the University of Texas, Arlington. The series will feature
Allen Gutmann, Stephen Hardy, Donald G. Kyle, and Richard D. Mandell speaking on sport history and sport mythology.
Donald J. Pisani, associate professor of history at Texas A&M University and recent contributor to this magazine, will deliver the keynote
address for the American Library Association's Thirtieth Annual Rare
Books & Manuscripts Preconference, to be held June 22-23, 1989, on
the Southern Methodist University campus in Dallas, Texas. Conference brochures are available from Sidney F. Huttner, program chair,
University of Tulsa Library, 600 South College, Tulsa, Oklahoma 74104.
Andrew Gulliford, director of the Western New Mexico University
museum at Silver City, is seeking historic photographs and architectural
drawings of buildings for a traveling exhibit to begin display in September 1989. The exhibit will travel to colleges, universities, public
libraries, schools, and community centers throughout New Mexico for
up to three years. Made possible by a $3,200 grant from New Mexico's
Office of Cultural Affairs Historic Preservation Division and matching
funds from Western New Mexico University, the exhibit will focus on
"the built environment of New Mexico." For more information, contact
Gulliford at P.O. Box 680, Western New Mexico University, Silver City,
New Mexico 88062.
In other historic preservation news, eleven buildings in downtown
Gallup have been added to the National Register of Historic Places.
They include: C. N. Cotten Warehouse; the Rex, Palace, Drake, Grand,
Harvey, and El Rancho hotels; the Chief and El Morro theaters; the
White Cafe; and the old U.s. Post Office. All newly listed ~tructures
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are located along Sixty-Six and Coal avenues, Gallup's main commercial
streets. A walking tour guide is available for Gallup's historic downtown buildings.
In Arizona, the Sun-Up Ranch in Maricopa County, the Haught
Cabin in Gila County, and the Sutherland Wash Archaeological District
in Pima County also have been added to the National Register of
Historic Places.
A $10,000 award, meanwhile, for restoration of the KiMo Theater
murals in Albuquerque has been included in the City of Albuquerque's
Urban Enhancement Trust Fund Committee's 1990-1991 funding recommendation, If approved, the funding would be matched by $5,000
in private donations already raised by Friends of the KiMo.
The American Studies Foundation has been established to study and
perpetuate Native American, Hispanic, and Anglo cultures of the
Southwest. The foundation is considering Hacienda de Los Luceros
near Alcalde and San Juan Pueblo in northern New Mexico as a base
for its operations. The 140-acre site, listed in both the National Register
of Historic Places and State Register of Cultural Properties, includes
buildings dating from the seventeenth century. For information contact
T. G. Futch, P.O. Box 489, Alcalde, New Mexico 87511 or call (505) 8524717.
A 1988 tribal directory is available from the Arizona Commission
on Indian Affairs. The directory includes: statistics related to population and acreage of Arizona Indian reservations; addresses and telephone numbers for various officials; information on education, health,
legal matters, and social services; schedule of special tribal events; a
listing of art, craft, and cultural centers; and a directory of Indian
associations in Arizona. Write to Arizona Commission on Indian Affairs, 1624 W. Jefferson, Suite 127, Phoenix, Arizona 85007.

